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Π Dr. Keed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
neirto; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
OfllreHour ν—Ο a. tu. to Ο. p. m. aplOsntf

INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
«1 EXCHANGE STREET,

year ; if paid in advance, J2.00

jel7snly

Telephone 701.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
North Yarmouth.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth will hold a
caucus at the Town House, SATURDAY, M ay 29,
at 7 p. m., for the choice of delegates to the Republican State Convention anci the Republican
First District Congressional Convention.
Per order Town Committee.

Pownal.
The Republicans of Pownal are requested to
meet at the Town House in said town, on Saturday, May 29th inst., at four o'clock in the afternoon, to choose delegates to the Republican State
Convention, and to the Republican First District
Congressional Convention.
Per order Town Committee.
Pownal, May 17th, 188G.
Cumberland.
The Republicans of Cumberland are requested
to meet at the Town House in said town, on SATURDAY. May 29th inst., at 7 p. m., to choose
delegates to the Republican State Convention;
also to the Republican First District CongressionPer order Town Committee.
al Convention.
Cumberland, May 19th, 1886.
Elizabeth.

Cape
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested to meet at the Town house on SATURDAY,
May 29th, at 3 p. m., to choose delegates to the
State and Congressional Conventions.
Per order Republican Town Committee.
Windham.
The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at tiie Town House on SATURDAY, the 29th
day of May, at two o'clock p. m., to choose delegates to the State Convention, and also to the

District Convention.

Per order of Town

Committee.

;

Wc-Hlbroolt.
The Republicans nf Westbrook are requested to
meet at Odd Fellows' Hull, Saecarappa, at 4
o'clock p. m.. SATUBDAY, May 29tli, to choose
delegates fur State and District Conventions.
Per order Republican Town Committee.

<ïruy.
Tlie République of Gray are requested to meet
at tlie Town Hall, in said town, on SATURDAY.
May 29th. ;it 7 o'clock p. ill. for the purpose of
choosing delegates lo attend llie Republican Slate
Convention: also the First Congressional District
Convention, and to choose a Republican Town
Per order Town Comniitiee.
Oonniltte.

Gray, May 24ili, 188G.

Washington, May 23.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are rains, followed by
fair weather, nearly stationary temperature.
The indications for New England are
rains and thunder storms, followed by fair

weather, nearly stationary temperature,

LOCAL WEATHEIÎ llKPOItT.
Portland, Me., May 24. 1888.
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of every description and price. Our Patent Sliding Window Screens are the best screens made.
They are used in the very best houses in nearly
every large city and town in the United States.
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IN MEMORIAM
1 have in warerooms and for sale, the best selected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties Intending to erect memorials
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,
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Congress
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infanticide In

Biddeford.

Bildkfoiîp, May 24.—The body of

male
infant was found on the river bank here
wrapped in a newspaper this afternoon. The
child was about three months old, and had
been dead some time.
a

Salvation Army Methods.
Farmington, May 24.—Rev. Ozro Roys,
pastor of the Free Baptist church, lias adopted Salvation Arhiy methods in the prcsccution υχ

ms worK.

nuimay evening

ue

wai-

slialcd the members of his church and society, and parading the streets, singing gospel
hymns, proceeded to the conim«n where he
Other
addressed an open air
meeting.
speakers were liev. "Campmeeting" John
Allen (Methodist) and liev. William T. I'ettigrove (Christian). They were accorded respectful attention and another parade and
meeting is to take place next Sunday. A few
daj's ai.'o he held a similar demonstration in
Canton, speaking from the hotel steps there.
Suicide in Union.

Rockland, May 24.—Mrs. Harriet Maddocks, an estimable lady living at Union,
committed suicide by hanging Thursday
night. No cause is assigned.

sioners' Report.

Three Faults in Construction of the
Road Mentioned.

Boston, May 24.—The Kailruad Commissioners have made public their finding in the
ease of the accident at Bard well's Ferry on
the State road on April "tli, 1886, by which
47 persons were injured, of whom 11 were
killed or have since died. After minutelf
detailing the location of the tracks and the
circumstances of the accident, the Commissioners say : "The cause of the disaster was
the slide of a part of the embankment, and
the cause of this slide was the concurrence
First, in
of three faults in construction.
18GG-68, when this portion of the road was
reconstructed over the very imperfect roadbed of Messrs. Ilaupt & Co., a piece of cribwork was placed in the embankment, occupying considerable space midway between
frnnlr .in/I

'HilU fTlh-WArV

terward covered with eartli and rock

/

Two

disastrous Fires in Aroostook

VVO« f>

so

May 24.—F. W. Titcomb's
mill, together with a large
amount of lumber, burned Sunday afternoon·
The origin of the lire is unknown. A high
west wind prevailing, cinders were blown
directly upon the village and set (ire to the
buildings of S. F. Milberry, which were entirely consumed, together with some stock.
The house and stable of Charles Levering
burned, and the house of Benj. B. Smith
was partly burned. Kinney & Watson lost
500 barrels of starch, which were stored in
IIOULTOX,
shingle and

Commis-

f_

that

its presence was unknown to the present
The contractor had
managers of the road.
forgotten it, and denied that there was any
such work on the road, but after the accident the projecting ends of the timber revealed its existence, and an excavation has
The pins
revealed its extent and character.
have rotted away, and the timber has great-

ly decayed.

The second contributory cause of the accident, the Commissioners say, was a neglect
to provide an open culvert, by which the
water accumulating in the ditch on the
northerly side of the track would be drained
This culvert was deemed
into the river.
in charge of
necessary by the engineers
"renovating" the road, but it was abandoned
reason.
η
unknow
for some
The third defect was added, when the second track was built in 1884. Much broken
rock was dumped on the southern slope of
the embankment, with an idea of strengthas
ening and widening it. Such of the rockthe
reached the foot would aid in sustaining
bank, but that which remained high and dry
its weight beover the weak spot would by
with
come a source of danger and cooperate
the water in producing the final disaster.
to
needed
were
The three causes together
theyproduce the sad result, and altogether
no
eviThere is
abundantly account for it.
dence of any negligence or fault on the part
of the Fitchburg Railroad Company, or any
one in its service, and the present State road
officials appear to have exercised «very possible precaution for the safety of trains. I'he
Commissioners call especial attention to the
heroism displayed by Engineer Littlejohn at
the time of the accident, and to the services
rendered by other train employes who were
themselves suffering from injuries.
Masonic.

Boston", May 24.—The annual election of
the Grand Consistory of Massachusetts for
the United States of America, was held here
today and resulted as follows: Illustrious
Commander in Chief, Smith B. Harrington,
33 ; Illustrious Deputy Commander in Chief,
Win field L. Tucker, 33°; Illustrious First
Lieutenant Commander, J. H. Jones, 33°;
Second Lieutenant Commander. James S.
Woods, 33* ; Grand Minister of State, Fred
A. Flint, 32°; Grand Chancellor, Willard C.
Vanderlip, 32°; Grand Treasurer, William
11. Wright, 33"; Grand Secretary, W. P.
Barbour, 33°.

In Maine there would be these

:

$1,000
Aroostook, collector's salary
2,000
Passamaquoddy, collector's salary2,000
ISangor, collector's salary
2,000
collector's
Bath,
salary
4,000
Portland, collector's salary
2,000
Portland, appraiser's salary
The bill to protect mackerel (luring the
spawning season, which has passed the
House, was referred to the committee on
fisheries today.
French Spoliation Claims.
In the Court of Claims today, Judge Davis delivered the unanimous opinion of tile
court upon the general questions raised by
counsel in regard to the French spoliation
claims as to the rights of insurers and quality of the evidence that will be required. After overruling certain formal objections to
the petitions, the court citing numerous authorities, holds that the insurers of the captured vessels are not forced to sue in the
names of the owners whom they insured,
but may sue in their own names, and are entitled to recover what loss they actually paid
were no technical abaneven though there
donment, as the seizure and confiscation
amounted to a constructive total loss, which,
by the law of insurance, does not demand a
formal abandonment or cession in order to
vest rights in the insurers.
Vetoed bv the President.
The President has returned, without his
approval, the private pension bills granting
pensions to Dudley li. Branch, Louis Melclier, Edward Ayers, and James C. Chandler. Ilis reasons are given at some length in
each case.

XLIXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

the

Milberry

saw

barn.

The losses are:

Tit-

comb, $15,000; Milberry, $2,000; Lovering,
The insurance is:
$800; Smith, $1,200.'
Titcomb, $8,000; Milberry, $GOO; Lovering,
$800; Smith, $1,000.
The loss on Kinney & Watson's starcli
was $3,000; fully insured. Numerous other
buildings caught fire, and only by strenuous
efforts was the village saved. This is the
first lire since the introduction of the water

works, and their efficiency cannot be too
highly praised. Every one admits that they
saved the village. Water stock will take a
boom.
On Sunday morning a steam mill at Liuneus, owned by a man named Campbell, was
burned. The loss is $3,000; no insurance.
SLID FBOM THE BED.
Suicide of a Woman Who Thought
She Had Become Burdensome.

IIebko.n, May 24.—Mrs. Hiram Staples,
who lived near the Academy had a paralytic
shock about four years ago and another very
severe one some time last winter, which entirely prostrated her, not being able to even
In this bodily and mental
feed herself.
weakness she became wearied of life, and
took a string that the family used to tie her
pillows together with in bolstering her up,
fastened it around the bedpost and her neck,
and slid herself off the bed, thereby hanging
herself. She was about 70 years old.
Swallowed Poison and Died24. Mary Inman, aged 43
years, committed suicide here tonight by takShe was l)alf drunk
ing Rough on Rats.
when she swallowed the poison.

Bangok, May

THE HOTEL NORTH ROBBER.
If Pardoned by the Governor, Franklin County Authorities Want Him.

Fabmixgton, May 24.—If Augustus Gove,
the Hotel North robber, is pardoned by Gov.
Robie, he is wanted in this county on a
charge of havimg stolen a horse and team in
the Dead River region. After he escaped
from the Kennebec county jail, he fled into
Franklin county, where, in the Dead River
country he stole a horse and team, but was
pursued and captured in Eustis. lie was
tuiten to the Farmington jail, where Jailor
Jewell identified him as Gove, and he was
delivered up to the Kennebec county authorities to serve out his unfinished sentence.
Now, if the Augusta effort to secure his pardon succeeds, justice can be meted out to
him for his misdeeds here.

SENATE.

Sears-

County, Sunday.

THE FITCH3URC HORROR.

Of Interest to Maine People.

Striking

Washington, May

Mr

Trouble

TPIoft'c Γί»«ΛΐπΐΪηη

ΓΡί?ΑΓί1-

nvwgu

Mr. Diiigiey of Maine, from the shipping
committee, reported back tlie shipping bill

with the recommendation that certain of the
Senate amendments be concurred in and
others noncurred in.
The recommendation of the committee was
agreed to. Among the amendments non-concurred in is that known as the Frye amendment.
The Speaker announced the appointment
of conferees on the post office appropriation
bill.
By a vote of 103 yeas to £3 nays the House
passed a bill granting an increase of pension
to the widow of Commander Τ. A. Craven.
Mr. Bennett of North Carolina introduced
the
a bill to divide the surplus money in
1st of June, 1880, among the
Treasury on the
several States and Territories for educational
purposes. Referred.
Then a struggle for priority of consideration arose between special orders and after
a sharp debate the House went into committee of the whole on the general revenue bills.
The lirst measure of this character on the
calendar was the Morrison tariff bill which
was passed over without objection but a contest was made over setting aside the next
revenue bill, being one to reduce the number
The matter
of internal revenue officers.
was submitted to the House for determination and that body having decided—yoas
13G, nays 86—to pass over the internal revenue
bill the committee resumed its session and
the "oleomargarine" bill was taken up.
Remarks were made by Messrs. Scott of
Pennsylvania, Hopkins of Illinois and Hiscock of New York in favor of the bill while
Messrs. Hammond of Georgia and Keagau of
Texas opposed it on the ground of unconsti-

tutionality.

Without action the committee
House at 5 p. m. adjourned.

Annual

rose

and the

PEACE."

Meeting of

Society

Factory.
at

the

Skowhegan

Shoe Factory.

Skowiiegan, May 24.—The Keene Brothers have discharged sixty men,—cutters and
lasters,—from the shoe factory here in compliance with the demands of the Knights of
Labor. A petition signed by many of the
stockholders of the corporation owning the
land and buildings was presented to Keene
Brothers Saturday, asking tho continued
these men. The cutters are
to go back into the factory today and the
lasters as fast as they have employment for
them after the Knights of Labor lasters have

employment of

places.

LATER.

The Keene Brothers started their shoe factory this afternoon but not one of the striking lasters returned to work, and the factory
was operated by the old crew, including the
sixty men discharged Saturday. Mr. Daley
of Lynn, of the Lasters' Union? arrived on

the American
in Boston.

Boston, May 24.—The annual meeting of
the American Peace Society was held this
aftornoon. The Secretary's report reviews
the work of the society during the year and
recommends the settlement of the fishery
question "Not by cruisers on the ocean, but
by the governments of Great Britain and
America in London or Washington." It opposes large appropriations for a new navy
and for coast defense, preferring to spend
the public money on education, internal improvements and harbors of refuge. The
treasurer's report showed the receipts during the year $4,274, expenditures §4,274.

"Touch and Trade" Permits

Declared

Worthless.
Canadian "Protectors" to Cruise in
the Bay of Fundy.

Ottawa, Ont., May 24.—On inquiry it lias

been learned that no authority whatever exists for the recognition in Canadian ports of
the permits issued by American collectors of
customs, under which the captains of fishing
vessels have claimed the right to enter and
trade in Canadian ports. The Collector of
Customs at Portland, -Me., has incurred the
of fishing vessels
displeasure of the captainsthat
they have no
there by informiiife tliein
the
right whatsoever to ask at the hands of
of the
recognition
Canadian authorities any

Strikinc: Hatters Charged With Arson.
Readixo, Pa., May 24.—A detective
swore out warrants today against six hat
finishers, members of the Hatters' Union,
who are now on strike on a charge of being
the parties who burned Ii. H. Coldren's iiat
factory at Adamtown, involving a loss of
S30,000. John Downing, formerly of Yonkers, Ν. Y., was arrested and the detectives
are looking for the others. It is even alleged that a resolution was offered in the
union to burn down hat factories. The arThe finrest has caused a great sensation.
ishers of over half the hat factories in this
section are still on a strike.
The Labor Convention.

Cleveland, 0., May 24.—Delegates to
the Knights of Labor convention, which
convenes here tomorrow, are arriving here
The executive
today in large numbers.
board met this morning and transacted busiGrand Master
ness of a secret nature.
Workman Powderly is receiving a great deal
of attention, and has been invited to deliver
a lecture while in Cleveland.
Cleveland, May 24.—A conference bethe
tween the executive committee and
trades miions committee of six was held this
afternoon and the conclusion reached was
Resolusatisfactory to both committees.
tions were drawn up which will be presentA pered to the convention for adoption.
fect understanding was agreed to and both
trade unionists and Knights of Labor are
pleased over the result.

St. John, Ν. B., May 24.—The government steaftier Lansdowne arrived here Satin tow.
urday with the new schooner Terror
The Terror has been finished with a view to
fishto
the
lier employment as a protector
in
eries and a police vessel. She will be put
commission at once. The schooner General
Middle ton was to sail from here today to
cruise in the Bay of Fundy.
London, May 24.—In the House of Commons today Osborne Morgan, Under Colonial
Secretary, said in regard to the seizure of
the fishing schooners l)avid J. Adams and
Ella M. Doughty by the Canadian authorities, that a cable message had been received
from Minister AVest at Washington saying a
despatch was on the way to London embodying a communication on the subject with the
The Under
United States government.
Secretary added that "when the communiin a
considered
be
will
cations arrive they
friendly spirit and with a due regard to the
complete maintenance of the fishery rights of
our fellow subjects in Canada."
CIANTS.

OF

The Bankers' and Merchants' Suit
Against the Western Union.
Nkw Yokk, May 24.—The suit of the
Bankers and Merchants TelegraphiCompany
against the Western Union was begun in
earnest this morning. A most distinguished
array of legal talent has been retained on
both sides. For the plaintiffs are Iioscoe
Conkling, Kobertlngersoll and Edward Laufûi-KoAlr anH fnr t.hp (faf and ants. Λ. J. Van·
derpoei, Joseph II. Choate, Judge Dillon and
The case is looked upon
many lesseroflights. and the court room
is
as a battle
giants
thronged with eager listeners.

FOREICN.
Archbishop Walsh

Grand Army

Man Proposed Jeff
and
Will be Ex-

Health

New Yoiîk, May 24.—When Jeff Davis
making his trip through Georgia, the
newspapers reported that S. M. Saunders of
Mt. Vernon, Ν. Y., had offered a toast to the
was

ex-Confederate's health. This created a sensation, because Saunders is a norhtern man.
The'event described took place at Savannah.
Mr. Saunders is a member of Farnsworth
Commander James H. JanPost, G. A. R.
kins, who is a clerk in the cashier's department of tiie New York custom house, appointed a committee to investigate the affair,
and ascertain whether Comrade Saunders
did or did not propose tho health of Jeff DaIn a corresvis at a banquet in his honor.
pondence between the Post and Saunders,
the latter acknowledged that he did so propose the health of Jeff Davis, and maintainΩ/1 Itiû vin-lif nf froo

cr»ac»/>li

Thf»

have reported that the charge is true, and
have recommended that Saunders be reThe Post has voted to
quested to resign.
support the report of the committee.
OUR MERCHANT MARINE.
Active

Measures to be Taken for Its
Restoration.

Washington, May 24.—At the invitation
of the committees of the Gulf shipping league
a meeting of the representative men from
different sections was held this evening. A

free discussion was had as to the
means of reviving our merchant marine. There was a general unanimity of sentiment and the following preamble
and resolution were adopted :
Wlitreas, the Gulf ports of the United .Slates
have recently formed an association for the purpose of acting in the restoration of American
shipping and especially lu procuring adequate
anu regular postal steam communication with
foreign countries ; and
Whereas an object of such high importance demands positive action of the great interests and
investments in shipbuilding and the ocean carrying trade of the Union; therefore
ltesoUal, That this association respectfully and
earnestly urges on this great maritime interest
to organize a national league embracing all local,
river, lake and ocean navigation for the purpose
of bringing to bear upon Congress and public
opinion the necessity of legislation appropriate to
the success of this vital object.
Letters and telegrams received show a
widespread and growing interest in the
matter.
full ami

importance and

THE INDIANS.
U. S. Troops in Hot Pursuit of Ceronimo's Band.

Washington, May 24.—Adjutant General
Drum received at Washington, to-day, the
following telegram from General Miles, dated
Calabasses, Arizona, May 22d :
Two small bauds have broken from Geronimo's camp and gone north committing
Three men have been
some depredations.
killed and one boy captured.
Troops are in
pursuit and others are in advance to interif
Their
the.
effort, I
savages
possible.
cept
tlnnk, will be to leave their wounded and get
them.
Indians
to
Have
directed
asenev
join
lieutenant colonel vv aae, commanding at
Fort Apache and Capt. Pierce, at San Carlos, to prevent it. Capt. Lawton has followed the main camp with great persistency
over the worst country in this whole mountain region, and is camped on the trail to-

Influencing the

Followersof Parneil.
More

Fighting Reported

on

the Creek

Frontier.
Princes be Expelled
France ?

Shall the

Fatal

Rioting Among
Italy.

Gathering for the National Anniversaries at Asbury Park, N. J.
Asmuky I'auk, N. J., May 24.—-The National liaptist anniversaries will be held
here this week and next, in Educational
Hall. It is expected that fully UOOO members
of the denomination will attend the meetings. The first meeting of the series is the
ninth annual gathering of the Women's Baptist Home Mission Society, which opened
Mrs. II. F. Smith of
here this afternoon.
•New Jersey delivered an address of welM. G. Burdette,
The
of
Miss
come.
report
the society
corresponding secretary, showed
had raised §43,240 dur in g the last year.
BLAZiNC LUMBER YARDS.
A Destructive Fire Raging in Wausau,
Wis.

Milwaukee, May 25.—A special from
Wausau, Wis., says a disastrous fire broke

out there this afternoon and is raging furiously in the lumber district of the city. B. G.
i'luinmer's Mills and yards have been swept
away and other yards are certain to go.
Several other buildings also have been burned. No estimate of the loss can be given.
Death of Representative Wheeler.
24.—Jesse B. Wheeler of
Bolton, representative in the present House
of Representatives from the Sixth Worcester
District, died at his home of rheumatic fever
this morning. He went with the legislature
on its trip to the Tunnel on May 7th, and did
a hard day's work on his farm the following
day, over exerted himself and contracted a
severe cold. This was the cause of his illness. He has not been in the State House
since. He was born in Berlin, June 30, 1S30,
and held several important town offices. Ile
was the inventor of caloric grain dryers and
of machines for stirring and drying grain.
He was a member of tne committee on agriculture, was the only Quaker member of the
House, and made for himself a good record
among the speakers of the 5th division. This
was his first year of service.

Boston, May

SACCAItAPPA.

The funeral of the late Mrs. Ansel Boothby
held at her residence on Mechanic streej
Sunday afternoon. Rev. E. Martin, pastor
of the M. E. church, of which Mrs. Boothby,
was a devoted member, conducted the serwas

vices in a very impressive manner. The
floral decorations were profuse and beautiful. Mrs. Boothby had been sick only a few
weeks, and had undergone a painful surgical
operation. She was a member of the well
known Cloudman family, numbering eleven
children, four sons and seven daughters,
eight of whom are now living, the oldest S3,
Mrs. Boothby
the youngest 61 years of age.
was 66 a short time previous to her death.
Cloudman Post, G. A. R., obtained its name
from a member of the family who lost his
life in the service of his country during the
rebellion.
Officers Jackson and Meserve made a
seizure of several jugs and bottles of hard
liquors last week, which were stored in Mr.
Meserve's cellar until judgment could be
passed upon it by the court. During Mr.
Meserve's absence from home some unknown
person or persons raided the cellar and carried away the liquors.
Memorial Day will be observed with appropriate exercises under the direction of
Westbrook Band
Cloudman Post, G. A. R.
The schools and mem
will furnish music.
hers of the various fraternal organizations
In the
have been invited to participate.
evening services will be held at the public
hall in Cumberland Mills.
Rev. Mr. Tilden of New Hampshire will
deliver the address.
Mr. Charles Webber, a highly respected
to I lorida
young man of this village, went
He was absent
last fall in failing health.
during the winter and returned last week
with health greatly improved and otherwise
benefitted by the cnange of climate.
The new sewer constructed by the town
last fall has been thoroughly tested, and
found to be substantial in every part. The
same plan for building in other jiarts of the
town will be adopted by the highway commissioners.
The lightning during the tempest last Friday demolished a dwelling hcuse located on
the Stroudwater road, a snort distance from
K.
this village.

Laborers

In

The arrangements for the 130th celebration
U1
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Parliament Proceedings.
London, May 24.—The llouse of Lords,
today by a vote of 149 to 127, rejected the
second reading of the bill legalizing marriage
with a deceased wife's sister. The Priuce of
Wales supported the bill. Nineteen bishops
voted with the majority.

Opposed to Their Expulsion.
PAiilS, May 24. Both President Grevy
and Premier De Freycinet oppose the majority of the French cabinet in their desire to
expel the French princes from the republic.
Because of this disagreement between the
President and premier and their colleagues
in the government the question of expulsion will be left to the Chamber of Deputies
for decision.
Labor Riot in

Italy.

Rome, May 24.—News has been received
of a serious labor riot in the town of Trani,
where a mob overpowered the garrison and
set fire to the law court buildings, town hall,
It is reported that
court house and theatre.
several persons were burned to death, and
that others were murdered by the rioters.
Abjured the Catholic Faith.
Rome, May 24.—Monsignor Reiner, aged
du, a preiaie in ine ±'ope s nimstmuiu, iinu au
eminent writer and preacher, who is a descendant of the Venetian Doge, appeared
before Bev. Dr. Nevin in the American
Church of St. Paul today, abjured the Catholic faith and entered the Anglican Episcopal
church.

Reception to Oliver Wendell Holmes.
London, May 14—There was a numerous
gathering at the St. George's Club tonight to
Holmes.
Oliver Wendell
Dr.
welcome
Among those present were United States
Van
WagMinister Phelps, Commissioner
ner, Consul General Waller, James Russell
Lowell. Consul Bret Harte, Dukes of Argyll,
Westminster and Manchester, Lord Napier,
Count Karoly, the Austrian ambassador. Sir
Arthur Sullivan, Mr. Millias, Mr. Henry
Irving, John L. Toole, Thomas Power
O'Connor and several members of Parliament.
Foreign Notes.
in Austrian
The town of Baligrode,
Galicia, has been destroyed by fire.

CENERAL NEWS.
Two children of Michael Feehan of Mount

Pleasant, Pa., were burned to death and a
third
probably fatally injured yesterday
morning, by the bursting of an oil can from
which the children were pouring oil upon the
fire in the absence of their parents.
The steamer Dean Adams was totally destroyed by fire at Memphis, Tenn., yesterday
morning. The loss is #37,000. I fa- cargo

of cotton and corn and cotton seed was also
consumed. The value of it is not known.
A New York despatch states that ExPresident Arthur is still improving.
The body of Dr. Dio Lewis was incinerated at Mt. Olive crematory at Fresh Pond,
Long Island, yesterday afternoon without
ceremony. The family and a number of
friends wet J present when the body was
placed in the retort.
All hopes of the recovery of Officer McNulty, one of the victims of the bomb
explosion in Chicago, have been abandoned.
Italian veterans who fought under Victor
Emanuel and Garibaldi celebrated yesterday
by a monster festival at Union Park, New
York city.
The Queen's
birthday was observed
throughout the Dominion of Canada yester-

day

as a

general holiday.

Fire yesterday destroyed the building of the
Harrison Chemical Works in Philadelphia.
Loss 5100,000 ; fully insured.
Near Catulla, Texas, Sunday C. W. Crenshaw shot amd instantly killed Alexander
Irving in the presence of two neighbors.
Crenshaw gave himself up, and in explaining
the shooting said that it was customary for
Irving and himself to greet each other by
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tomorrow—are progressing finely. Yesterday's Phess gave a general outline of the
programme. Since then we learn that the
main arch over Main street is about completed and from its summit will float the
flags of the Pkess and Argus. On the main
square a pedestal will be erected bearing
the life-sized figure of an Indian. Gorham
Academy will be elegantly decorated and
illuminated ; also the other public buildand
ings. The tents arrived yesterday
All historical places
were put in place.
have been marked by appropriate tablets.
There will be a fine band concert and a brilliant display of fireworks in the evening.
The time table of trains will be found in
the amusement column of our paper and
there should be no difficulty in attending
this celebration.
The New England View Company of this
city have been secured by the committee to
make photographs of the procession.
Messrs. J. H. Lamson & Co. have taken a
large number of fine views of prominent and
historic points in and about Gorliam, and
will secure many others on the day of the
celebration. The views are 8x10 inches in
size.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

says the Greek losses before Grizonali were
150 killed and wounded including six officers.
On the Creek Frontier.
Athens, May 24.—The Greeks have reThe
gained Contra by a turning movement.
Turks have been repulsed at Critzovo and
Loris
Greek
The
killed.
were
general
many
was mortally wounded.
Eyoub l'asha and Gen. Sapouuzaki, the
Turkish and Greek commanders respectively, completed an agreement for an armistice at an interview today.
At noon today all was quiet on the frontier. The Greeks accuse the Turks of capturing Contra by treachery. They say that
while a Turkish officer with a flag of truce
was parleying with the Greek commander,
the Turkish troops stealthily surrounded
and captured two Greek companies.

Of Oxford held their caucus Saturday evening, May '-I'd, and chose
the folio wing delegates:
To State Convention—B. O. Hall, Henry
W. Coy, George H. Jones and George E.
Hawkes.
To District Convention—Geo. £. Ilawkes,
George H. Jones, K. F. Staples and B. G.
Hall.
To County Convention—W. R. Farris Wm.
F. Caldwell, A. L. Faunce and Wint Stewart.
State delegates unpledged.

NOTES.

The Sandy River Railroad has voted to
issue $70,000 of preferred stock.
Cordley, Young & Fuller's weekly letter
treats of the consolidation of the Maine and
Eastern as
follows: "This consolidation
doesn't seem to De a Dun point on lioston
anil Maine, and how far permission of the
Legislature will help Eastern to realize its
ambition is hard to see with the naked eye,
for the directors and stockholders of Boston
and Maine will have to be consulted, and it
looks to an impartial observer as if they
already had a pretty good thing, and a policy of let well enough alone will be likely to
prevail. It is very noticeable that all the
talk about consolidation comes from the
There is no
'Eastern' side of the house.
doubt Eastern is now earning a handsome
dividend, but when it will be allowed to pay
it is very doubtful." Boston and Maine recovered J lost yesterday and sells at 190J.
It will be remembered that last year while
the Flying Yankee was on the route a fast
passenger train from Portland arrived in
Bangor about 10.30 p. m. It is reported that
during the coming season this train will run
only as far as Waterville at night and will
leave there the following morning several
hours after the Pullman from Boston has
passed and run into Bangor as a passenger
train. Last year it did not pay as a night
train, but the Bangor Whig says many will
regret that it will not be run this year," as it
was a great convenience.

Breaking the Salmon Records.
(Bangor Whig.)
Saturday was a great day for the salmon
There were large
fishermen at the dam.
numbers of sportsmen casting the fly and
lisli were hooked. In the morning
Mr. Andrew Wiggin, Jr., secured a beauty.
In tlie afternoon Fish Commissioner Henry
O. Stanley hooked a fish and played him four
solid honrs before lie succeeded in landing
him. It was a splendid salmon, weighing
nearly twenty-five pounds and it jumped out
of water about fifteen times before being
Commissioner Stanley has the
lauded.
honor of playing a fish longer than any
numerous
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BODWELL.

At the Republican caucus held at Mechanic
Falls, Saturday, the following delegates were
chosen to the State Convention at Lewiston,
May 9th : J. H. DeCoster, Stillman W. Shaw,
W. G. Millett, Benjamin Milliken. They
not pledged but favor Bodwell.
The following were chosen to the District
Convention at Auburn, June 8th: P. R.
Cobb, J. F. Sawyer, II. P. Downing, F. O.

Purington.
The Belfast caucus was held Friday. The
delegates are Wm. II. Folger, John G.
Brooks, A. C. Burgess. Charles A.Pillsbury,
Wm. B. Swan, Wm. C. Marshall, G. B. FerRichard Clienery, L. A. Knowlton,
'. W. Shepherd. An Augusta dispatch to
the Associated Press says the Belfast Republican delegation to the State Convention favors Mr. Bodwell.
Monmouth delegates are as follows, those
of the State Convention being Bodwell men :
State Convention, E. A. Dudley, C. C. ÎRichardson, C. F. Brown. A. Getchell. District,
A. W. Andrews, Ε. H. Andrews, C. C.
Jaques, F. Clough. County, F. Clough, F.
R. Simpson, F. H. Beal, David Thurston.
At a Republican caucus in Mexico, held
last Thursday, John R. Trask was chosen

fuson,

delegate to the State Convention, supposed
to favor Bodwell. Wm. M. Hall was chosen
to attend the district convention.
At a Republican caucus held at Wayne,
May 22d, the following persons were chosen
delegates to the district convention to be
held at Waterville, June 8th: S. A, Nelke,
J. S. Berry, W. Jennings. Also the following were chosen delegates to the State convention at Lewiston: J. S. Berry, C. E. Wing

and S. A. Nelke. All for Bodwell.
At the Leeds Republican caucus. May
22d, D. F. Lothrop, Geo. Parcher and Willard Lothrop were chosen delegates to the
Congressional® Convention, and II. M.
Brewster, and Isaac Boothby delegates to
the State Convention. They were not pledged but are favorable to Bodwell.
At a Republican caucus held at Livermorc
Falls, Saturday afternoon, C. Knapp, J. G.
Hammond. L. P. Gould were chosen as delegates to the State Convention. The same
delegates were also chosen to represent East
Livermore at the county convention. Upon
motion of Mr. Alvin Record it was voted to
instruct the delegates to vote for Hon. Nelson Dingiey for Representative in Congress
for this district, and also to support Hon. J.
Tho following
-R. Bodwell for Governor.

iuc w.»hi.

Jilt.

Edward Stetson of this city, during the
time that Mr. Stanley had a fish on his line,
played a salmon the shortest time on record
and secured him. The salmon took hold of
Mr. Stetson's fly, made a run and came out
of water. He then made another short run
and jumped clear out of water and landed in
to another party. The
a boat belonging
whole affair occupied about a minute and
caused lots of excitement. Mr. E. A. Buck
also got a fish dHring the afternoon. Another
good-sized one was taken on a raft which
came through the sluice and plunged into
the water.

corvA

on

Town

flrimmiftiPA·

C. Knapp, J. G. Ham, George Chandler, E.
Wadsworth, and L. P. Gould. Livermore
Falls is a strong Republican town, and will
support Mr. Dingley for Conçress, and Mr.
Boawell for Governor, and give them a good
majority at the polls.
At a Republican caucus in Woolwich,
Saturday evening, the following delegates
were elected : State, for Bodwell. J. F. Tibbetts, J. A. Purinton, J. J. Brookings; District, J. G. Gilmore, David G. Percy, R. M.
Harden. For Dingley.
FABJBXGTON

READY

GETTING

FOB

ACTION.

The Farmington Republican Town Committee met Saturday and organized for the
coming campaign by choice of Everett B.
The
Norton as chairman and secretary.
Congressional and State caucus was called
to meet at the Town Hall next Saturday affollows:
the committee is as
ternoon.
Everett B. Norton, M. Curtis Ilobbs, David
S.
and
Roland
Thomas
Croswell
Spaulding,
York.
MAINE'S MILITIA.
The

Coming Muster-An Important
Opinion.

Active preparations are commencing for
the annual muster of the Maine militia to be
held in Bangor the last of June. Col. Mitchell and the other Bangor officers will spare
no efforts to make the occasion full of pleasure and profit for the visitors, says the
Whig. |We are informed that Gov. Robie
will be here througlftut the week and may
possibly occupy a tent upon the muster field.
If he should conclude to do this the encampment would be rendered doubly interesting.
It is probable that receptions will be tendered the Governor and staff and the visiting
officers by some of Bangor's citizens during
the wpolr
TCiiniermis Dlans are on foot to
add to the social enjoyment of the affair.
It will undoubtedly be the best muster
The question of
held In Maine for years.
having a contest to decide the superiority of
the Maine or Massachusetts marksmen during the muster has been raised and the suggestion is a good one. There lias been much
talk and correspondence of late between the
Maine and Massachusetts press and military
oUlcers in regard to the relative merits of the
sharpshooters in the militia of the States. At
the coming muster there will be a first class
chance to end this rivalry and by all means a
It would take
match should· be arranged.
little or no time from the hours of instruction of the militia and would be a contest interesting to all.
The following opinion, rendered by Judge
Danforth of Gardiner of the Supreme Judicial Court, is published for the information

of the militia of the State :

Rev. Messrs. Bashford, Lowden and Crosconstituted a committee to attend
to this matter.
Tho next meeting of the association is appointed for the first Monday in June.
scr were

A Lively Sabbath at the State's Capital.
There was a row in
Augusta Sunday,
which the Kennebec Journal describes as a
The dis"riot of no inferior dimensions."
passionate report which that paper gives of
the affair shows that blood was the only condition needed to make it more warlike than
anything seen in Augusta since the last State
muster. About 2 o'clock in the afternoon
Officer Hamilton arrested a drunken man in
that part of the town known as the North
End, and led him to the lockup. Louis Napoleon and a crowd of 14 other Frenchmen
were at work in the brick yard covering the
bricks in preparation for an approaching
shower. As the officer passed with his prisOfficer
oner the Frenchmen jeered at him.
Hamilton, after disposing of his man, returned to the yard and demanded an explanation of the yells. He was met by renewed
jeering, upon which he laid hold of one man
to arrest him. One of the party ordered him
to release the fellow and as he did not obey,
a Frenchman threw a soft brick at the policeman's liead. Then the other fourteen began
to hurl soft bricks. Cut the officer clung to
Two rohis man, and pulled out his billy.
bust rioters soon got the Mlly away from
was
constrained
to reand
the
officer
him,
treat, still keeping hold of his prisoner. But
he fell over a pile of bricks, and his adversaries obtained such an advantage over him
during this accident that lie was constrained
to "depart for more officers," as an eye witReinforced by City Marness describes it.
shal Morse and Special Officer Dfplock, Officer Hamilton again returned to the fray.
Officer Diplock was|*bombarded with soft
bricks and thumped over the head, with the
billy, now in the hands of a lusty Frenchman. But the spectacle of three policemen
who didn't care for soft bricks or a billy, and
who had
a great crowd of North Enders
come out to see the fracas, was too much
ΙΟΓ

lue rioters,

repealed,

the

with

foregoing

opinion, all military commissions will expire
at the end of six years from date of rank.

Ministers' Meeting.
The Ministerial Association of Portland
and vicinity held a meeting at the Y. M. C.A.
The object of the
hall yesterday morning.
meeting was to hear further reports from
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to labor for a better observance of the Sabbath. It was reported that i9 druggists had
signed the paper to close on Sabbath, \hat
one or two had refused to sign, and others
desired a different plan for closing. The fol-

lowing resolution

was

adopted by the associ-

ation :
Whereas, for the better observance of the Sabbath, the Ministerial Association of Portland and
vicinity have requested the druggists of this city
to close their stores, except for certain hours, on
Sunday; and,
Whereas, a majority have consented to do so if
it can be made unanimous, while others express
their willingness to close upon other conditions
than those named in the paper: therefore.
Resolved. That we respectfully invite the drug-

Sad Drowning Accident.
A sad drowning accident occurred at KingSeveral girls were out upon
man Friday.
some spruce lojjs in an eddy at that place engaged in digging gum. Suddenly two of
the logs upon which a girl about 17 years
to hold a conference on Friday, at 2.30 p.m.,
old and named Mary Willett was standing
η Common Council room, City Budding, to agree
swufig out of the eddy into the swiftly runa plan of action touching this matter; also,
upon
The girl became frightened I that this association would be pleased to be repning water.
resented at such meeting to state the views of
and screamed loudly for assistance. None
this body upon the matter. And we hereby descame, however, and she fell off the logs and
ignate Messrs. Hallock, Dunham «and Daniels to
was drowned, lier body was not recovered.
act In our behalf at the proposed conference, at
which all of the association are invited to be
The District Convention.
present.
The following communication from Boston
Delegates to the First District Republican
Convention in this city will be passed over
was received and read :
the following named railroads at one fare fer
At the regular meeting of the Boston Grothe round trip : The Maine Central will sell
cery Clerk's Benevolent Association, held
Tuesday evening, May 18th, the following
round trip tickets at its stations on the day
resolutions were adopted :
of the convention. The Portland & RochesResolved., That we extend our thanks to the
&
Boston
&
Ministers' Association of Portland, for their acOgdensburg,
ter, Portland
in adopting the resolutions presented to that
tion
Maine and Eastern will give return passage
body favoring the early closing oi stores, and urgof
to delegates on certificates irom the Secretary
ing upon their fellow citizens the necessity
the day. And we
of the District Committee.
purchasing their goods beduring
brothren
their
taken
by
trust some action may
One of the
Benefit Concert.
in this city and vifinity, in the cause.
unnecescauses of empty pews, we believe, is the
that stores shall be
The children of the Second Parish will
sary demand from the public,
and
we beon
hours
fifteen
Saturday,
open
give their annual concert, for the benefit of kept
lieve if this injustice is presented from time to
the missionary cause, Wednesday evening
time from the public pulpit, sympathy may be
aroused, and this pernicious custom will cease.
at the church vestry.
Resolved. That a copy of this resolution be preThe small people here have been working
sented to the various Ministers' Associations in
this city assembled during the coming week.
hard under competent instructors, and promVery respectfully, yours,
ise something better than ever before.
Chaules L. Lotiirop,
Secretary Boston Retail Grocery Clerks' Asso.
8 Faneuil Hall Square.
Serious Accident.
The association discussed freely and hearAlbert Cary of Gray, while working in
Lewis's mill at North Falmouth, caught his tily the points at issue, and with unanimity
adopted this resolution :
foot in a circular saw and all the toes were
Resolved, That we urge the employers of the
taken off but one. Drs. Moulton and Otis
city of Portland to iix upon some day early in the
fear he will have to lose the foot.
week for the payment of wages instead of Satur-
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Joe Tibbido, Angna Boudjor, Joliri Chode,
Joe Cardine and John Cot}· were immediately put under arrest.
THE STATE.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

It is reported that there ere seven eases of
diphtheria at Bar ilarbor. Two deaths from
the disease occurred there last week.
KNOX COUNTY.

J. Adams, arrested at Bath on complaint
of E. P. Laughton, who reported that he
had been robbed of $80 at the Lindsey House
at Kockiand, was before Judge Hicks Wedno one
nesday, May 19th, and discharged,
appearing against him, says the Free Press.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

An Augusta sportsman thinks salmon and
striped liass could be captured in the river
between the bridge and dam with suitable

appliances.
Senator Hale has introduced

a

bill to in-

the pension of James Johnston, formerly of the 15th Maine regiment, to S30 per
crease

month.
Winslow had a mad dog sensation the other
day. In attempting to get at two meu who
had jumped upon the framework of the
bridge, tue canine fell into the water and
was stoned to death before ho could reach
the shore.
There will be a meeting of the district
deputies of the Ancient Order of United
Workmen of Maine, for instruction, at Augusta, Tuesday, at 4.;>0 p. m., to beinfollowed
Meoui·
in the evening by a public meeting
Grand Master Weyan Hall, at 8 o'clock.
mouth of Maine, Past Grand Master Barnes
of California, Past Grand Masters Burt and
Temple of Massachusetts, and Grand Recorder Doherty will address the meeting.
The case of Dr. Herbert F. Shaw of Mt.
Vernon, vs. Jacob S. Graves and another,
the former having brought action to recover
$10.50 for Services rendered as a physician,
will be argued at the coming law court in
Notwithstanding the small sum
Augusta.
in Question, the case has consumed a three
trial
days'
by jury, the case being decided favorable to Dr. Snaw, and some S500 has been
expended in its trial.
A complete miniature chamber set is on
exhibition in an Augusta drug store. It was
manufactured by Edward Lovejoy, an inmate of the alms house, who used only his
right hand, his left hand and both legs having been palsied by rheumatism. The set is
complete, there being five upholstered chairs,
a lounge, bed, bureau, etc., and each piece
Mr. Lovejoy would
is artistically finished.
smooth the wood which he used, by drawing
it over a plane attached to his bed.
The coming freshman class at the Maine
State College promises to be a large one.
President Fernald has already had applications from 27 young men desiring to take the
entrance examinations.
The postal route known as the Greenville
and Oldtown Railway Post office and between the two places has been changed to
end at Bangor, which will be substituted
for Oldtown in the name of the office.
Congressman C. A. Boutelle has given notice that a competitive examination for appointment of a naval cadet to fill the vacancy in the fourth congressional district will
be held in Bangor, June 22d; candidates to
apply by June 18 th.
WALDO COUNTY.

The new yacht Flossie, Capt. H. II. Williams, sailed for New York from Belfast
yesterday morning. ♦
IN GENERAL.

The Maine Board of Agriculture has petitioned our delegation in Congress to use all
proper means for the passage of the bill for
the prevention of the illegal sale of imitation dairy products, known as House bill No.
1570.

Fishermen's

Shall Our

Rights

be

Maintained ?

General Gallagher having called my attention
to chap. 260, sec. 2, of the acts of 1874, and sec.
170 of the Militia Act of 188·, with the request of
i· repealed
my opinion as to whether the former
by the latter under the provisions of sec. 177, by
which all previous incansistem acts are
I am of the opiniou that the earlier laws by which
certain officers are to be commissioned for six
The repealing section
years, are still in ferce.
must bo limited by its terms, and, of course, re
peals only earlier inconsistent laws. The first
law provides for the time during which the comThe latter provides for
mission shall continue.
tite authority from whom the commission shall
I
no inconsistency, and
see
Between these
come.
hcnce am of the opinion that the act of 1874, chap.
tho
commissions there
and
in
sec.
is
force,
2,
260,
provided for can continue In force but J.sixs.years.
J. C.
Cilas. Danforth,
accordance
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To the Editor of the Press:
Some six weeks ago, having occasion
wire the Honorable Secretary of State
Washington for information in relation
the privileges of American fishing vessels

to
at
to
in

Canadian ports, we received an answer
which at that time was published in your
columns, a paragraph of which we now give.
Tho Secretary says :
"I expect to attain such an understanding
as will relieve our fishermen from all doubt
or risk in the exercise of the ordinary commercial privileges in friendly ports, to which
under existing laws of both countries I consider their citizens to be mutually entitled,
free from molestation."
Weeks have elapsed, two American vessels
have been seized, and are still held by the
Dominion government, while others have
been threatened and harassed, and driven
from Dominion harbors and coasts by
Canadian cruisers, and the end is not yet.
*-

*1
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our ports and purchased thousands
of barrels of bait and have been allowed to
depart unmolested. Throughout the occurrence of these events the authorities at
Washington have maintained an unaccount-

entered

able silonce.
At last Secretary Bayard has given the
welcome assurance that
long looked
everything that is possible is being done on
the part of the Department of State to protect the interests of our fishermen. We are
still left in doubt as to what our privileges
under the treaty of 1818, or the laws of this
country and England subsequent to that
treaty, are, but on one point our mind is
clear, which is that a gross outrage and injustice has been perpetrated on American
fishermen by the Dominion authorities, and
Is it
an insult offered to the American Hag.
assumed by any that these demonstrations
on the part of the Dominion government will

fo^nd

tend to force

our

government
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PORTLANDS VS. NEWBIRYPOBTS.
their first league
The Newbury ports play
this afternoon.
club
home
game with the
will be the batter*
McKiniey and O'Rourke
will be callcd at :\
for the l'ortianilû. Game
o'clock.

OF

THE
AVEBAOES
AND BATTINO
TO DATE.
PORTLAND TEAM
compiled from^^^L
Below will be found tables
in the daily pa.
the official scores published
will give some idea of
pers to date, which
It is not a
the playing of the Portlands.
Tbo records of the
record to be proud of.
are far better than
men as given last winter
; the average battables
these
in
they appear
is only .198,
combined
men
ten
of
the
ting
.225:
when it should certainly be over
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AUCUSTA'S RIOT.

To the Governor of Maine:

In

5ASC-

day,

Republicans

DELEGATES WHO

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

and that we urge tbe merchants of the city
to keep their stares open on that eveuing instead
of upon Saturday eveuing.

POLITICS.

OXFORD DELEGATES UNPLEDGED.

The

«*»«««**» 4-λ

The Arrangements for the Célébra·
tion Progressing Finely.

London, May 24.—Archbishop Walsh of
Dublin has been in this city for a week to
influence the followers of Parneil to consent
to the retention of the Irish members at
Westminster in connection with the Irish
home rule measure. It Is understood that
Cardinal Manning having become alarmed
at the propects of withdrawal of the Catho·
lie home rule members from the British parliament has urged the Propaganda to exei»
cise a
pressure upon the Irish bishops
with a view of having then» exert their influence upon Parneil in favor of the retention
of the Irish members. The ground taken by
the Cardinal is that the removal of the Irish
members would be injurious to the cause of
Catholic denominational education in Great
Britain.
The Propaganda lias succeeded in inducing
the bishops to exert· their influence upon
Parneli's followers with the object of securing the latter's consent to retention of the
full Irish representation at London.
.Negotiations between the Chamberlain
party and the government continue and
there is thought to be a favorable prospect
of settlement of the home rule question. A
cabinet council will be held tomorrow to
consider the limit of concessions to be offered
before a division is taken on the home rule
bill.
JLiOJMJDUXV)JX12ljr

STATE

are

from

night.

THE BAPTISTS.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

CORHAM.

PROPER PUNISHMENT.
Λ

Crenshaw were young men of wealth and
well connected.
Miss Lida Miller, daughter of Justice Miller of the U. S. Supreme Court, was married
at noon yesterday at her father's residence
in Washington, to A. E. Tousalin, formerly
vice president of the Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy railroad. Rev. Dr. Shippen of
All Soul's church performed the marriage
rites.
About 60 ladies and gentlemen, most physicians, attended the hearing at the City
Hospital in Boston yesterday, in response to
petitions that the privileges of the dissecting
room of the City Hospital be granted to all
students. Dr. I. T. Talbot represented the
petitioners and there was no opposition.
President Dacey of the trustees agreed to
lay the matter before the board for its action.
were

permits.

BATTLE
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1886.

25,

he snapped his
snapping their revolvers and
Both Irving and
thinking it was empty.

the evening train.

24.

iDg open" executive sessions. Mr. Gibson
denied any necessity existed for tlie dislie made
cussion of treaties in secret.
special reference, in connection with this
point, to the Mexian and Hawaiian treaties,
whicli he claimed affected the questions of
revenue and should be discussed not secretly, but with the utmost publicity, in order
that the people of the United States might
be able to decide for themselves whether
these treaties were really for the national
benefit or only for the benefit of a few individuals. Withreg'ard to the consideration of
nominations for offices, Mr. Gibson maintained that the offices belonged to the people.
Selection for office were made in two ways,
either by election or nomination. In the
who were candidates for
case of persons
elective offices the character and qualificaof
the applicant were fully discussed
tions
in public and in the jiress. This was right
and reasonable. Why should not the same
rule apply to persons selected for office by
appointment? Offices were created not for
the benefit of the office holders nor as objects
of official patronage, nor as personal or
political perquisites, but for the necessary
work of the people, and the people out of
their own pockets paid the office holders,
and the people therefore had a right to know
about the qualifications of the persons proposed for office, whether they were to be
appointed or elected. Mr. Gibson spoke at
considerable length, and was frequently interrupted with questions from different
Senators.
Mr. Morrill said he expected to speak
against open executive sessions, and inquired when the matter was to be discussed.
Mr. Piatt said he would move to take his
resolution up immediately after the disposal
of the bankruptcy bill.
The matter of executive sessions was here
dropped and the Senate took up the bankruptcy bill.
Mr. I'lumb opposed the bill as being in the
interest of the great cities like New York
and Boston, and against the interests of the
smaller dealers throughout the country. He
regarded it as a most vicious bill.
Mr. Hoar defended the bill, differing entirely with Mr. I'lumb as to its effect, and
contending that it was decidedly in the interest of the small traders, many of whom,
without such a bankruptcy law, if overtaken
by misfortune, must go through life as
paupers.
After further debate, the Senate at 5.13
p. ni. adjourned.

"let us HAVE

a

pelled from the Organization.

After the routine morning business, a
was
made by Mr. Sawyer to
motion
proceed to the consideration of private pension cases. It was agreed to, and such bills
were taken up in their order on the calendar.
Mr. Cockreil of Missouri insisted on having the reports read in a number of cases,
and had some of the bills that he considered
of doubtful proprieti^Histponed. In a short
debate on oue of the bills covering a case
tiiat had been rejected by the pension officer,
Mr. Cockreil said the division officer who
had rejected so plain and well proven a case
ought to be discharged from the service of
the United States.
A number of pension bills having been
disposed of, the bankruptcy bill was laid
before the Senate, and with Mr. Hoar's
assent was laid aside informally in favor of
the District of Columbia appropriation bill.
That bill, in turn, with the assent of Mr.
Plumb, was allowed to stand over in order to
allow Mr. Gibson to address the Senate on
onliia/tf

Hatters Charged With Burn1

Ing
More

QUESTION,

MORNINg7mAY

THE FISHERIES.

Tobey

THE LABOR

Davie's
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passage of the bill however, was not reached.
It is said that the opponents of the bill will
attempt to load it down with objectionable
amendments, among others to repeal the tax
upon tobacco. Should they be successful in
their attempt it would undoubtedly kill the
bill ; but in view of the large majority to
take up the bill it is doubtful if they can
succeed. The bill will undoubtedly require
at least one whole day more for it« consider-

MAINE.

eURNiNC WiiLLS.
whalyuii
apriu

The friends of oleomargarine fought hard
to prevent the consideration of the anti-oleomargarine bill this afternoon, but without
avail, as the motion to consider it was carried by a vote of 140 to 80. A vote upon the

districts
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29.00
20.69
29.73

New London
Boston, Mass
Eastport, Me
Mt. Wasli't'n
Portland. Me
Albany, Ν. Y
New York...
Norfolk. Va.

the friends of the amendment have little
doubt of the Ilouse agreeing to it on a conference.
Imitation Butter.

the districts.

«

Observation.

[Special to the Fress.]
Washington, May 24.—'The shipping bill
was reported ta the House by Mr. Dingley,
with a recommendation to disagree with the
amendment of Senator Frye closing our
ports against Canadian fishing vessels. A
committee of conference wae appointed, and

Washington, May 24.—Keprescntetive
Brccken ridge introduced into the Ilouse today, a bill to fix the salaries of collectors
anil other custom's officers and to consolidate

at all stations.

Thermo'terl

Fighting

ation.

—

Factory, Spring St.,

New

111

Dry House Burned.
Bcckfield, May 24.—A dry house filled
with lumber, belonging to G. Λ. Harlow in
this ldaee was burned yesterday. Loss $G00.

SCREEN DOORS !
—

M

Barometer 2U.784 29.762 29.G73 29.048 29.023
Thermo'r. 65.4
I)ew Point 40.8
Humidity. 158.2
IΝ Ε
Wind
Velocity... 6
Weather.. ICloudy ICloudy

Belfast, May 24.—Hartwell L. Woodcock has exhumed at Searsmont, ten miles
from this city, a large collection of Indian
relies, including stone chisels, gauges and
pendants. The discovery is one of the most
interesting ever made in the vicinity.
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riable winds.

Deering.
Tlie Republicans of Deering are requested to
meet at Lewis' Hall, Woodford's, 011 Saturday,
May 21», at 7.30 p. m„ to choose delegates to the
District and State Conventions and to act on such
other business as may come before them.
Per order Town Committee.
Deering, May 24, 1880.
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WEATHER.

THE
*

—

Windham. May 21, 1886.

Fricncis of Imitation Butter
Hard.

quent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ËNtabliiihed iu IS43.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
ctass American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
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Opposition to Mr. Frye's Amendment
to the Shipping Bill.

-*■*. Portland, Me
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97

of Boston, was re-elected
president- with :î'J vice presidents, among
whom are Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, Hon.
John Jay, John G. Whittier, Bishop Warren, Theodore 1). Woolsey, D. I)., Rev. Mark
Hopkins, President Julius II. Seelye of
Amherst, Hon. Frederick Douglass, Hon. J.
H. Drummond of Portland, and Amos A.
Lawrence ^Secretary Rev. R. B. Howard ;
Treasurer F. M. Patten. The old board of
directors with one exception was re-elected
and eleven new members were added. David
Dudley Field of New York was elected an
honorary member of the society.
Edward S.

FROM WASHINGTON.
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games.

Bostons
At Kansas City—Kansas Citys 5,
T. er4. Base hits—Kansas Citys 9, Bostons
1.
Bostons
rors—Kansas Citys 1,
Louis 8.
At St. Louis—New i orks 11, St.
er15.
Base hits—New Yorks 14, St. Louis
rors—New Yorks 4, St. Louis 5.
At Brockton—Brocktons C, Newbury
2.
Base hits—Brockton 5, Newburypor
16.
1.
Errors-Brocktons 10, Newburyports
At Williamstown, Mass.—Williams 8,
Browns'three.
5.
At Chicago-Chicagos 8, Philadelphia»
Base hits -Chicago* 0. Phlladelphias 10. Er13.
rors— Cliicagos 12, Philadelphias
Washington» 4.
At Detroit—Détroits 7,
ErBase hits—Détroits !·, Washington» 8.
rors—Détroits 2, Washingtons 8.
At Boston—Boston Blues 5, llaverhllls 0.

Base hits—Boston Blues 8, llaverhllls 6. ErTen
rors—Boston Blues 18, Haverhills 10.
innings ; called on account of darkness.
W0TE8.

The lawyers of Portland have organized a
base ball nine and will play against a nine
composed of Portland physicians on the
Portland grounds next Saturday.
Tea and Coffee Dyspeptics.
Popular Science Monthly for May..
It has occurred also to the writer to make
many observations as to the circumstances
under which tea and coffee are found to agree
with different persons; in the
or disagree
first place, as Sir W. Roberts has pointed out,
tea, if taken at the same time as farinaceous
food, is much more likely to retard its digestion and cause dyspepsia than if taken a little time after eating; and the custom adopted by many persons at breakfast, for Instance, of eating first and drinking their tea
or coffee afterward. Is a sensible one ; so also
it is better to take one's five o'clock tea without tne

customary orcau sua ouuer or c.iku
than with it.
Indeed, while there is little that can be
said against a cup of bet tea as a stimulant
and restorative, w hen taken about midway
between lunch and dinner, and without solid
food, it may, on the other hand, be a fruitful
when accompanied at
pause of dyspepsia,
It is also a curithat time witn solid food.
ous fact that many persons with whom tea,
under ordinary circumstances, will agree exceedingly well, will become the subjects of a
tea dyspepsia if they drink this beverage at
a time when they may be suffering from mentaljworry or emotional disturbance.
Moreover, it is a well-recognized fact that
persons who are prone to nervou s
of the circulation and palpitations or tiu>
heart have these symptoms greatly aggravated if they persist in the use of tea or coffee
The excessive consumption
as a beverage.
of tea among the women of thi poorer classes
is the cause of the so-called "heart-coruplaints" among them ; the food of those poor
women consists largely of starchy substances (bread and butter chiefly), together with
tea, i. e.. a food accessory which is one of the
greatest of all retardera of the digestion of
starchy food.
The effect of coffee as a retarder of stomach digestion would probably be more felt
than it is were it not so constantly the practice to take it only in small quautity after a
very large meal ; ft is then mixed with an immense bulk of food, and its relative percentage proportion rendered insignificant : and
to the strong and vigorous the slightly retarding effect on digestion it would then have
may be, as Sir W. Roberts suggests, not altogether a disadvantage; but after a spare
meal and in persons of feeble digestive power, the cup of black coffee would probably
exercise a retarding effect on digestion which
might prove harmful.

Important Telephonic Invention.
A correspondent writes to Nature, April
22:
"Under the name of the 'phonophore'
a remarkable telephonic invention
is about
to be introduced to public sotie» J»y itC
Langdon Davies. The name is given to a
contrivance which, while absolutely a nonconductor of continuous electric currents,
still allows of the passage 01 transmission of
rapidly alternating currents such as correspond to sounds in vocal and harmonic tele.
phony. The 'phonophore' itself may 1>β regarded as at once a condenser and an induction coil. It consists essentially of t\yo insulated wires laid side by side, twisted together and wound up upon a bobbin, one end
of each wire being completely insulated,
lîegarded as a condenser, its capacity is verv
feeble indeed. Regarded as an induction
coil, it will be seen that neither the primary
the secondary forms a closed circuit.
nor
Vet it transmits telephonic speech perfectly.
It follows that that Mr. Langdon Davies has
solved the problem of telephoning on an
open circuit. But the real object of the invention is to enable telephonic messages, including both vocal and harmonic under that
name, to be transmitted through the ordinary telegraph wires without interference with
n'r from the telegraphic messages that are
simultaneously passing through the wires.
For many months Mr. Langdon Davies has
been at work experimenting
upon the
lines of telegraph wire running
across
lie has
the country of Kent.
devised
a
whole series of new telephonic
apin
which
not
only the inuction-coils of the transmitters, but also the
bobbins of the receivers are replaced Ly
open-circuit phonophore coils.. Apart f—
its purely technical value, the new instrument presents several points of great scientific interest, and opens up sundry new problems to the mathematical physicists."

Saratus

North

Conway.

Extensive preparations are being made for
the season of 1886 at the Sunset Pavilion,
North Conway. The old piazza has been removed, and a new one built, tw elve feet
wide and three hundred feet long. The
C
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been remodelled and much improved. A
smoking and readiDg room bas been added ;
there are to bo open fireplaces in the south
parlor and the dining room ; most of the
chambers have been newly furnished and
many newly cepeted. Many more bedrooms
than formerly can be wanned for the autumn weather, and ariaugemeuts liavc, been
made for warming tlie hulls above stairs.
The hotel has an unusually fine bathroom
and pure running spring water on each Boor,
and electric bells. These advantages, with
the improvements, and the excellent cookidg, for which the Sunset Pavilion has always been noted, furnish surety for a good
season for proprietor and guests. Great attention has been paid to the drainage, and it
is considered ftialwMt

the Canadian desire for a commission and a
new treaty'.' Perish the thought. If ever
there were a class of men who should receive
the full protection of our government iu
their arduous and perilous avocations, it is
that class who "go down to the sea in ships"
Colby University.
—our brave and hardy fishermen. Who, we
ask, manned our ships and did such effective
Prof. Μ. Ε Wadsworth has been on a trip
Who
service in 1812? American fishermen.
to New York the past week.
in the dark days of '61 were first to spring to i
The freshman reading will occur tomorrow
their country's call, and on sea and land laid
down their lives that the Stars and Strips
evening at the liaptist church.
fishermen.
American
unsullied?
lloat
might
Samuel Osborne, the old and well known
And if again the exigency should arise
of Colby, left by Thursday morning's
(which we trust it will not) that it become janitor
train for Virginia. He will attend the R..W.
necessary to equip and man our navy that
be
Grand Lodge, I. O. G. T., as a delegate
the supremacy and dignity of the nation
maintained, who, we ask, «re the best fitted from the Grand Lodge of Slaine.
Sam
was a slave in Virginia
before the war,
and most competent from the nature of tiieir
The answer is and it will be with great pleasure that he
calling to man the ships?shall
it be said
will revisit that State as a freeman.
He has
American fishermen. Then
a brother and sister in
that our flag oilers no protection to its own
Washington, D. C., to
or
rash
whom he will pay a short visit. He also
defenders? We advocate nothing
has
unin Kichuiond.
arbitrary, but as American citizens and, ves- relatives
Va., where the session of the U. W. O. lodge will be held.
American
fishing
in
owners
fortunately,
of the
sels, 'tis meet that wo brand the acts
and
The Webster statue
was
Dominion authorities as outrageous
of
firmin position in Concord, Ν. successfully
H., yesterpiratical, and demand that a policybe main- placed
afternoon.
It
our
was boxed up and
government
ness on the part of
day;
will reAt.
L·
H.
covered
main
until
the
tained.
unveiling ceremonies
1886.
occur Jnne 17th.
Portland, May
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We do not rea4 anonymous letters
the writer are
cations. The name and address of
for puba all cases Indispensable, not necessarily
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good
or preserve
We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used.

A REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
WILL BE HELD

Iî«

CITY HALL, LEWISTON,
11 o'clock a. m..
Wednesday, June 9, 1886, al

would turn out

nothing

but Republicans or
Democrats, according as the appointing power was in the hands oi one party or the other. A more destructive blow could not be
struck to the reform system than the final
passage of the amendment would prove. It
would be better to repeal the law altogether.
There is, luckily, little danger that the
clause will pass the
House, and noue
at all that it will become a law. The House
undoubtedly would like to pass it, but in the
present state of public sentiment on the subject it dares not do it. It is worthy of attention, however, because it shows that civil
service reform is not yet so strongly established that its friends can afford to relax
their vigilance. Λ good many of the politicians still regard it as a stumbling block in
their path, and are determined to get rid of
it if possible. Their attack this time is so
open that it will be an easy thing to defeat
it. But it will not be safe to assume that if
this attack fails attempts to nullify the
law will cease. On the contrary the probability is that they will continue, and take on
a more insidious, and therefore more
dangerous, form.
CURRENT COMMENT.
TOO MUCH DEMOCRATIC SIMPLICITY.

economical admmisirauuu y>. «icuv.ciiiuBuij
ot tlie Liquor Traffic
approve the Prohibition
the cause of Temperance,
Se promotion of without
regard to past i>olitare cordially invited,
I lie Republicans in
ieal differences, to unite with
this
Convention.
to
of
delegates
the selection
Par order Republican State Committee,
rer
h. MANLEY. Chairman.
WILLIS H WING. Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 10,1886.
an

who
and

orûcrjs55gEPH

DISTRICT CONVENTION.
The Republicans ol the First Congressional Distriot are invited to send delegates to a Convention
to be held in

Reoeption Hall, Portland,

on

Thursday, June 3,1886,

o'clock p. m„ for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative in Congress to be
supported at the September election, and transacting any other business that may properly come
before it
The basis of reDresentation will be as follows
Each city aurt town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-llTe votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor In 1884, an
additional delegate, and for a fraction of forly
votes in excess of sevcuty-flve votes, an additional
delegate. The District Committee will be In ses
sion at the Hall at L o'clock on the afternoon of
the convention for the purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
Por order Republican District Committee.
ANDREW HA WES, Chairman.
8. W. JUNKIN8, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3, 1888.
at 2

Speaker Carlislo predicts that Congress
will adjourn between the first and fifteenth
of July. Apparently he has about abandoned hope of passing Morrison's tarilf bill.
Tie says it ought to pass, but lie will hazard
no prediction as to its fate.
The Keely motor has Just undergone anothAn exhibition in
er of >its periodic revivals.
the presence of the Jtockholders on Saturday
is said to have been very successful. It is one
of the curious features of this motor that it
will never work ic the presence of anybody
but the stockholders. As in the case of the
manifestations of spiritualistic mediums, the
spectators must be en rapport.
The statement which is going the rounds
of the press that Gov. Robie's private secretary is at work in Franklin country for Mr.

Bodwell, gives an entirely erroneous impression. Mr. Potter, the gentleman referred to,
year and a half ago did some work for
Got. Robie. That is all there is in the
statement that he is the Governor's private
Secretary. Whatever he is doing in Franklin county for Mr. Bodwell he is doing entirely on his own responsibility, and the first
knowledge Gov. Robie had that he was doing
anything came from the newspapers.
some

The Toronto Globe is intlined to lay all
the blame for the present fishing controversy
at the door of Sir John McDonald, the Dominion premier. It believes a fair reciprocity treaty might have been negotiated between
the United States and the Dominion during
President Arthur's administration, had Sir
John and his colleagues not been too busily
engaged "in dividing timber and ceal areas,
—

srffflTtor colonization companies, railway
charters and subsidies, and public plunder of
all kinds amongst themselves and their associates to pay th« necessary attention to their
country's interests.
The inter-state commerce bill bids fair to
go the same way similar bills have gone before it. The Cullom bill has been thrown
out by the House committee and the Reagan
bill reported as a substitute. The Reagan
bill differs from the Cullom bill in that it
provides for no commission. It is a much
harsher measure also. If
the
House
passes it, the probability is that the Senate
will not agree to it, and between the two
houses legislation on the subject will fail altogether. This is to be regretted, for it is
generally admitted that some restrictive legislation in regard to our railroads is badly
needed.
The free ship bill may possibly get through
the House, but the Senate stands in the way
of its becoming a law. Its effect would certainly be to kill immediately all ship building in this country, and it is far from certain
Γ'-fiiii τγγι'Ί revive our carrying trade. Congressman Dingley pointed out that it was
not the excess in the first cost of the ship in
this ceuntry that caused the trouble, but the
great ejpense of sailing lier after she is
built. That expense would be no smaller
if the vessel was bought instead of built.
The chances are, therefore, that we should
find after a little while that we had killed
one industry to revive 'another, and had not
succeeded in our purpose.

The seizure of the schooner Sisters of Yarno manifest ordino attention, but
^
as the vessel comes from a Dominion port.
and is loaded with fish, just at tins time it
will be likely to be looked upon by the Dominion people as a species of retaliation for
the seizure of the Adams and the Doughty.
The proceeding, therefore, is liable to asOne
sume a good deal of
importance.
effect of it "will be that the Dominion officers
will more closely scrutinize the papers of our
vessels arriving at their ports with a view of
making the most of any defects which may
be found. Senator Frye's advice to our vessels to scrupulously observe all the Canadian
customs regulations will therefore assume

mouth, N. S., for having
narily would have excited

new
—

»

importance.

A^fc-OW

RECIVIL
SERVICE
FORM.
The House appropriation committee have
tacked on to the legislative appropriation bill
a clause directing the civil service commissioners to certify to the appointing power the
whole eligible list of candidates who have
passed the civil service examination. Under
the existing rules the successful candidates
are ranked according to the proficiency disclosed by their examination, and only the
names of the four highest
certified
are
to the appointing power, and from one
of these it must choose. This plan recognizes sufficiently the fundamental principle
of the law, which is that merit shall constitute the basis of appointment, and at the
same time does not violate the clause of the
constitution that vests the power of appointment in th· Executive. With this rule honestly enforced it is practically impossible for
an appointing officer to pack his deparinent
with adherents of one party, 110 matter how
strong his desire to do so.
But should the amendment proposed by
the appropriation committee become a law
the civil service reform law would be rendered
AT

practically worthless ; and the spoils system
would be just as effectually revived as if the
law were swept from the statute book altogether; for it is obvious that were the whole
eligible list submitted it would be possible
for the appointing power to choose a member of the party with which it was identified
every time, and the pressure to do so would
soon become se strong that it would
prove
irresistible. Indeed, the inevitable and very
result
would
be that the appointing
speedy
power would have but one party to choose
from, and that appointments to office would
be confined more strictly to members of one
party than if no law were in existence ; for
the chances of selection would be so few that
men whose political faith differed from that
of the appointing power would scon cease to
present themselves, and the xaminations

Ν. Y. Tribune.
An official representative of the United
States abroad should indeed be noted for the
simplicity of his manners and intercourse.
But we submit that to sit about the legation
office in one's shirt sleeves and in that condition to act not only as Minister, but doorboy, is to carry republican unpretentiousness a little too
far, especially among so
courtly a people as the Japanese. Neither
is lie à wise diplomat who speaks slightingly
of the people to whom he is sent, even if he
lias been Governor of "Texas, a territory
many times larger than England, sir." The
domestic
Mr.
Hubbard
economy which
chooses to practise at the legation are of
course his own affair, but for its own sake
this government should not send abroad men
who are utterly regardless of good manners.
J AKIINE'B CONVICTION.
N. Y. Post.

The moral effect of the .Jaehne conviction
and sentence is good, but it is only half of
what wo hope" to see accomplished, The
bribe-takers lisft e had warning that their
business is a risky one, and that tney can be
caught and punished What is most" desirable now is to -show that bribe-giving is
eqnlly risky. If a few of the men who have
been engaged in buying legislation can be
convicted and sent to the penitentiary, the

suddenly to the enormity of that offense.
We state it as a fact within the knowledge of
everybody familier with corporations that a
regular item of expenditure with many of
them is a large one for influencing legislation. It is looked upon not only as a necasjj
sary hut a justifiable outlay. Nothing but
the startling revelation that every man in
any way sanctioning such outlay is liable to
imprisonment will have much effect to stop
this business.

W1IO MUST PAY THE COST.
Philadelphia Times.

The eight-hour movement is a failure. Had
it been inaugurated with any measure of wise
discrimination in dealing with the various
necessities of various industries, it could
have accomplished much ; but when it was
made a general demand for eight hours work
and ten hours' pay, its failure was as certain
as the setting of the sun in the west.
In the
meantime tens of thousands of laborers have
thrown themselves out of employment; the
employing power of the industrial enterprises
ha* been crippled by the prostration caused
by strikes, and who must pay the cost? The
loss to labor by strikes, taxes to support
strikers and labor officials, prostration of
business and the diminished employment
caused by labor disturbances will be not less
than one thousand millions of dollars this
year. Sorrow and want must as surely follow such criminal paralysis of industry as
the night follows day, and who must jjav the
cost?
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR
in each of

the

Murat Ilalstead has
feur classes of Princeton College.
There are 317 female blacksmiths in England, all of whom actually swing heavy hammers and do men's work.
W. E. Norris, the popular novelist, turns
out to be a woman. She deceived the critics
as completely as Michael Field, J. S. Winter
and Charles Egbert Craddock.
Miss Alice H. Jordan, the one lady at the
Yale Law School, lately made her maiden
argument in the presence of her classmates
at a moot court There were many old lawyers present to hear her, and her speech,
which was
cordially received, js highly
α son

praised.
Λ remarkable explosion, which occurred
in Germany, shows the force possessed by
dust. Λ sack of Hour falling down stairs,
opened and scattered the contents in a cloud
through the lower rogiu, where a burning gas
flame set fire to the dust, causing an explosion which lifted part of the roof off the
building and broke almost all the windows.
The statue of Harriet Martineau, which
was unveiled in the Old South Meeting-house
uuuuii uucr
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Wellesley College by Miss Whitney, the
sculptor, in whose custody it was placed by
Mrs. Maria Weston Chapman previous toller
death· in 1885. It will be" placed in its permanent location early in June.
It is stated that French surgeons have succeeded in replacing glass eyes with the front
part of rabbits's eyes. The coat is stitched
fast to the ball of a sightless human eye, and
made to adhere, so that it causes no further
trouble and looks as well as the natural eye.
It is, of course, eighties», but is far less bother than a glass one.
Roberts Brothers are preparing to issue a
new series of novels under the general title
of "The Old Colony Series," which is to
comprise romances illustrating early life in
the American colonies. The volumes will
all be published anonymously. It is expected that the leeries will reveal a field of romance as yet untrodden by the novelist of
our

The Slaughter of the Innocents.
((ieorge William Curtis in Harper's Magazine for
June.)
The story of the butcher who looked out in
the soft summer moonlight and announced
that something ought to be done on so fine a
night, and he guessed he would go and "slarter," was told to Melissa, who ejaculated
pretty Ohs and Ahs, and said "But how vulgar!" Vet had some dreadful Nathan heard
and beheld Melissa as she
the words,
spoke, he would have raised his voice and
pointed his finger and said, "Thou art the
For the delicate lady was the
woman !"
wearer of dead birds in her hat, and encourand sweetest
aged the "slarter" of the loveliest
ol innocent song birds merely to gratify her
vanity. The butcher, madam, may be vulgar
but at least he does not kill in order to wear
the horns and tails of his victims.
"How hideous" exclaims Belinda as she
sees the pictured head of the savage islander
—"rings in his nose! how hideous!" And
the gentle Belinda shakes the rings in her
ears against such barbarism. Sylvia, too,
laughs gayly at the wife of the Chinese ambassador stumping along upon invisible feet ;
and Sylvia, would laugh more freely, except
for her invisible waist. It is so preposterous
to squeeze your feet, she remarks ; it is deformity ; it outrages nature. And the superb
and benignant Venus of Milo smiles from
her pedestal in the corner, and with her eyes
fixed on Sylvia's waist, echoes Sylvia's words ;
"It is deformity; it outrages nature."
The Puritan preacher who, somewhat perverting his text, cried, "Top-knot, come
dow n ! declared war upon the inuocent ribbod that, carefully tiained and twisted and
exalted into * towering ornament, doubtless
nodded from the head of Priscilla to the heart
of John Alden and melted it completely,
while the preacher could not even catch his
wandering eye. The preacher's course was
clear. Top-knots must come down if they
allured to a sweeter worship than he inculcated. But those ribbons were made for
that pretty purpose of adornment. They
were not victims.
They silenced no song ;
they hardened no heart ; they rewarded no
wanton cruelty ; they destroyed no charm of
field or wood. They were not memorials of
heartless slaughter. They were simple devices by which maidenly charms were
heightened, and a little grace and taste and
beauty were lent to the sombre Puritan world.
But the top knots of to-day are bought at
a monstrous price.
Carlyle says of certain
enormous fire-flies on an island of the East
Indies that placed upon poles they illuminate
journey of distinguished people by night.

claims, but—It is great honor to the goldenwinged woodpecker to lie shot and then
daintily poised upon the hat of Cyrilla, as,
enveloped in a cloud of dudes, sne promenades the Avenue on Sunday afternoon:
great honor to the woodpecker, but— The
naughty dog in the country which hunts and

kills chickens is made to wear a dead chicken
hung around his neck, and at last is shamed
How if Cyrilla
out of his murderous fancy.
strolling in the summer fields, liaply with
young Laurence hanging enthralled upon
lier sweet eyes, lier low replies, should meet
the cur disgraced with trie dead chicken
around his neck, she with the dead woodpecker upon her head !
The lovely lady puts a premium upon wanton slaughter and unspeakable cruelty. She
incites the murderous small boy and all the
idlers and vagrants to snare and shoot the
singing birds and silence the heavenly music
like the summer. She cries for "slarter,'"and
of the white cat enchanted into the Princess,
who leaps to the lloor in hot ehase when the
mouse appears, the Queen of Beauty, with a
feathered corpse for a crown, begins to seem
even to Laurence unhappily enchanted,
Henry Bergh is one of our great modern
benefactors. If beasts could speak or knew
to whom they owe the deepest gratitude, his
path would be hallowed by the prayers and
blessings of the innocent and helpless whom
he has relieved. But the birds of the air are
not less our dependents than the beasts of the
field. It is as plainly the duty of a humane
and Christian civilization to protect the birds
as we protect the beasts against the wanton
cruelty of liuman|savages. And Melissa, Belinda, Sylvia, Cyrilla and their mates—"the
rosebud garden of girls"—will they consciously make themselves accomplices in a crime
against the innocent? Let them not ask
whether the pearl hanging upon their bosoms
or fixed in their rings is any less a proper ornament or less beautiful because it is called
"a diseased secretion." There is no cruelty in
the making or taking of the pearl. It does
not concsiously diminish the beauty and melody of the world. But the dead bird upon Cyrilla's hat does all that, and it brutalizes those
who do the mischief.
Like many a fashion, the wearing of dead
birds is thoughtlessly wrong, and the protest
against it which is now not only raised, but
organized as one of the most effective method
of staying the massacre of the innocents, will
suggest to many a gentle heart that unconsciously it has aided and abetted an offense
against which every humane and generous
feeling protests ; and as the offense is swiftly
removed from hat and bonnet, in the sweet
and happy voices of the birds of this summer
their hearts will hear a hymn of gratitude.
FINANCIAL.

So. 218 Middle Street.

Travelling

Although only
dore, England, recently.
thirty-six years of age, he weighed 546
pounds. He was on an exhibition tour, and
in one of the intervals between the performances he fell asleep in his chair, and when
an attempt was made to rouse liim it was

1 r.r\
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last year. In Massachusetts the week1}' press is gaining, but the magazines and
other periodicals arc losing. Thejmagazines
appear to ho tending toward New York, as
twenty-three monthly periodicals have been
The
established there during the year.
daily newspapers of the country number
over

Commercial Letters of

These

A Castoria
When

Savings Banks

and Trust

Funds constantly on hand.

13 Ο Ν JEP & !
6s & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Gold..6s
4s

A.nson

gave her Castoria,

tis & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. R. It—6s

Miss, she clung to Castoria,
Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she became
When she had

FOR

PITCHER'S

CASTORIA

7

CLOTHING.
Fine line of

SUITS
—

FOB

—

Business and Dress
at very moderate

I am now showing some very
My stock is all new, and selectfrom the best manufactures,
ed
handsome Suitings in this departa perfect fit and well made
and
in
and
Checks
both
ment,
Fancy
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and garments are always to bo found
Diagonals. Also a very tine line on my counter. Also all the late
of SPRING OVERCOATS at low- styles in NECK WEAK, COLLARS
est prices to be found in the city and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOYES,
&c.
for same kind of goods.

WATCHES.
Front this date wc, the undersigned, agree
upon the following schedule of prices:

CRYSTALS,

All

upwards.

at 25c and

WorK

naiïS'

ηηητι «un

οτ
■·

SEBAGO

CREEK

AND LONG

LAKE

ALL

GENUINE]

my22

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

CLARK t CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
No. 53

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
SI.50
10 lbs. daily per
month,
"
"
"
"
2.00
15
"
"
"
"
2.50
20

on

nvited.

Street, New lforlt.

PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.,
Bankers aud Brokers,
Private Wike to

New York

and

Boston.

NEW YORK

CORKEKPOXDENTD,

CREEN & BATEMAN.
ΗΟΜΤβΠ,

Pullen,

EVEEUSEB

àrQ Bi« S W These Paints
composed of the best Zino and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin»
are

BARBERS' CHAIRS.
Having enlarged

I

now offering the Hair Dressers
England some astoundiHg bargains in

|β
g
Ι
a.

Warranted to Cure

Jn

iP*

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, Lg
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST, C
°
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,1

«
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP PM
SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES rs
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts S3
Ml of the body, it makes the skin white, soft
and is ϊΓο

and smooth ; removes tan and freckles,
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegai
put up, two bottles in one package, consisting

oyf

both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
$1 per package.
dnrmtfnicTn
apr8
P. «V Ο. Κ. H. Coupons.
on 1st mortgage bonds of Portland
& Ogdensburg Railroad Co.. due January 1st,
188C». will be paid June 1st, 188<'., by SAMUEL J.
ANDERSON, Receiver, on presentation at P. &
O. R. R. ottlee, in Portland.
my22d2w
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5s on

file in J'Nilnclelphla

Adver.<«» Νΰν.β|Λρβτ Meeere.
AifclSi!tifciHK
Agency
of

r··

Ne W· AYES

4. βηκ. CTJ9

%utlu»*ied «eenta.

of

New

seed Oil to the consistency to useunder
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forma a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be pro·
duced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under out positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
If not for

sale in your town send to

a

H. II. HAY &

are

eod3m

GOLD MEDAL, PABIS, 1878.

BAKER'S

During Vacat ion and the Leisure Hours of Summer, Teachers and, Directors will do well to examine and selectfrom our very superior new books:

Reader, (I B. Brown, is
Song
fully made graded instruction book for teaching
a

Gems for Little Singers,!^™

and Swayne, is the dearest, sweetest and pretti30
est of picture song books for little children.
cts. ; $3 per dozen.
For

SUNDAY SCHOOLS

we

Jf

frt

The Hub Furniture Go
944 to 950 Washington St., Boston.
53ΓΆ11 kinds of goods
England on easy terms.

sold

New j

anywhere
mylSeodlm
in

Templar»' HhII,

Χ"

If

PER SUIT.

CM IN EMM

«MtSSJT., f.rtland.

514

guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
feb!7dtf
Photographs.
We

LOCKE At LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

aaiF.^herwln,°"s
Song Worship,ofvf.approved
excellence.
ready used largely, and

Warranted absolutely pure
Coeoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids ae
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

WANT

WE

WE WILL DO IT

WE WILL DO

35 cts. ;

$3 doz.

The Temperniice Song Herald, by J. €. Macy, is the brightest and best of Temperance
Song Books. 35 cts., or $3 per dozen.
Any book mailed for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
*od&w2w
may20

114 1-2 EXCHANCE STR

ET,

Bo ston ^Portland Clothing Co.,

to undertake any legitimate
prepared of
either a criminal or civil na-

dtf

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

DEALERS

detective business,
ture entrusted to our care, by Railroad CorporaI tions, Express Companies. Banks, Law Firms,
Business Houses and Individuals. Will arrest,
cenvey and deliver fugitives for any State in the
Union. All business intrusted to our care will be
held strictly confidential. Office hours from 7 a.
m. until 9 p. m. daily.
REFERENCES.

lion. Fred Robie. Gov. of Maine ; Hon. James G.
Blaine, Augusta, Me. ; Hon. J. R. Bodwell. Hallowell. Me. ; Gen. C. W. Tilden, Secretary Senate
of
of Maine; Hon. Geo. E. Weeks,
of AugusAugusta; Hon. P. O. Vickey, Ex-MayorGeneral
of
ta; lion. Orville D. Baker, Attorney
Maine; Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Portland, Maine:
of
National
Cashier
S. B. Glazier, Esq.,
Augusta
Bank; Ο. M. Hanscom, Chief Inspector of Police,
Boston ; Robert A. Pinkerton, Chief Manager Pinkerton, Detective Agency, New York ; H. S. Osgood,
Supt. American Express Company, Portland ; Hon.
Austin D. Knight, Judge Municipal Court, Hallowell; J. H. Manly, Esq., ex-Postmaster, Augusta.

Ex-Mayor

Licensed

by State of Maine.
myedlm

BUY THE

«

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

WITH ITS

—

CRATE.

REFLEX

PATENT
—

SOLD O.VLY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

BY

—

a

goods. House ami Lawn
Awnings a specialty. Drop me a postal and I
will show samples at house. Tent* on baud,

AN

EFFECTUAL REMEDY FOR

—

INFLAMED EYES AND EYELIDS.
PRICE 30 CENT».

mylldlm»

For sale by druggists.

DR.

M AVO'S

VEGETABLE VAPOR
Λ pleasantaml perfcctlv harmless anaesthetic for
tlie painless extraction ût teeth.

DR. C. M.TALBOT,
Junction of Free and Middle
marl 1
lnnd,Me.

Street*, Portd3m

for sale

or to

let.

J. E. FICKETT, ^COMMERCIAL ST
apl7

COLUMBIA

PORTLAND CEINT PIPE
tfc Stone

Co.,

ST.
ISTO. 24 PLUM <leow3w
apr27

FIFE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

The Delaware
MUTUAL SAFETY INS. CO.

eoaem

dec!4

OF PHILADELPHIA.
Total Ansel»
Total Liabilities

8t£,0iM,837.8ii
770,933.14

Outstanding Scrip

$1,£51,1*0-1.68
870,050.00

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

BICYCLES7 !

—

The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
New ma-l
and prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicyel*.
apl3 N'nd for Cntulogiie,

ArrLICATIONSjKECErVED

BY

that the annual meeting of
THEhereby notified
will be held at the office of the

corporation
company at their works, on TUESDAY, the twenof May, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the following purposes.
1st, To act on the report of the Directors and
2d, To choose directors for the ensuing year.
KUFOS D. BEAN, Clerk.
mylleodtd
Portland, May 10th, 1880.

HORSES !
d&wtf

BTT VU Instant relief. Final cure In 10
JT lUfiij· days, and never returns. No purge,
110 salve, no suppository. Sufferers will learn of a
simple remedy Free, by addressing C. J. MASON,
mar2Beon6m
78 Nassau St., Ν. Y.

DRESS SHIRTS.

MEETING.
annual meeting of the corporator h of Portland Savings Bank, will be held at the banking room. 011 WEDNESDAY, the 26th day of May
inst, at 10 o'clock a. m.. for the purpose specified
in the charter and required by the Statutes of
EDWARD A. NOYES, Secretary.
Maine.
maylHdtd
May 17,1886.

THE

Annual Meetiug.
annual meetinc of the International TeleCo., will be holden at the office of
Brown & Josselyn, 211 Commercial St., Portland,
Me., on Tuesday, June 1st, at 3 o'clock p. m.. for
the cheice of directors and for any other legal busi
A. D. BROWN. Clerk.
ness.
my21dl w*
Portland, Me., May 21,1880.

THEgraph

of the stockholders of the

meeting
Trust Company, will be held at the
THEPortland
June
of said

Company, on TUESDAY,

rooms

H. BUTLER, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 1,1886.
myo-1 l-18-25&Jul

HORSES !

WE

general

my22d3t

SPECIALTIES.

manner

and

with

ana
Building,
Thursday, June 1st, 2d and 3rd, 1886.
CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.
on

d3w

my 10

purpose.c

Portland, Saco &
are hereby

Boating

promptness.

Monday,

day

PAINTS
Varnishes, Oils,
Brushes, Alabastiue,
Calsom Finish,
Tube Colors,

Bronze Powders, At.
All

goods

arc of the finest quality,
and will be sold at lowest
market prices.

H. H. HAY &

Streets,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
ecKlTh8&Til2m

aprl

DO MOTHERS
.WHY
WW 11

■ Pat stiff corMts on their
growing Children < Dont do it, but

FERRIS'

buy

PATENT

NOTICE.

GOOD

The above goods are all "Hand Frame" made
and manufactured especially for
this House
Warranted the best of the kind known.

SENSE

ORDERS

CORSETi

WAISTS)

Taken fur gentlemen's Outfitting from any part
of the world. The Largest and Finest Stock of
Men's Fur t.sliings in the States on hand at popu-

Fit η" age·,
AU Physicians recommend them. Ask
your merchants for J
them. Take no other,

ulars prVee.

I¥. 1.
Square,eod&wlm

SON,

Junction Middle and Free

riYDKRWGAR.
All weights
In Silk, Merino, Balbriggan, etc.
and qualities.

SAMUEL BUDD,

■

For all purposes
And in uny quantity.
Finest quality of Mixed
House Faints,
White Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan.

IIOMIEKV AND

mye

the

the choice
notified that
meeting
ol directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may legally
be presented, will be held on the first
of June, 1886, at eleven o'clock
the seventh
in the forenoon. In the Company's hall, near the
station in Kittery.
By order of the Directors,
F. R. BARKETT, Clerk.
Portland. Mav 12.1880.
myl2dtd

ALLEN, SOLLY & CO.'s

Madison

Maioe

Association will be neld at City
THEMedical
Portland,
Tuesday, Wednesday

SUITS.

Knickerbockers, Caps, &c\, to match.

ITIedical Association.

Thirty-fourth annual meeting of the

RERRIS BROS., ManuPrs
St White

mar23

St.. New York.
dlawTuCm

PICTOU GOAL.
Screened.

shall receive and ofier lor sale or exchange, SATURDAY, May 22, a superior
lot of Vermont Horses, among them one pair
closely matched team, valuable for family driving
or

The I.aim London nnd l'nii» De-

Fancy Imported Flannels lor Tennis,
Shooting, etc.

1st,

1886, at 10 a. m., for the election of a Board of
Trustees, and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.

In White. Printed and Embroidered Colored
Tile Latest Novelty for Bosoms, etc.
Pique.
French 1'ancv Percales, Madras and Cheviot

Made in the best

BANÏL

SAYINGS

PORTLAND

MADISON SQUARE,
NEW YORK.

SPRING AND SUMMER
1886.
aigu*.

VIEETlNCi».

this

Run oi* Hine*.

lut.
Culm.

eod3m

ap6

Free·

d6m

Portland Company—Annual Meeting.
stockholders of the Portland Company are

BUDD,
ST.,

Melvin J. Hawkes.
given to Cemetery Work.

stockholders of

—

WM. ALLEN, JR.

C. H. LAHSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET

Attention

ANNUAL

ESTABLISHED 1861.

LONDON.

—

Railroad Company
THEPortsmouth
lor
their annual

Manager.
dtf

Cloths.

& DUNHAM,
PORTLAND. ME.

est styles of awning

—

PORTLAND,

8 KING EDWARD

IN

Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,
Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Granite for

■

We beg to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Parements, which we
make in three colors, and to onr Garden
If yon intend to lay new
Borders.
walks or re-lay old ones you should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if desired.

CD.,

ANNU ALMEETIN 0.

IE.

P.G.P.&S.C0.

J

WELL.

PRACTICAL PRIXTERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,

in aine

F·".'

IT

a. THURSTON &

annual

Our Store is open promptly at 7 o'clock Every
Horning; closed at 6.30 Every Evening
except Saturday Evening at 1© o'clk.

WARE,

QUICKLY.

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

PORTLAND TRUST COfPMÏ.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

C.

YOUR

ANNUAL

MUlgUAUl?·

my22

STREET,

Thrre doors vrr.t of fol mrr ο 111 r.
Ira 8. Lockb.
Joseph A. Lockk.
dtf
feti27

ty-fifth (25th) day

is

TENTS, &c.
W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass. AWNINGS,
Have just received fine assortment of the lat-

The Royal Eye Salve!

plaids,

sizes 4 to

Pants at $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, and hundreds
Boys' Long
y·

W.

removed to

have

180 MIDDLE

Special

Boys' long Pant Suits at $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 each.
Boys' and Young Men's Norfolk Jackets in handsome styles at only
$5.00 each.
1200 pairs of BOYS' KNEE PANTS at 50, 75 cents and $1.00, superior quality for the money.
Boys' handsome Dress Suits in nobby patterns at only $8.00 per

255 MIDDLE ST,

CAIIDN.

dec!8

$6.00 PER SUIT.

Songs of Promise, li. Tenney ^and

Rev. E. A. Hoffman, compilers of the first ability.
A large quantity of new Sunday School music. 35
cts
S3 doz

d2t

Photographer,

57 i-2
may8

175 Boys' all wool Suits, ages 11 to 14, long pants, made to sel
for $8 and $9, at only

VlUCi

2ith.

MAY

1

roloil of ATllv

$5.00 PER SUIT.

call attention to

Portland, May 6,1880.

Black Walnut Frame
cut, for only

We have more than 20 different styles of Barber Chairs on hand. Rochester Chairs, as usual
always in stock.
We wish to say to all strangers that we carry
the largest and greatest variety of Household
Goods to be found in any one retail store in this
country. Our stock includes all kinds and qualities of Carpets, Ranges and Cooking Stoves, Parlor furniture, Lounges, Easy Chairs, Sofas and
Rockers, Chamber Sets, Dinner Sets, Toilet Sets
and|Crockery, Lamps, Glass and Plated Ware,
Tubs, Pails, Brooms, Mattresses and Bedding,
Baby Carriages Mats and Afghans, Refrigerators,
and Water Coolers, and all makes and styles of
Oil Stoves, and in fact everything you need in your
house. Our prices are positively lower than you
Send for our new illustrated
can find elsewhere.
catalogue, the largest ever published. It is mailed
free to any address.
We will make the terms to suit every customer's
means, no matter where he lives. Write us.

(«ootl

Doors open at 7.30.

care-

the notes, is by practical and able men, and is full
of the best exercises and songs. Book 1, CO els. ;
Book 2, GO cts.

IRA M. TRUE & CO..

Bar-

$4.00 down. Balance $1.25 per week
until paid.

whole-

SON, Portland, He.

mar20

$30.00.
Our terms

our

sale agents.

Chairs, Wash Stands, Mirrors,
Poles,
Sitting Chaire, Tables,
Mugs,
Bottles, Racks, Shelves, Copper and
Niekled Boilers, Curtains,

ber Shop.
Genuine Mohair Plush
Barber Chairs, like above

SKIN CURE "S
îm

onr

BARBERS' SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,

engineer.
U

ΡΙΜΠΠϋΕ
iiyT^-s
MΙ SIR Ι Λ

eoati

DR. C. W. BENSON'S

«κΑηΛΟΛ

PORTLAND MAINE.

Crocker.

Frank C.

«

THE BEST MUSIC

"We are

and In fact everything to completely fit out

LEE, HICCINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley T.
deci

"

F. Ο. FIERCE & CO.'S

Barber

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

iTA

ψί,ν

ο

IJItiy

we are

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

ΦΙΟ

VI

Whole Cakes, 15 cents per hundred lbs.

ur

Correspondence

at

PRINTING

00 Men's and Young Men's nobby all wool CASSIMERE and
SCOTCH MIXED SUITS, comprising different patterns of check,
by the Amesbury,
plaids and fancy mixtures, goods manufactured
George's River and Hamilton Mills, all sizes from 33 to 44, regular

For Schools, Sunday Schools, Tempérance Societies,

*"3§μ»

deposits.

45 Wall

apCd6in

"

15
20

100"

tors of

allowed

ST.

MARKET

PRICES OF CUT ICE.
5 cents.
"
■
10

POOR'S ΜΛΝΓΑΙ* OF KAILBOADH.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
always oil hand. Orders executed for cash or on
Interest

STREET,

10 lbs.,
"
25 "
50

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Froprie-

Given by the Ladies of

LUKE'S GUILD

ST.

TO DO

suit.

Song Greeting,

—AND—

eod2w

Warranted..

lias no superior as a
collection of refined, melodious, high-class variethe
schools.
of
for
60cts., or §6
higher
songs
ty
per dozen.

No. 35 MILK

BARGAINS.

1.00
.50
.10

eodtf

Successors to D. TV. Clark & Co.,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

margin.

$1.00

WM. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

CARTER BROTHERS,
Α. JO. WENT WORTH,
A. WALKER,
C. H. LAMSON,
apr3

TELEPHONE No. 257.

upwards.

Strawberry Festival!

our

$12.00 PER SUIT.

wonderfully low prices. CLEANING WATCHES,
MAIN SPRINCS,
BOYS' ALL WOOL KNEE PANT SUITS CASE SPRINCS,

BOYS' BLOUSE SUITS

35 CENTS.
Trains will leave Portland for (iorhani at 7.30
and 8.30 a. m.. 1.05, 2.00 and G.20 p. in. iiorham
for Portland at 0.03 a. m.f 12.55. 5.15. «Ï.35 and
J. W. PKTKRS, Snot.
10.00 p. in.
(13t
my24

Remember, these are not old goods carried over from last season,
but all New, Clean, Handsome, Stylish Goods, which we manufactured
These bargains are now on our counters, and
for this season's trade.
We mention a few lots:
we cordially call your attention to them.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

WATCH

—

GORHAM, ME.,

the Boston and Port-

of the largest,

350 Boys' all wool Knee Pant Suits in handsome
11 years, made to sell for $8, now offered at only

$35.00.

upwards.

as

one

198 Men's all wool Suits, cut sack, handsome dark mixtures, sizes
33 to 44, made to sell for $18, shall close out for

price from

TO

Co. is

$^0.00

spring mmm

at $1.50 and

Clothing

desirable

very

THE

of tlie Settlement of

Geo. E. Hawkes,

of

$5.00

land

previous year, and

350 Men's and Young Men's Une all wool Suits, manufactured from
the famous Cowan, Central Falls, Brighton, Putnam and Sawyer Mills,
No better goods made for style
finest all wool Cassimere and Cheviot.
or service in this country, handsomely made and trimmed, regnlar
$15 and $10 Suits, shall close out the lot at only

eodtl

Have
former price $25.
but a few of them left.
Sizes 34 to 38.

in

Than any

$6.00 FEJR SUIT.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
v

NEW STORE.

frock, that The Clothier and Furnisher, under Falmouth Hotel,
closing at

$15 PER SUIT,

ranging

Orders have been sent from our Headquarters in Boston to our
ϋι-anch Stores all along the line from Maine to Connecticut to make
and CHILBREN'S
room for several thousand MEN'S, YOUTHS', BOYS'
stock,
SUITS, as the balance of our wholesale Spring and Summer
is to be disamounting to over two hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
tributed among our retail stores with orders to mark them at about
It has been our custom the last few years, afCOST OF MATERIAL.
ter our wholesale trade has been supplied, to give our patrons a BENEFIT by offering the balance of our wholesale stock to the retail trade
at less than actual cost.
On account of the Great Labor Trouble in the West our trade from
that locality has not been so large as in former years, consequently we
have a much larger stock to dispose of

share of the stock is enormous.

cut 4-button

Some

SPRING SUITS !

MEN'S! YOUTHS'

REMEMBER THE PLAGE.

TO

150TH ANNIVERSARY

my25

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
we are

—

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

ΛΤΠ

CLOTHING! CLOTHING !

lanldtf

runuiunr

GREAT HALF PRICE SALE

We have a very fine

styles

dtf

iny8

prices.

OUT SACKS AND MUTTON FROCKS.

REDUCED RATES

PORTLAND TO G0R1IAM A.\D RETIRA,

Dr. Little says;

CHILDREN'S

ctn.

c13t

Gentlemen's and Boys'

—FOB—

Ailmiwwiou 'i5

3.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

345 Uliddlc St.

Fashionable Hatter,

Without injurious medication.

CASCOCLOTHIVGCO.

HEADQUARTERS

ill

Wednesday, May 26,1886

PERRY,

dT&S7t&w4tnrni20

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

««
1

E. N.

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Gives healthy sleep, and promotes digestion

myl8

MEN'S BOYS' and CHILDREN'S

4·hin»· ciillcil

& 2β

GROUNDS.

BALL

TICKETS

Colic, Constipation,

Columbus Conn., May 3,187(5.
111 So. Oxford Street,
1057 Second Avenue,
"I havo a family of eight children, who
New York, April 8, 1872.
Brooklyn, Feb. 22,1872.
"
its
Castoria 13 so well adapted to the de- have nsed Castoria. I recommend
"I uso Castoria in my practice, and find
medi
it specially adapted to affections of children rangements of children, that I can recom- use for children, in preference to any
mend it as superior to any other known cine I know."
and females."
Nokman P. Little, M. D.
H. A. Archer, M. D.
Alex. Robertson, M. D.
remedy."

More
by the Showalter mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

»irt

cures

Dr. Archer says:

Dr. Robertson says;

194 IT11DDLE NTBEET. Portland.

January 1,1884.

different from other dealers.

Castoria

Children Ory

Child, she cried for Castoria,

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

civil

chaplain of the House of Representatives,
Westcan give more accurate descriptions of
minster Abbey, Cologne Cathedral, Notre
Dame and other Old World monuments he

was a

we

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

eodtf

octl

are physicians, forty-nine are regispharmacists, five attorneys at law, ten
ministers, three dentists, one hundred and

The most curious book in the world is one
that Is neither written nor printed. Every
letter of the text is cut into the leaf, and as
the alternate leaves are of blue paper, it Is as
The labor reeasily read as the best print.
quired and the patience necessary to cut each
letter may be imagined. The work is so perfect that it seems as though dene by machinery, but every character was made bv hand.
The book is entitled "The Passion of Christ,"
and is now kept at a museum in Erance.
The Emperor of Austria performed the usual interesting ceremony of washing the feet
of twelve old men, and afterwards serving
them at dinner in the imperial palace, on the
morning of Maundy Thursday. The youngest of the old men was eighty-nine years, and
their united ages were nwirly 1100 years. Owsame
ing to the absence of the empress,didthe
not take
ceremonv with twelve old ladies
among
rivalry
is
great
There
always
place.
the old people of Vienna for this honor.
It is said that Rev. Dr. Milburn, the blind

Baby was sick,

When she

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

for

the latest styles and shades just received, and will be offered
Call and see the latest New York styles.
low.

Castoria-the Mother's Great Remedy for Children.

Boys' Shirt Waists

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

are

BASE

my24

SPECIAL STYLES IN CHILDREN'S HATS!

Baby.

eodtf

186 MIDDLE STREET.

tered

a

NUTRIAJAN, GRANITE DERBY HATS FOR YOUNG MEN.

at 75c and

ty-five

ten professional nurses, and one is

Drab and Nutria Karsay Hats !

SWAN & BARRETT, Boys' Flannel Blouse Waists
upwards.
and
Brokers
Bankers

1,1110.
The weeping willow, says the Garden,
The
seems to have had a rouiantie history.
first scion was sent from Smyrna in a box of
figs to Alexander Pope. Gen. Clinton brought
in the
a shoot from Pope's tree to America
time of the Revolution, which, passing into
the hands of John Parke Custis, was planted
on his estate in Virginia, thus becoming the
progenitor of the weeping willow in America.
An idea of the extent of the patent medicine business may be gathered from the .figures of a printing contract, said to be the
largest on record, between a New York manfacturer of a nostrum and a Philadelphia
printer. The bargain is for 40,000,000 thirtytwo-page pamphlets and 400,000,000 four-page
circulars, to cost SHOO,000. Part of the work
will be done in Philadelphia, and the remainder in England and Germany.
In Iowa 955 women own and direct farms,
eighteen manage stock farms, five own
greenhouses, ninety manage market gardens,
thirteen serre as county school superintendents, thirty-seven manage intermediate institutions of learning, one hundred and twen-

rate*.

jau31

The cause of the
found that he had died.
death was heart disease.
There are now published in the United
1 Λ

and

Exchange

favorable

at most

Tuesday aud Wednesday, May 2 J

PORTLAND

at $2.00 and

Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities JRought and Hold.

day.

A Chinese writer named Wongtzi was recently sentenced to be quartered because in
one of his scientific works he had enumerated the names of several of the departed Chinese emperors, which is strictly against the
court etiquette. At last his punishment was
mitigated to decapitation. His children are
allowed to live until next autumn, when they
also will be executed.
The Sussex giant died suddenly at Apple-

Continental

Starling and
bought and sold

Newboryports 7s. Portlands,

at

BANKERS,

ΑΛίυΜΒΙΚΝΤβ.

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

BOYS' LONG PANT SUITS

J. Β. BROWN & SONS,

niAC'ELLANEOIW.

BIMCKLI.*'"'®!'8

bas visited than can the majority of those
persons who have actually seen them. He
and mouncan describe the rocky outlines
tainous declivities of the Sierras and of the
and
the
picturesque beauRocky Mountains,
ties of the Blue Bidge, with a vigor and accuracy rarely •quailed.

& EDWABD SANDS,
No. 175 Main St., Saco, Me.

STORAGID.
for Flour, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
cel [its given". Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates or Insurance. Apply to
J. S. IIOl'tJLA.SS, Agent,

Flrst-eluss storage

IT14UU

No. -J9S

t'ommrrcinl Ntrrr

BY

THE

CARCO.

RYAN&KELSEY,

Agents,
my 17

I'OIMLAM), HIE.
dtl

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MOBMNG, MAY 25.
THE PRESS.
at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. It. R. Depot; Hodgson, 96Vi Portland and 559 Congress
»ts. : Costello, 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick, 47 Middle St.; Jewett, 504 Congress St.; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Gould, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Congress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
Spring St. ; and of Chisholm Bros', agents on all
trains running out of the city.
Auburn, WÏÏlard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.

May be obtained

Blddeford, F.

M. Burnham.
A. I,. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
Freeport, W.
A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, fî. H. Evans.
Farmlngtou, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls. II. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway. S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. II. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springvale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Tliomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

Fryelmrg,

Hayes.

WIT AND WISDOM.
"I am struck dumb at your conduct!" exclaiuicd
Mrs. Dempsey, as her husband tottered into the
house at 2 a. m., one night, after playing a tatoo
with his latchkey all over the door.
"W-well,my dear," was the cheerful response,
'•I'm sure I h-hop· it is a permanent strike."
6omb Rkmahkable Cures of deafness ar»î reeorded of Dr. Thomas's EdJtCTBlc Oil. Never
fails to cure earache.
"Is Miss
in?"
"No. Miss."
"But I saw her at the window when I drove up.
Isn't
"Very likely. Miss, but you see Miss
receiving torday. Her terrier died yesterday, and
lier mourning isn't ready."
—

Dr. Soule's Pills. If you
they are mild, but effective.

are

billon, try them;

I suffered terribly from neuralgia in the head
and face. After taking two doses of Athlophoros
the pain all left me, and not a particle have I
had since, ι shall always keep Athlophoros in
the house. Mrs. Dietrich, 10 Hudson St., New

Haven, Ct.
Manhattan—I

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Baiuiett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
170
100 168
Canal National Bank
151
149
100
Bank
Nat.
Casco
62
51
Cumberland National Bank. .40
150
100 14*
First National Bank
124
122
Merchants'National Bank.. 75
143
100 142
National Traders'Bank
100

Ocean Insurance Co

80

90
Portland Company
62
50
Portland Oas Company
BONDS.
109Y2
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. It. aid 1907...123
102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
Bath City 6s Κ. R. aid various —100
—113
it.
R.
aid
6s,
long
City
Bangor
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
105
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid
—106
various
R.
R.
And. & Ken.
6s,
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 ..112
112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st intg 7s.. 121
129
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland AVater Co. 1 st mtg 6s—103
44
'·
106
2d iutg 6s
"
"
3d mtg 6s... .109

Shakspeare

thought

wrote "Charles the First."
Miss Arlington—But you know Shakespeare
died so many years before Charles the First was
born that—
Mr. C. M.—Oh yes, but Shakespeare i§ full of
anachronisms, you know?

90
100
65

110
115
124
105
103
116
124
106
108
114
113
123
131
108
104
108
111

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dallv:
85
Atch., Toneka and Santa Fe Railroad
91
Eastern Railroad
159
Bell Telephone
.38
New York and New England Railroad.
129%
do pref
35y8
Mexican Central 4s
21
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
do pref
37y2
Mexican Central R 7s
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. R.^coin— 36%
1281/4
Eastern Railroad 6s
190%
Boston & AlbanytRailroad
1311/4
C. B. & Q*
190
Boston Λ Mainel Railroad»
125
Maine Central Railroad
Cfî/fc
Boston Water Power Co
•Ex-dividend.
New York Stock and IVlonoy tVtarke

("By Telegraph.]
call easy
NEW YORK,May
at 1 V2@2 per cent. Prime mercantile oaper at 4
at
and
unchanged
cent.
strong
Exchange
@5 per
4 863/8 and 4 87V2. Government bonds dull. State
bonds are dull. Railroad bonds moderately active
and steady to firm. The stock market after 2 15
ρ m was quiet throughout and a general heavy
tone prevailed over the whole list. The market
closed heavy generally with small declines as
compared with Saturday's closimr prices.
Tne transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggre-

23,1886.—Money

on

114

The small boy needs watching, or extraordinary
ideas will creep into his mind during educational
processes. The other day, a proverb was ihus
repeated by a bright scholar : "Deeds are fruit;
thoughts are but—leaves."
"But—leaves," «aid the teacher. "What do you
meen?"
The boy explained that he supposed but—leaves
belonged to a plant that grew "way off somewhere."

Charlie

Imports.
BARBADOES. Sclir Grace Rice—328 pun 18
lilids 17 bbls molasses to Ε Churchill & Co.

nf iïovorn

nient securities :
United States bonds, 3s
New 4s, reg
New 4s, coup
New 4Va s, leg
New 4Vas, coup
Central Pacitic lsts
Denver & Κ. Gr. lsts
Erie 2ds—
Kansas Pacific Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union Pacific 1st.
tio Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
»

Adams Express
American Express
Central Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
Cbicagoi& Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & iilo Grande
Κ rte

(lull and heavy; Western steam on spot at C 15@
6 17% ; refined 6 40 for Continent; 6 70@6 75 for
S. A. Butter quiet jWestern at 10(d>16; State 14
@18c;Elgin creamery 16@16V2C. Cheese weaker; State 5@8*4c ; Western flat 6@«c.

Freights steady.
CHICAGO, May 24. 1886.—Flour is quiet;
Winter Wheat 4 25@4 75; Wisconsin at4 0'*@
4 40; Michigan at 4 25@4 50; soft Spring Wheat
3 65@4 10; Minnesota bakers 3 40^4 40; patents
4 05 a4 80 ; low grades 2 00@3 00 ; ltye Flour at
3|30^5 50 in bbls. Wheat is lower ; May at 75%
@75%c ; closed 75V2c ; No 2 Spring 75V2c ; No 3
Spriug at Go^cee. Corn weaker at 35Vic. Oats
easy at 28c. Rye dull; No 2 at 59%@60c. liarley Is dull ; No 2 at 55c. Pork steady at 8 47^@
8 50 ; closed 8 47V2@8 50.
Lard lower at 5 87 Va
@5 90. Boxed meats are steady—shoulders 4 20
@4 25 ;short clear 5 75@5 80.
Receipts—Flour, 0,000 bbls ; wheat. 7,000
bush; corn, 73,000 bush; oats, 2l4,000bush ; rye,
3,000 bush ; barley, 23,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 3.000 bbls ; wheat, 234,000
bush: corn, 124,000 bush; oats, 90,000 bush;
rye, 3,000 bush ;barley,',5,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, May 24, 1886.—Flour market dull;
choice 3 45@6 55 ; fancy 3 8a@4 00: extra fancy
at 4 15^4 45; patents at 4 70@4 80. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Red 77Vz@78Vic. Corn lower; No^2
Mixed at 32% «33c. Oats lower; No 2 Mixed at
28V8@28V2C.
Receipts—Flour,4,000 bbls; wheat, 12,000 bu:
corn. 02,000|bush; oats, 43,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bush, barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls ; wheat 5000'bn;
corn,33,000 bush ; oats 9,000 bu; rye, 1000 bush;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, Mav 24,1«8β.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 81c bid; Mich Red 82c bid; No 2 Red 81c.
Receipts, 3000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, May 24, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8%c.
MOBILE, May 24, 1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 83/i c.
SAVANNAH. May 24,1886.—Cotton is [quiet;
middling 8 ll-16c.
MEMPHIS, May 24, 1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 8 13-16C.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. May 22,1880.-Consols 101.
LIVERPOOL, May 24, 1886.-Cottonmarket is
steady; uplands 5V«d; Orleans 5 3-16d;sales 10,000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales, ι.τ.α
LONDON, May 24. 1886.—[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of Commerece.] |Cargoes off the coast,
wheat and corn quiet.
Cargoes on the passage
and for shipment, wheat and corn quiet. At Liverfirm and held rather
corn
pool,spot wheat quiet;
higher. I
LIVERPOOL, May 24,|1886.—Quotations—winter wheat 7s ld@7s 3d;-Club wheat 7s 3d@7s 6d.
Corn—mixed Western 4s 3^d;|peas 5s 5d.Provis111113, UUU.

X U1IV J/llUJV

.1 s'pose you think

women.

men

just

Eider
Labrador

Republic

New York..Bremen —May
New York..Havre
May
New York.. Liverpool...May
New York..Hamburg...May

Lessing
City Alexandria..New York..Hav& VCruz May
Boston
Liverpool. ..May
Catalonia
Liverpool.. .May
Parisian
Quebec
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool...May
New York.. Liverpool...May
Servia
New York.. Antwerp....May
Rliynlaud
New York. .Amsterdam May
Schiedam
Ν
ew Y ork.. Hamburg... May
Rugia
Arizona

Canada
Werra
Ceubalonia
Atiios
Manhattan
Caracas

Saratoga
Santiago.

New York.. LUerpcol—J ne
f ne
New Y ork.. Havre
Jne
New York..Bremen
Boston
Liverpool... J ne
Jne
New York. .Hayti
New York.. Hav&VCruz.Jne
New York..Miragoane Jne
Jne
>Ncw Y ork.. Havana»
New York..Cienfuegos ..Jne
..

him."

liver, with constipation, injure the eomplexion, induce pimples, sallow skint
etc. ltemove the cause by using Carter's Little
Liver Pills. One a dose.

Derangement of

the

mysteriously, and
disappeared
his son went to
film

Guibollaru

dead,

family supposing

his
the

morgue to find his body.
"Can you give any description of your father?"
asked the superintendent, "by which we can identify him?"
"I believe," replied Guibollard, Jr., "that ho
was a little deaf."

Dyspepsia in its worst forms will yield to the
use of Carter's Little Nerve Pills, aided by the use
of Carter's Little Liver Pills
They not only re.
lieve present distress, but strengthen the stomach
and

digestive -apparatus.

Fenderson—"I was talking, with Deacon Goode
that it was impossible for any
to-day. I told him l»uo
lifn
at

oanolhln

l·/» l»l

rttnrt

in

α

fnftuv.

that moment I espied Farmer Jones's donkey look
over the stone wall. Says I, 'Now you needn't
tell me, deaoon, that there's any sense in believing
that when a brute dies, and that's the last of him,
while a man starts out on a new existence when
he finishes this. Talk about reason and blind in
stinct! What's the difference, pray, between the
mind of the animal over there and my own mind?"
Fogg—"And what did he say ato that?"
word to say for
"On, I had him! He hadn't
himself, but was forced to admit that I had staghim. Says lie, "O. if you put it that way,
Fendersou, I must acknowledge that your logic is
too much for me.' Those were his very words."

gered

LYln y prove

t<>

be

itutl

a

u

BleMiug.

Last year Lieut. Moxie and some friends accidentally discovered a harmless, tasteless plant, in
the South American Province of "Mateo Grosso,"
that has been generally used as a fodder. Some
of the women there used it as ours do catnip tea.
It had such a remarkable effect on some of the
weakly members of the party, they brought a
large bale to the United States. It was tested by
leading physicians, who find it the best nerve food
yet discovered. It made nervous, exhausted people strong and hearty at once, without showing
the least stimulating effect or reaction, and recovered a number ot old cases of helpless paralinsanity, caused by nervous exysis, and even
haustion. But its most remarkable characteristic
is it takes away the appetite for liquor at once and
completely. In Lowell. Mass., where it was first
tested, hundreds of old drunkards have been
cured by it, and they say it leaves a more solid,
pleasurable effect on the nervous system, and no
reaction. It is very popular with weakly, overworked peonle, who say they can endure twice
their usual labor when taking it, with less fatigue.
It brings sweet, refreshing sleep and a good appetite. Its reputation is spreading like wildfire. It
stopped hall the liquor trade in Lowell the first
six months. The rum dealers at first fought it,
but are now selling it, Kettine as good a profit as
on liquor.
The church and clergy are advocating
its use tefight the rum trade. 146,000 bottles
were used in Lowell the first six months, and they
It is cropping
are still taking it worse than ever.
out here in the drug stores. It is called "Moxie
lierre Foo<L"

FINANCIAL ÂNÛ COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, May 24, 1886.
Flour quiet and steady at unchanged auotations.
Beef easy but not quotably changed. Sugar steady
with moderate inquiry. Cheese weak and tending downward. ICggs dull, little doing. Butter
rather quiet.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour. Grain. Provisions, &c.:
iïrain.
Clour·
High Mixed Corn.49(f65(t
Superfine and
low ·°
2ο<&3 ôOiOorn, bag lots....52&53
grades.3
,Λϊοϊ.Ι
l»««r lnt«»
R1 5»iK9.
lots. ..51@52
X Spring and,1
Meal, bag
XX Spring..5 00@5 25 Oats, car lots....44(0*45
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—45fd40
6 00@G 25 Cotton Seea.
Wheats
car lots..23 00@24 00
Mich, straight
50
do bag...24 00&25 00
5
roller
25 Sack'dBr'n
5
clear do
car lots.. 10 00®1700
stone ground.4 75®5 00
do bag... 17 OOCoilS 00
St Louis st'gt
5 50@5 75 Middlings. 17 00^21 00
β. roller
5 25^5 50 do bag lots,18 00®23 oo
ciear do
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
5 75@β 00 PorkPatents
Fi«h.
Backs ...13 50Φ14 00
Clear ....12 75&13 25
Cod, & qtl—
11 OU a. 11 50
Mess
J^rge Shore3 00@3 25
l^arge Bank2 50;λ2 7 S Mess Beef. 7 50 a 8 00
8 50®9 00
2 25(w2 50
Ex Mess
Small
on.
y 5θ:αΐο oo
2 25 u3 251 Plate
;
1 50®2 001 Ex Plate. 10 50^11 00
Haddock
1 75^2 25|Laru—
Hake
I Tubs ρ $>..oya@o%c
HerringScaled
6V2@6%C
ox..l0@20c Tierces
Pails
No 1..........13 0,10c
e%(£7%c
c
! Hams ψ
Mackerel φ bbl—
Shore Is. 19 00@21 001 do covered! Oy2{ffiliy2
Oil.
Shore 2s. 6 50^ 7 r-o|
Med. 3s. 4 75(a) 5 75j Kerosene—
I Port. Kef. Pet
6V4
Small
@
9V2
| Water White
Prod race.
13
i Pratt'sAstl.^bbl.
Cranberries—
13
3 50,<$4 oi^Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
Cape Cod...5 50,<j/6 5ο1 LigoniaWhite
9
Pea Beans... 1 60(^1 75(Silver
10
1 OOvxl 75ICeHtennial
Medium
RaiNin».
German mul 05(®1 75J
00
25f&3
2
1
a
1
Yellow Eyes. 40
051 Muscatel....
2 50®3 00
Irish Potatoes. ..50@001
Lay
.50,0,00 ! London Lay'r
00 i onduraLay.
ca4 oO|OnduraLay.
St Potatoes
io-4
7
@10V3
Bermu Omons2 26&2 351 Valencia
Turkeys
iugar.
17@221
6%
lb
anulated
Chickens
i5^io
oy8
15@16 xtra C
Fowls
Heed··.
Ducks
&15
Geese
@14 Red Top
$2A/4@t2%
Apples.
Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Clover
11
Snow
(&13C
(lifer.
Tallman Swts

25^5
00^5

—

—

«

Ε

....

I

lb....uy^lO

—

12Vi_@13

f

—

NolBaldwinsl 50®2 001 Vermont.... CVâ@ll
2 00^2 251 N.Y. factory 9ya@l 1
liussets

Butter.
ib 8@llc Creamery Β lb.. ,22®23
Gilt Edge
I,ouen«.
0 00,ge 50 Choice
Palermo
18@20
0 50a.7 00 Good
17
Messina
3 75-&ΛΟΟ Store
Malacert
K«B».
Oram»·.
Eastern extras... 13Λ14
Florida.
«S
12
7 00@8 00 Can & Western..
Valencia
Xslaii<l
12
Messina and l'alermo V 1>M 0O@5 001 Limed

Evaporated ψ

Ver....28@24
ιζ^Γ

.·

Railroad Receipts.
jeOBTI.AND.May

24.188H.

licceived by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
aud 20 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor eon
necting roads u? cars miscellaneous merchan-

dise.

Central
Ohio3& .Miss...
Ont. & Western

MONDAY, May 24.

Arrjved.

Steamship Fraucoma, BennetJNew York—mdse
to J Β Ooyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastoort and St John, NB.
Brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke, New Yorkcoal to Sargëht, Dennison & Co.
Sch Grace Rice, Marshall, Barbadoes—
Sell VV C Wickham, Steelman, Richmond, via
Boston—spokes to order.
Sch J Freeman, Jasper, Boston.
Sch Abby Weld, Fearby, Boston for Eastport.
Sch Sebaco, Clark, Boston for Hillsboro.
Sch Ivy, Pinkham, Salem.
Sch Sisters, (Br) Ellis, Yarmouth, NS— fresh
mackerel for a market, l· ined §500 for having no
manifest.
Sch John H Kennedy, fDouglity, Banks, with
ν
8,000 lbs halibut.
Sch Tivano. Geyer, Kockport—lime to L C Cummin gs & Co.
Sch Haisv, Hodgdon. Mt Desert.
Sell A Τ Havnes, Dodge, Castine.
Sch Adelle Pray, Pray, Bar liarbor.
Kimball, Bootlibay.
Sell Ο

St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha*

Bjiimball,

...»

ao pref
Texas; Pacific
Union Pacitic
U. S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific

Cleared.
Barque Geo W Sweeney, Hfëwitt, Philadelphia— I
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Robert Byron, Carman, from Cape de Verds
Portland, put into Vineyard-Haven 24th.

—

for

..

do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pit:f
Boston Air Line....
Burlington λ Cedar Kapids
Canaua Southern
Cantor.
Central J^wa—
K. Tenu.. V. «fc Ga..
do ufef
Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo—
do preferred
Mobile.tSi Ohio..
Morris & Essex

...

FROM

14=
til3/
32

?9

50
16
1
2
145
3i>
ltftf

1
142

cliv—
Wells. Fargo Express

124

New York Alining Stocks.

Lliy Telegraph.]

YOKE, May 24, 1886.—Theffollowing are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
22%
Colorado Coal...
NEW

Eureka.
Yellow Jacket
Bodie
Hale & Norcross.
Bulwer

.28 GO
4 00
.20 00
20 00
2 90
2 55
1 10
1 70
2 SO
2 10

California Mining Stocka.
(By Telegraph.)
BAN FRANCISCO,May 24. 188tf.—The following are closing ofdciai quotations of mining st<v?ks

to-day

Con. CaL & Va
Bodie <;<·ιι
Hale & Norcross..
Eureka
Bulwer

A^Dennison,

Coleman,

George.
WISCASSET, May 24—Slit, sclis Clias A Sproul,
Humphrey, and Niger, Adams, Boston.
St

FitOM MJŒliC HANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at St Domingo City May 7, sch Decora, Perry
Macliias; C J WiUard, Wallace, Martinique.
Off do, a sclir supposed the Nat Meader, Brown,
from Portland.
Sid fm Matanzas 20tli, barque Jose Ε More, for
New York; brig Jennie rhinuey, for Delaware

Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas I8th, barque Mary G Keed, WarHavaua.

Sid 16th, barque Hannah McLoon, for Delaware
Breakwater; 18tli, sch Maggie Dalling, Dalling,

Philadelphia.

KiciiumiKi cî înuiYiue—
aν

Lone island
Pacific Gs of '95
Kansas ists, l)en

OUR CORRESPONDENT.
E

_SACO, May^24—Cld,

ren,

Oregon is

do preferred...
Homestake

···

PORT OF PORTLAND.

dslst pref—

Horn Silver

25.

jSTE WS.

Λ

Quicksilver

26
2G
2G
27
27
27
27
29
29
29
29
29
1
2
2
3
3
3
5
5
10

5.02
5.31
7 ft 9 in
s it 7 in

07|uuent....

Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
Keadinu:
Rock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref

Ontario

MAY

i

do£pref

13/»

Ar at Dublin May 22, ship Jas Nesmith, Howard, San Francisco.
Passed Luudy island May 20tli, ship Soltaire,
Bos worth, from Cardiff for Accapulco.
Sid fm Montevideo Apl 17, ship Brown Brothers, Goodell, (from Tacoma) for Boston.
Sid fm Kio Janeiro Apl 22d, brig I W Parker,
Kane, New York.
Ar at Talcahuano May 23d, barque Hudson,
Carver, New York.

Memoranda.
for
Ship Austria, Delano, from Sydney, NSW.
3d in disSan Francisco, put into Honolulu
tress, having experienced a hurricane and lost a
wliole suit of sails, store boats, bulwarks, and
tanks, and carried away mainmast; also filled
[She
cabin with water and damaged ricging.
and ar-,
made temporary repairs and
rived at San Franscico May 23.J
Sch Mathilde Kranz, which stranded oil Norman's island, was sold May 14th for $629. Capt
Rich and his crew arrived at St Thomas May 7th
in the vessel's boat.
Sch Jennie G Pillsbury, of Rockland, which
sunk on Cornfield Shoals last November, was aised and towed into New London night of May 30.
She is to be repaired and refitted.
Sch Mexican, of Buckspori, with lumber for
Essex, put into New London 24th leaking badly.
Would proceed with cargo.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d, ships Μ Ρ Grace,
Williams, New York; Austria,Del no, Sydney.
PENSACOLA—Ar 22d, sell James A Garlield,
Gullifer. Key West.
JACKSON VILLE—Ar 22d, schs Sadie Corey,
Lowe, Bangor; Lois V Chaples, Weaver, Balti-

Lard—choice at 0Va@6%c ip1 ib in tierces ; 7@
7 Vic in lo-ib pails; 71/4@7yi>c in 5-lb pails; 7%(g
7%c in 3-lt> pails.
Hams 10V2@HVaC ^)lb, according to size and
cure : smoked shoulders 7 V2C ; pressed hams lie.
Dressed hogs, city, 6@@VeC ψ îb; country 5ya ;
live hogs 4%@oc.
Jiutter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
lVa®19c : do extra firsts 18c ;do firsts 17c; do imitation creamery.extra, 14g 15c ; do extra firsts 12
@13c; do fresh factory choice 13; fair to good 10
(ιό 11c; do common lots 8@9c; Verrmont dairy ex
ira 19c; do extra firsts 18c.
Cheese—Northern extras 10c; do good tojehoice
at 9@9%c; lower grades according to quality;
Western, job lots J/*c higher.
Eggs—Neai l.yl3V2c; Eastern extra 13c; Nli
and Vt extra 124&@13c: New York extra 12x/gC ;
Western choice at ll%c.
Jobbing price lc

Baltimore.

rill 50.

higher.

Ν Y hand picked peal B5M
Beans—Choice smaHXT,,..,
\r,.,.\r Λ.,^Γτα han>1 ni«!;<>,!
—

■

do 1 40 a ! 4υ;
1 75ya)t 80.

-..-Τ
: LsscaUv··
--

λ

·»

—■--

'nasrumâiÂr

WOLFE'S

small Vermont liand, picked'pea at

Apple.*--;*!aine Baldwins 1 50@2 00; ifancy 25
fl2 50 ; Νυ 1 Kussets 1 50@2 00; fancy at 2 25@
2 50; No 2 apples $1@1 25.
Hay—Choice prime hay $19@$20; fancy higher:
fair to good $17@$18 50; choice Eastern fine £15
@$17 ; fair to good do at $14@$15 : poor to ordi
nary $13®$14: East'swale $io@$ll. Rye straw,
choice, 22 00@23 00; oat straw $10{g$ll ψ ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose 60@65c ; do Hebron
68®70c; Mc Central, Hebrons and Rose 55c; Me
Burbank seedlings at 50@55c; Northldo 48i&50c ;
Ν Y Hebrons 35,a40c; do rose 45@50c; do prolifics 45@50c.
2

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &«·.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these pur·
A public trial of over 80 years
uration in every section of our country

Soses.

Udolplio Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tlie medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
of

other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHQ WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEATER STREET,
YORK.

NEW

dly

mar 10

Is one of the most fatal scourges which
afflict mankind. It is often inherited,
but may be the result of improper vaccination, mercurial poison, uncleanliness,
and various other causes. Chronic Sores,
Ulcers, Abscesses, Cancerous Humors,
and, in somo cases, Emaciation and Consumption, result from a scrofulous condition of the blood. This disease can be
cured by the use of Ayer's SarsaparCia.
I inherited ascrofulous condition of the

blood, which caused a derangement of iny
whole system. After taking less than

four bottles of

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
Entirely Cured

I am

and, for the past year, liave

not found it
necessary to use any medicine whatever.
I am now in better health, and stronger,
than ever before.— O. A. Willard. 218
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

I was troubled with Scrofulous Sores
for five years; but, after using a few
bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, the sores
liealed, and I have now good health.—
Elizabeth Warnock, 54 Appleton street,
Lowell. Mass.
Some months ago I was troubled with
Scrofulous Sores on my leg. The limb
was badly swollen and inflamed, and the
sores discharged large quantities of offensive matter. Every remedy failed until
I used Ayer's Sarsaparilla. By taking
three bottles of this medicine the sores
have been healed, and my health is restored. I am gratefnl for the good it has
done me.—Mrs. Ann O'Brian, 158 Sullivan st., New York.
tt

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
by Dr. J. C. Aver 8εCo., Lowell,Mass.
Prepared
six
all
rrice
Sold
$5.
by

$1 ;

Druggists,

bottles,

TT&Sly

febl

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j
CHICAGO, May 24, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 5,000: shipments 2000; firm; shipping steers 4 60
@5 85 ; stockers and feeders at 2 90@4 80 ; cows,
θα
bulls and mixed
; through Texans at 4 25@5
Hogs—Receipts 33,000; shipments 7000: the
market is lower; closed strong; rough and mixed
at 4 05®4 15 ; packing and shipping 4 00@4 25 ;
light 3 75@4 20; skips 2 50@3 60. ;
Sheep—Receipts 5000 ; shipments 000 ; market
ower ; natives 2 00&5 10; Texans at 2 00@4 00.
—

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. May 24,1886.—Flour marl « t—
Receipts 27,622 bbis;exports 361 bbls and 10,207
sacks, dull but prices without decided change;
sales i4,850 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 10@3 05; superfine
Western and State",at 2 60'ά.3 40; common fo good
extra Western and State at'3 15 ά 3 60; good to
choice do at 3 65@5 20; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00@5 10; fancy do a!
at 5 15(δ·5 25 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 15
à5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 J 5 a
ο 20;
patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75@4 90; choice to double extra do at 5 OUxt
5 15, including 1800 bbls city mill extra 4 40a
4 45 ; 2600 bbls flue do at 2 10 a3 05 ;700 bbls superfine at 2 65@3 35 ; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 3 15
\3 60; 3600 bbls winter wheat extra 3 15@6 20;
J 00 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 15@5 10. SouthRye Flour is firm. Wheatem flour is steady.
Receipts 378,000 bush; exports 436,584 bush;
spot lots Và^YsC lower and less active sales 36,000 spot ; No 2 Spring 8614e: No 2 Mil at 86 Vic ;
No 1 Red at 93Vac; No 1 White at 91 yac. Rye
Corn—spot lots y2@l<;
steady. Barley dull.
lower,closing easy with light export demand {speculation quite moderate ; receipts 327,850 bush -.exNo 2
ports 24,359 bush ; sales 120,000 bush spot;
Oat»
at 46c elev ; No 2 Chicag· at 463/e@46s.4 c.
active receipts 1«4,and
moderately
Vfc@lclower
350'bush ; exports 24,359 bush ;sales 49,000 busn
on spot: No 3 at 36MiC, White do at 41c; No 2 at
37@37V4c; No 2 White 42a421/4c: Mixed Western at 37 tt39c; do White at 43@46Vac; White
State at 41c. Coffee firm. Sugar firm; refined
steady; C at 5&6Vs ; Extra C 5Vé@5 7-16c;Yeliow
c ; Off A 5% c ; Mould A at 6Vi@6 »/»c ;

f

standard A 6c ; granulated 6 5-16@6s/ec; cut loaf
and crushed at i6%c; nowdered at 6%@6%c;
Cubes!<i<yec ; Confec A 6 Vfe@6ViC. Petroleuiuunltecf 63%c. JPork easier ; mess at 9 00®9 25
for old. [Beef is steady. Lord 2®3 points lower,

—

Knowlton, Calais.
Ar 21st, sch Sarah
V1N ΕΥΑ tcD-ll AVEN
Louise, likkey, from New York for Calais.
Ar 22d, sclis Amos Falkenburg, Amboy for Augusta; Abbie Bursley, Kockport for New York;
Mav Day, Koekland for Petersburg.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sells Pride of the Port, Parsons. and Nellie G Davis, Davis, Harrington, NS;
Charlotte Fish, Gardner, Parrsboro; J H Eells,
Ames, Amboy;
Greenlow, ami Jennie A Cheney,
Python,Cheney, New York; Addie M Bird, CushPeman, Port Johnson; l'rovincetowu, Haskell,
nobscot; H Prescot, Davis, Bangor ; Marcia BaiAnnie
Lee,
Cole,
Machias;
ley, Wass, Addison;
Harriet, Gipps, Calais; Cock of the Walk, Lewis,
Wiscasset ; Kiple, Pressey, Kockport.
Ar 24th. sclis Judith Ann, Condon, Barrington;
Sarah, Cliukart, Calais; A1 Jameson, Candage,
and Wm McLoon, Bradbury, Koekland; Julia,
Wilson, Portland ; John Girard. Joy, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs Princeton, Gray, Port
Johnson; Lamartine, Smith, do.
Sid 23d, sch Mary Sands, east.
Sid 22d, schs Win M Bird, for Bangor; Hattie Ε
King, for St John, NB.
BEVERLY'—Sid 21st, sch Wm Η Card, Woos
ter, Sullivan, to load tor Philadelphia.
—

7Va miles from
HALE-$1200;
Portland, in Westbrook contains about 60
fair set of
timber;
and
wood
cords
acres, 700
& Whitney's
buildings, half mile from Kendall
wood ware manufactory, LA mile from school and
N. S. GARDINER, No.
church ; a good bargain.
22-1
40 Exchange St.
SALE-A very desirable lot at Camp
at a bargain.
Comfort, Old Orchard, is offered
l· RANK A. BRYANT,
Enquire of or address,
22-4
Saco, Me.
2d-hand
harness
;
Ο it S ALE—2d-hand single
Whereas in a proceeding in equity to foreclose !1
or
light double harness; 2d-liand single
certain mortgages upon the Portland & Ogdeusdouble oeacli wagon ; 2d-liaud phaeton ; 2a-hand
Court of the United
Circuit
in
the
22-1
Kailroad
burg
Concord wagon. M. G. PALMER.
States for the District of New Hampshire, having ! light
suit and of all the parties in I
SALE—A seven octave piano in good
jurisdiction of said the
term
A.
D.
thereof,
May
at
nigh
interest thereto,
order; price $110; also an old fashioned
22-1
1885, to wit on the twelfth day of May, 1885, in ! clock. Terms cash. CO Franklin 8t.
which proceeding the Mercantile Trust Company
the
and
Portland &
et als., were complainants
HA LE—A good Jersey cow. Enquire of
et als., were de- j
22-1
DR. YOUNG, Ferry Village, Me.
Ogdensburg Railroad Company
of
decree
final
foreclosure
fendants, the following
!j
Tumblers 1 cent to customers
SALE
was entered by said caurt and filed and entered
who purchase 25 cents worth of other goods,
of record in said cause, to wit:
of the premises, it is orNELSON'S new store,
(quantity limited to six). door
"Upon consideration
that
there
has
bedecreed,
to the bakery.
and
dered. adjudged
534 Congress street, next
21-1
come due and payable upon the bonds given by
said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad Company
cithe
news
stands,
from
of
best
said
WALE—One
company, |
and secured by the mortgage
gar and confectionery stores In Portland; readated the first day of November in the year of our j
to
attend
to.
other
business
Apply
and
bv
for
and
seventy-one.
son
selling,
hundred
Lord eighteen
the other mortgages hereinafter set out, the saitl I to GEO. J. UODGDON, 550 Congress St. 20-1
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand, I
SALE—House at Woodfords; two story,
seven hundred forty-four dollars, and the same is j
and
arranged for two families, large 4stable winstill owing by said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailmodern and nearly new,
light
said
buildings
lot,
mortgages
by
roa&dCompany, and is secured
fruit
trees:
soil
with
and each of them, and that the failure to pay the j dows, excellent garden
is a breach of the ? sebago water, one minute from horse cars, full
sum heretofore due as aforesaid
view of Portland and ocean ; cost $4000 ; must be
conditions of the mortgage aforesaid and of those
sold, price §2000; title perfect. W. H. WALhereinafter more particularly set out ; so that un19-1
Kailroad
ComDRON, 180 Middle St.
less said Portland & Ogdensburg
·1
or
aiming
corporations
or
by.
persons
pany
class tenement, six rooms
RENT—First
the
time
herein
within
shall
through or under it,
with modern conveniences, over store corner
fixed, pay said sum of oue million five hundred
Pine and Clark St. Inquire HOWES, HILTON &
dollars
ninety thousand seven hundred forty-four
10-1
HARRIS.
as
may meanas aforesaid, and such other sums
while come due upon the bonds aforesaid, said
OCEAN STREET, DEERIIVG
and
Kailroad
Portland & Ogdensburg
Company,
Convenient cottage house, with two acres of
all other persons or corporations claiming by.
land ; pear and apple trees. Horse cars pass
foreclosed^ and good
through or under it, ought to befrom
For sale on easy terms, or exchanged
door.
the
said mort- I
forever barred from redeeming
Call forenoons.
for good rentable house in city.
10-1
gage·.
T.
L.
HASKELL^__
and
it is thereupon further ordered, adjudged
decreed by the court, that said Portland and
IOR SALE—Elegant suburban residence, sit
or persons or corOgdensburg Kailroad Company, or
uated on line of norse cars, with all modern
jl
under it, may
city,
porations claiming by, through
improvements, large lot, within two miles of
within six months hereafter pay into the registry
centrally located to schools and churches ; will be
of this court said sum of one million five hunsold at a bargain, terms easy. For particulars,
dred ninety thousand, seven hundred forty-four
call on N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
18-1
dollars, being the amount overdue and payable as
aforesaid, to be distributed by this court to the
entitled to receive the same, and may
SALE—The homestead of the late Abel
persons
likewise pay into the registry of said court all
M. Baker, at Morrill's Corner, in Deering,
other sums coming due and payable within said
Me., consisting of a cottage house, stable and garsix months aforesaid, said latter sums to be likeden with fruit trees, containing mere than a half
\«/ico fiiatrîhiitpvi hv «aid ir»nurfc to the nersons enacre of land. Apply for terms to AUGUSTUS B.
18-2
titled to receive the same; and that in default ot
BROWN, at Rines Bros., Portland, Me.
such payments by said Portland & Ogdensburg
S ALE—A second hand cold grapery fifRailroad Company, or persons or corporations
ty feet long, double thick glass, m good orclaiming by, through or under it, whether of said
der, will be sold low. Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS,
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
18-1
and
due
dollars
already
507Va Congress St.
seven hundred forty-four
6ther
payable as hereinbefore set out, or of said
TOP DESK FOR WALEsix
said
within
and
due
sums coming
payable
A clierrey desk and chair, but little used,
months, saia Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad
will be sold cheap. Apply to FLETCHER &_ÇO.
Company and all persons and corporations claim17-1
foring bv, through or under it, shall be and are
ever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from
iitii!
ηΛϋβ-Λ
I^UH
:
mortwit
The
to
^ny of the mortgages following,
F Two desks, chairs and clock, to be sold at a
from said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad
a. m.,
bargain. No. 1 GALT BLOCK, 10 to 12 11-1
ompany to Samuel E. Spring, Weston F. Millito 3 p. m.
11/2
ken and George F. Emery, dated the first day of
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hunIOB «ALE—Large house, suitable for two
dred and seventy-one, and to Samuel E. Spring,
jl
families, orchard and stable with house. EnWeston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
Woodquire Corner Prospect and Deering streets, 17-1
first day of April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
fords.
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Weston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
Ο Κ SALE—The finest assortment we ever
fifteenth day of May in the year of bur Lord eighteen
offered in Gents' Congress, Lace and Button
Low
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Boots; also in French Calf, Patent quarter
take the
Nathan Webb and Weston F. Milliken, dated the
Shoes
; the above are Neward made and
our
twenty-fifth day of February, in the year of that
cake for style, quality and finish. M. G. PAL·
15-1
Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-iour: and
MEK, 541 Congress St.
thereupon said Weston F. Milliken, Nathan Webb
and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, saia Jose being
SALE—At a bargain; a desirable and
the successor under said mortgages of Samuel E.
commodious residence in the western part of
the city. BYRON 1). VEKRILL, Admr., 191 MidSpring, deceased, their survivors, successors and
abtrustees
15-1
as
such
do
become
shall
and
die St.
assigns
solutely the owners of all the railroad of said
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, loSALE—A nice imposing stone dVsxSYa
cated and to be located in Portland, in tne State
feet, with stand : will be sold cheap for cash ;
of Maine, and thence to its termination at the
also column and lieaii rules for a 24x36 newspaof
New
the
State
line
of
Hamp- per. Inquire of or address RICE PUBLISHING
western boundary
shire, and of all the stations and fixtures appurCO., care Evening Express, 55 Union street,
14-1
tenant thereto, and of all the rights acquired by
Portland, Maine.
lease or contract in any railroads forming any
FOR SALE—Good style, sound,
part of the tnrough line from Portland to Ogdenskind, and a good driver, weighs about 900.
burg, and of all lands and tenements ever taken
Can be seen at SAWYER'S STABLE, on Federal
or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad
10-2
and
of
of
its
street.
the
for
railroad,
purposes
Company
all the franchises of said Portland & Ogdensburg
OR SALE—At a great discount, a large,
Kailroad Company to build, maintain and operate
sloop rigged lighter; tonnage, 35 77-100 net;
said railroad, granted by said States of Maine or
age, 3 years. Address MKS. P. M. H., Richmond,
New Hampshire, and of all the cars, engines or
apl>l-4
and
Me.,
Pt O. Box 12».
equipother movable furniture, machinery
ments of said railroad, and of all other personal
SALE—Steam engines aud boilers, large
or connected with the
to
property appertaining
and small, at low prices.
Inquiries bj mail
customary use and working of said railroad and
R. W. PRATT,
will receive prompt attention.
machinery thereof, and of all the privileges and
may3-4
No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.
or belonging thereto, and
thereof
appurtenances
of all other property, franchises, rights and privSALE—Or to let; two cottages on Peak's
bv
to
or
intended
be.
conveyed
ileges conveyed
Island, within five minutes walk of Jones'
said mortgages or any of
them,' subject to the
Landing, hnquire or address C. I. KIMBALL,
21-tf
prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg
112 Free St.
of
Novemthe
first
day
Kailroad Company, dated
ber, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
SALE.—One mile from the city, on line
seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which
of horse cars, 5% acres Land ; 2 story House
have been or may be created or incurred by Sam11 rooms; Wood House, Carriage House and
uel J. Anderson, appointed in this cause receiver
out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.
other
of said railroad and its appurtenances, or by his
10-4
successor ; but free from all claims and rights of
the said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad ComSALE OR TO LET—House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
pany, or persons or corporations claiming by,
1-tf
through or under itj to redeem the same or any P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.
part thereof from said Webb, Milliken and Jose
as such trustees, their successors, survivors or assigns."
And whereas, after the six months allowed as
the period of redemption in the decree above recited had expired, at the October term of said
FEW extra choice grade Jerseys, bred from
court, viz: on the fifteenth day of December, A.
A high grade cows, and A. J. G. C. registered
D. 1885, it having been found by said court that
bulls.
These are superior cows for dairy or famnone of said sums had been paid either into the
ily use. Also for sale A. J. C. C. cows and heifers
"St. Lambert Strain."
noted
of
the
decree of foreclosure of said mortgages was
O. S. THOMES, Cumberland Centre, Me.
ordered by said court and was filed and entered
dlw
m ay 2 2
of record 111 said cause in tlie terms following:
doth order that said
"Thereupon this court Railroaû
FOR
SALE·
ESTATE
and
REAL
DESIRABLE
Portland & Ogdensburg
Company,
all persons and corporations claiming by, through
ΓΪ11ΓΑΤ part of the estate of the late Lemuel.
or under it, be and are forever barred and foreJL Dyer situated on Commercial, near India
closed from redeeming from any of the mortgages
to
said
the
said
wit:
to
mortgage
street, containing about 10,000 feet of land aud
following,
dated the first day of
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
Spring, Mill ike η and Emery,
or a manufacturing business. Also lots on TuiNovember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred seventy-one, and the said mortgages to
lier, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the EastFor particulars and terms of
em Promenade.
said Spring, MiUiken and Webb, dated respectiveof
our
Lord
AUG. P. FULLER,
the
of
in
first
sale enquire of
year
April
day
ly the
432 Fore Street.
day of
apr24d2m
eighteen hundred eighty-two, the fifteenth
hundred
of
our
Lord
in
the
eighteen
year
May
«
■
a /\p
of
λ
ι·»
a
vlj^/
r*■
February
eighty-two. and the twenty-fifth day
aainw»··
na_MBa a ■ ■ ■
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred eightyF.
Nathan
said
Weston
MiUiken,
J
four; and that
Cvltagv Lois l'or sale on Great
Webb and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, have beChebeaguc Isl.-m<l.
come, as such trustees, absolutely the owners of
demos
marG
all the railroad of said Portland & Ocdeusburg
Railroad Company, located, and to be located in
to
its
thence
Portland, in the State of Maine, and
farm

FOR

FOR

NOTICE.

F

FOR

FOR
FOR

—

FOR

FOR

FOR
ΟIV

KOLL1NCS

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

preparation

every way
whoJesornenesS and

efficiency."

F

F

FOR

FOB

Horse
F

FOR

FOR

FOR

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayfir of Maine froin '75 to '83.

FOR SALE BY ALLCROCERS
nrmdly

mail"

BUY IT AND TRY IT.
it
it
it
it

for earache,
for headache,
for toothache,
for backache.

Try it for
Try it for
Try it for
Try it for

a
a
a
a

limp,
lameness,
pain,
strain.

..

termination at the western boundary line of the
State of New Hampshire, and of all rights acquired by lease or contract in any railroads forming
any part of the through line from Portland to OgdensDurg, and of all lands and tenements ever
taken or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg,
Railroad Company for the purposes of its railroad,
and of all the franchises of said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company to build, maintain,
and operate said railroad, granted by said States
of Maine and New Hampshire, and of all the
cars, engines, or other movable furniture, machin
ery and equipments of said railroads, and of all
other personal property appertaining to, or connected with the customary use and working of
said railroad and machinery thereof, and of all
the privileges and appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and of all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended
to be conveyed by said four mortgages first hereinbefore described, or any of them, subject to
said prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, dated the first day of
November, in the year of our Lord, eighteen
hundred and seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which have been or may be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, appointed in this
cause receiver of said railroad and its appurtenances or by his successor, but free from all
claims and rights of the said Portland & Ogdens-

ors, survivors or assigns."
And whereas by said decrees the right of redeeming said mortgages has been finally barred
and foreclosed, and by force of the Statutes in
such case made and provided and by operation of
law. the bondholders under said mortgages, their
successors and assigns, are constituted a corporation as of the date of the foreclosure for all the
purposes and with all the rights and powers, duties and obligations of said original Portland &
Ogdensbnrg Railroad Company by its charter, and
with all the franchises, rights, powers, privileges
and obligations conferred upon said bondholders
and upon said new corporation by Chapter 507 of
the Private and Special Laws of the State of Maine
for the year 1885, entitled "An act in relation to
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company"
and approved March 5,1885, and by a Statute of
entitled "An act in
the State of New
relation to the bondholders of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company" and approved July
17. 1885:

Hampshire

XT

ure

by
thereof.

transact any other business that may be
necessary to perfect tne legal organization of said

C. J. CHAPMAN.
WHITMAN SAWYER,
JOHN P. HOBBS,
Committee on the reduction of the City debt here
unto duly authorized by order of the City Coun
cil approved March 30, A. D. 1886.
J. S. RTCKER.
DANIEL F. EMERY.
WILBUR F. LUNT.

DESIRABLE property located at Dunstan's
Corner, West Scarboro, 9 miles from Saco,
3 miles from 1'iue Point Beach, 1 mile from depot,
consisting of 2-story house, ell and stable, and
store with post office in store, and 20 acres of excellent tillage land will be sold together or separately; would be a desirable summer residence
without store. Apply to N. S. GARDINER,
No. 40 Excliauge St., or
W. F. DRESSER, owner, Weet Scarboro.
dlw
my21

A

GfcBMAS ASTHMA
Iff ^ U£ eUh
ι·Ά instantly relieves the
ftfi
ηη|
f jjwâ rjt mont violent attack*,
Π
BJ
Β
Κ S ΒηηκΊΙ nnd Insures comfort■ 1W Η Β Β BIBB Β -κ.Used by
inhalation, thus reaching the disease direct, relaxes the spasm, facilitates free
expectoration, and liFFECTS w W EPi Κ, *25

where all other remedies fail. A trial eontliieeti the nio#t
skeptical of its Immédiat?,direct and nerer·!* illntf efTeet,
Priée f»Oe. and 91.00; of druggUte or by mail. Trial

BJJFFAI.O. If. F.

1831.
Best in tbo world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No. disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
tho ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soi't and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory ci rcularp
sont postpaid in sealed
ESTABLISHED

applica-

tion, mentioning this
Sold by all druggists. Applied by experts at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory, 30
EaetlQtliSt..N.Y city.

each way.

family—adults-desire

-----

NOLLET,

PETER

man and his
house by favors.
St., and consult DR.

Christian

good
wife to pay their rent for
WANTED—A
call at No. 128 North

Please
D. HARDY.

Good reference wanted.
cook

21-1

and

competent
nursery
WANTED—A
girl for private family In Deering. Call at
MRS. PALMER'S Employment Office, 228%
a

Middle St.
for hotels,
call.

wishing men or women cooks
girls for general work should also

Those

or

indebted to

WANTED—All persons

Dr. D.

To

gars.

postal

WANTED—A

RENCE ST.

to

one

la-l

Apply

references.

TTT ANTED—The ladies to call at 518 Congress
Τf
St.. and examine onr stock of Human Hair
goods; all kinds of hair work done to order.
PARIS HAIR STORE, 518 Congress St., Port18-1
land.
WANTED

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. iDESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

Braumptio· of Service.
reCITY OF Kit HUOKB will and
service on the route between Portland Portleaving
12th,
Machiasport on Friday, Mareli
land at H p. m., aud leaving Machiasporfc ever/
per week unMonday at 4 a. m., making one trip week
will b·
til April 2d, when two trips per
and Friday·,
Tuesuays
Portland.
from
made;
Steamer

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

sume

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

buy §1,000
Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
WANTED-To
address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, y7 Middle
cast off

18-1

St., Portland, Me.

dtf

DIRECT

18-1

or

All trains excepting night Pullman
for passengers.
with
JThe 11.15 p. m, train Is the night express
every night Sunsleeping car attached and runsHarbor
but not lo
Bar
to
days Included, through
or to Belfast
bkowhegan on Monday mornings
to Bar
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
The morn:
Trams ary due in Portland as follows 8.45 a. in. ;
tag trains from Augusta and Bath
from BanLeWiston, 8.50 a. m. : the day trains
and connectgor and all intermediate stations
afterthe
m.
;
ing roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.
Augusta, Bath.
noon trains from Waterville,
the
night
in.
;
Koekland and Lewteton at 5.45 p. ni.
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a.
fer
cfu·*,
«econd
and
Limited Ticket*·, flr«l
«ale at reall pointu in the Province* on
rate·.
duced

Boston I Philadelphia

Exuorienced cut-

—

on

fining
KIMBALL BROS., Gardiner,

r»n shine

'ANTED—Agents throughout the state for
Princes, Authors and Statesmen, a book
edited
by Jas. Parton. containing interesting
sketches of home life of distinguished persons ;
sells at sight; no experience necessary.
Apply to
GEO. M. D. Β Aft Ν ES, Merchants' Exchange Ho-

w

PAMME.-VGEIS I'BAIN NKUV1CE,
October 11» 1885·
ia effect Huoda)

WESTERN DIVISION.

ΤΚΛ1ΝΝ LKAVE POBTLANS
m.
For Ito.lnn at 6.15,«8.40 a. m.,-12.30,3.30 p. ui.
tlo.Ioii 1er l*o. llundH.30a. in., 1.00,3.30 p.
a. !U.P
8.40
IÎ.15,
I'oiut
Ncnrboro and Pinr
«ne·, Bidde3.30, 6.45 p. III. Old Orchard,
12.30
ford and Kenorbuiik 6.15, 8.40 a.m.,
8.40 V in.,
il
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Weill Urac 6.15, Fall·, Do3.30 p. ra, North Brnrit-k, Creel
and
Lnwriece
ver, Explrr, Hnrrrhill,
m.
Lowell. 6.15, 8.40 a. m„ 12.30, 3.30 p.
Allou
Hay
and
Faruiiu^lou
Koehetlrr.
and
8.40 a. m., 12.30 3.30 p. in., lSaiitknier
t'oocord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.,
3.30 p. ni. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
wltb
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. in. connect»
12.30
Bail Lines to points West and South; tlie
with Sound Lines for New York.
a.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45
a. m. and
in. and 12.30 p. m„ and Boston at 8.30

IiSUK Whart, Boalou.

GUNARD LINE.

in Portland to know
that we have bought a bankrupt stock of
Men's fine Calf Button, Bals, and Congress Boots,
and offer them for $2.25, which is less than the
goods can possibly be manufactured. GOSS the
18-1
Shoe Man.
man

WANTED—Every

*0

31dtf

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIKECT FKOM

Boston to Liverpool
—

Every THURSDAY,

AND FKOM

—

NATURDAY, railing
Queeaelown Cork Harbor.

at

Ifew York erery

Miss S.J.PATTEE

an experienced and competent Dress and
WANTED-Dressmaking
at 502 Congress St.
Cloak maker has opened

1.00 p.

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

rooms

Ladies are invited to call. Work done in a faithful
17-1
and stylish manner at reasonable prices.

THURSDAY.
May 20 Scythia
May 27 Catalonia

8cythia
WANTED—Boy wanted about fifteen ! Catalonia
BOY
years old, to work in garden and to make I
Cephalonla
himself generally useful; one from the country Gallia
preferred. Address 33'J DANFORTH STREET.
Pavonia
17-1

June 3
Juue 10
June 17

SALE—18

room

£1STER3 DIVISION.
For ISoMton at 2.00 and t9.00 a. in., fl.00 ana
at 7-30
+6.00p.m. Returning Leave IIo«fon m.
For
and 9,00a.m. and 3 2.30 and 7.00 p.
and 6.00

WANTED—One
WANTED—All

ΜΑΙΛΈ STEAMSHIP COMPACT

WANTED—A

YORK.

WANTED—A

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
in treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and in.
growiug nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
13-1
charge. Corns removed for 25 cents.

WANTED—Ladies

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

to call at the Chadwick
Dr. C. H. Gardner, the
in the country; treats by
medicine and conditional controls
Assisted by MRS. DR.
success.
13-1

great
PITTS.
witn

STEAMERS.

a.
**--

FARE $1.00

at

d&w!4-3m

aprt>
u

wT

Sw 1
Ε

Κ® Λ and FIBTUI^A
of

treated with
the knife or"out the use
I
detension from business, also
other diseases of the RecΗ
■ ill tu πι. euro guaranted. WM.
BOB OB
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842)

0"^ S3

1! 1

Ê3
L

«

H
Η
■
9
and ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1870),
KviiiiM House, IV©. 175 Τ rem out Si., Ronton.
References given. Consultation free. Sen I
for pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 p. M.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.)
feblSeodly

THIS PAPERK«ïœœ
Bureau
where
Advertising

advert!».
(10 Sprace Street),
Log contracts «nay be ruaue tor H IN >Ï?W

lOlti^

to know that Mrs. l>r
XJSTANTED—People
τ τ
Pitts, Medical Clairvoyant and business
from a brief visit in Dix-

medium, has returned
mont, and will give sittings at the
HOUSE. Price $1.00.

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

13 1

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, anu avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
will

any
having
to any part of the
kind of freight to
WANTED—Parties
CAPT. T.
call at G3 Commercial St.
or

move

bay, please

11-4

GUUJ>Y.

and gentlemen just look.
We buy and pay cash for left off clothing, carand gantlemen waited
Ladies
pets, stoves,etc.
upon at their own residence ; please send postal.
Address MHS. S. 158 Federal St., Portland Me.

WANTED-Ladies

ocîtf

21-1

offered for bargains in
farms, houses, furnished houses, dining
rooms, hotels, groceries, furnishing goods, cigar,
confectionery, fruits and variety stores, markets
and manufacturing business, &c., at all prices.
Call and judge for yourself. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
20-1

CHANCES

seldom

OR SALE—Confectionery and variety store
in good location for trade ; rent low ; for the
will take
best of reasons owner obliged to sell;
§190. worth $400; nice place for a lady. MAINE
45
aud
BUSINESS
AGENCY,
REAL ESTATE
18-1
Exchange street.

F

S A EE—Nice cottage house, 8 rooiûs,
barn and other good buildings, fruit trees,
few minutes walk from City Hall ; sell considéra
bleless than actual cost; good investment for litMAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSItle money.
17-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St

I^OR

SA Ε Ε—Barber shop, all complete, doing
central location,
chance
to step
good paying business for
good
only §350; chance of this kind seldom offered;
low rent. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS
17-1
AGENCY, 45 Exchange Street.

Ï7<OR
7
good business, 4 chairs,
into
a

SALE—A beautiful residence in Deering, corner house. 440 feet on streets, large
lot of land covered with a variety of fruit trees,
grapes in abundance, cellar cemented, painted
ceilings, furnaces, &c, 11 nice rooms, fine place.
MAIN Κ REAL ESTATE BUSINESS AGENCY,
16-1
4Γ> Exchange Street.

ÎjiOR

!?ALE-Bakery and confectionery store
rooms connected, cena good paying business,
tral locution, always
with three furnished
17IOK
does

will sell stock, fixtures and furniture for $400,
worth $700, rent low. MAINE liEAL ESTATE
15-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
AUENT»

WANTED.

the dollar,
my goods.
Address F. M. WEAVER, with
ford, Me.

50

cents on
A rare chance.
stamp, Bidde20-4

or

emAA«4LARyTO A«F>TV-.\,Mreee*t
ELECTRIC GOODS,
SEvUUonce, DR. SCOTT'S
The
Genuine.

842

Broadway, New York-

Only

eod3m

aprl7

am

my patrons ; one
valids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
apr27-4
Peering, Me.

—

ROOiritt

to know that we send
Roof
Recollect no nail
to any
holes, no danger, they can be
and see them at KING & DEXTER'S,
pitch. Come
apr27-4
Portland,· Me.

—

Girls Wanted.
STAR MATCH CO.,

BY

West

HARPS WELL

ap24dtf

STEAM

Ε ET.

LET-Α

pleasai.t rent of 5

rooms

family
ply at house between 1 and 2 p. m.,
CLARK, 482 Congress St.
a

in

or

to

rear

from

ApIRA F.
24-1

LET-House in Saccarappa: the westerly

double house opposite Lewis WarTOside of the water.
of F. H. GIRARD,

Inquire
ren's; Sebago
Saccarappa, or M US. S. F. PARTRIDGE, Bath,
21-2

Me.

mo LET—An upper tenement containing five
X rooms; Pearl St., Woodfords. Inquire of
21-1
MRS. THOMES, South St.
LET—House No. 389 Danforth St.; con9 rooms, Sebago water, heated by furnace ; price reasonable to the right party with
small fa.mil y ; immediate possession. N. S. GAR20-1
DINER, Νυ^40 Exchange St.
mo

JL tains

Τ

Ο
a

LET—An upper tenement of five rooms to
small family. Enquire at 8G CLARK ST.
20-1

Munof ο
G rooms on muiiLET—A good tenement οι
$11.00; also for sale one story house and
lot, between Preble and Green streets ; price
18-1
GOO. W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
Ο

TOioy,

food

LET—For the season; furnished cottage,
in Cape Elizabeth, near Maiden

IIO situated

LiOVe ueacil, auu

HUOUU

ittcmjr

iuua nuiu

Cottage Hotel. Enquire at tbe Liquor
(308 Congress Street, in Portland.
I,KT—House No.210

«ιιυ

Agency, or
15-1

CUMBERLAND ST. ;

IIO possession
given about the 1st of June. Iu14-1
at No. 130 Frankiin street.

quire

LET-Α

cottage of six

water in the house
TO Island; about
two minutes

convenient ;
landing. Apply to JOHN
near

wharf.

rooms

Loug

on

and everything
walk from the
HUGHEY, at store
8-2

"\TOTICK—Cottage lots to lease in Willard,
1.1 near the water, Cape Elizabeth. For further particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
Commercial St.
may7-2m
room

at 114

17 3
11© OXFORD ST.
LET—Joiner's shop with three good benchInmortise machine anil circular
TO es,
288
Commercial
οί A. K. P.
saw.

quire

LEIGHTON,

street.

4tf

To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
fglMREE
A street; all in first-class order ; rent $14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS.
No. 22 Exchange street.
aprlOdtf
accounts of Ν. H. Studley are
I shall leave
paid on or be13-2

left in my hands for collection.
NOTICE—The

with my attorney all accounts not
fore June 1st. \V. C. WEBSTER.

LET—Two furnished rooms for gentlemen
24-1
Inquire at 40 SOUTH STREET.

ARE CONSTANT
1' Α 'Γ Κ ο Ν S OF
THIS Γλιμ;Κ and
at our
on
SJtr-have
offic e. Should you desire
to advertise in any papers,
it will pay you to, write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete directory ot
American newspapers,
together with much
valuable information
for advertisers. EoH"
MATES FREE.
tag p·

W St

Ο LET—Furnished room; suitable for oue or
two persons. Inquire at 153 HIGH ST. 18-1
rooms

with

a

w

pri-

for two gentlemen ; good
TOvate family, suitable
and
Address X. JR. X..

references given
This Office.

required.

mo LET-Apart of one of the best
offices on Exchange St., heated
A
use of Telephone and sole use of safe.
ticulars. address BOX 1396.

18-1

first floor

by steam,

For par11 tf

children ; Tennis shoes, all kinds and colors. TenM. G.
nis shoes for money at 541 Congress St.
22-1
PALMER.
KENISON lias removed to
Corner Brown St. Corns,
Bad
of all kinds treated in the
most painless and Skillful manner. Separate
DR.

No.
FOUND—That
Congress,
Nails
Bunions and
502

for Ladies and Gents.

17-1

A small sum of money;
the owner
can have the same by calling 011 DANIEL
JEFFORDS, 64 Oxford St., proving property and
13-1
paying charges.

Ij^OUND

—

STEAMBOAT CO.

ER~CORDON

to

a

license from the

Honorable

Dirigo

Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion ; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keen the
water cool from 30 to 48 nours ; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUi\DLETT BROS., Proprietors,
je23

413 Fore

dtf

Leave Portland as follows: 8.35 a. m., toi
F.abyauM, Belhlrlii ni, Littleton, fianças·
ter, U'oodaiillr, fBoutpelier, St. John»

D.
on the 18th day of June, A.
188G, at three (3) o'clock in the afternoon, on the
interest
which
and
title
all
the
right,
premises,
Edmund Phinney, late of Portland, in the said
County of Cumberland, deceased, had In and to
the following described real estate, viz:—
A certain lot of land situated on the northwesterly corner of Pine and Chadwick, (formerly
known as T. street) streets, m said Portland, and
bounded as follows; That is to say. beginning at
the northwesterly comer of said streets ; thence
westerly by said Pine street one hundred*and forty-four and one half (144V&) feet, to land for-

public auction,

1

«

hv

bury, Newport. Burlington, 9wanton,
Montreal, 0««leu*burn, .τιid all points on
connecting Hues.

UN TED

STATES
HOTEL.

YV11*

M.

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Disand

tiiose

made

by malpractice.
No cure
pay, only for
medicine.
fr«*c
atari Examination
t!onaiiltuti»n
janl5dtf
from 9a. m. »o S p< va.
no

ii« CAUJiBN and CUBE, by
uAffIlfliJjj une who was deaf twenty-eight
by most of the noted specialyears. Treated
ists of the day with no benefit. < 'ured himself
since then hundreds of othand
in three months»
A plain, simple and sucers by same process.
cessful home treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128
feb23eodl2w*
East 26th St., New York City.

DVI

and Intermediate

α

.....—

my21dtf

May 21,1886.

eoiil

dlaw3wTu

Hart leu

ARRIVAI..·!.

SO.iO a. in., from Rartlettand way stations.
8.05 p4U., from .Swanton, Hurliugion. iTlonΛ il «u-tinfe nn t.hrmii/h lint».
J. HAMILTON, Bout

land, and land now or formerly of one
Chase, two hundred (200) feet to a stake; thence
easterly on a line parallel with said Pine street
one hundred forty-four and one half (144Va) feet,
to said Chadwick street; thence southerly on
said Chadwick street two hundred (200) feet
to first bound ; being the same premisesjconveyed
to said Edmund Phinney by John B. Brown and
others, by their deed of warranty, dated November 28th, 1865, and recorded in the Registrv of
Deeds for said County of Cumberland, in book
839, page 231, with the buildings thereon now
situated, the same being subject to a mortgage to
the Maine Savings Bank for twelve thousand (.12,000) dollars, dated September 11th, 1873, and
recorded in said Registry, in book 390, page 305.
Also, at three (3) o'clock in the afternoon, on
the 19th day of June, A. 1). 1880, 1 shall sell at
public auctiou, on the premises, pursuant to the
license aforesaid, a certain lot or parcel of laud
situated in Deerimr, in said County of Cumberland, together with the bulldiugs thereon, conbounded as
taining sixty-three square rods, and on
the north-

may!8

lor

S.OO p. iu..
stations.

inman

follows: That is to say, commencing
erly side line of the County road leading from
Allen's Corner, (so called.) to Morrill's Corner,
of said
(so called.) at the most southerly corner
running
lot, at a stake set in the ground ; thence
25°
YV.) nine
north, twenty-five degrees west (N.
ground ; thence
(9) rods to a stone set in the minutes
and
fifty
north sixty-six degrees
east, (N.
66° 50' E.) nine (9) rods to the county road leadin
the
stone
set
ground
; thence
a
to
ing to Gray,
to
southerly by the last named road five (5) rods
the angle of said roads, and to the most easterly
the
corner of said lot ; thence southwesterly by
first mentioned road to the place of beginning, besaid Edmund
ing the same property conveyed to and
Ralph B.
Phinney by Harmon E. Phinney
October
20th, 1879,
dated
their
deed,
King, by
and recorded in said Registry, in book 464, page
44.
Both of said lots will be soid subject to all unsubject to the right
paid taxes thereon, and also
of dower therein of Jane II. Phinney, widow of
said Edmund Phinney.
Dated at Portland, in said County of Cumberland, this 14th day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand; eight hundred and eighty
JANE H. PHINNEY.
six.
Administratrix.
&
BAILEY
F. O.
CO., Auctioneers.

further notice Passenger Trains will

until

PURSUANT
Henry C. Peabody, Judge of Probate, in
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at

chronic

dtf

ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, May 24,1888,

SPRING

and for the

eases

maylO

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.

Notice of Sale.

Newspaper Adv'ng Agency,

Shoes. Tennis shoes for

men;
Tennis shoes for women ; Tennis shoes for
FOUND—Tennis
bovs; Tennis shoes for misses 7 Tennis shoes for

10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buekileld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. in.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. hi., connecting for Lewlston, Portland anil Boston.
Stage connections daily with ρ iseenger train at
WestMlnot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills aud Turner; at Canton for Peru. DixlleJd, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Brefcton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
0Ct9dtf

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dally,
Sundays excepted, on and after April 1. 1880,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, llarpswell and Orrs Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at β.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 9.00
A. M. For freight or passage applv on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
mh20dtf

C. S. GOSSE,"osA.'

LOST AN» tfOUND.

rooms

I

Winter Anangoment, in Effect Oct. 12.1885.
Connection» via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction

Gen'l Manager.

nov20dtf

STREET m the forenoon.

130 Bracket! St., (1st house
IlOhouse
without children.
to
small

Spring.)

Kiimfortl Falls and lluckfield Railroad

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

my22dtf

TO

—

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 0.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, witli above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Q^-Freight received up to 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.. or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf; foot
J. B. COYLE. Jit.,
of State street.

Wanted.
IAPABLE GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 144 PINE

—

AND ALL Γ ARTS OF
IVew IS runs wick, Nova Mcolin, Priuce Eld*
n ui dn I(4and, anil Cape Breton.
—

j

WANTED—Lady
PORTLAND
Commercial St.

FOB

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

boarders for the summer;
Address
location pleasant and healthy.
MRS. E. G. POWELL, Box 58, Cumberland CenMaine.
apr27-4
tre,

IIOonly.
Τ

ni.

«'«mura.jinil noints North

m.

with Bo«tun & Albany R. It. for the WmI.
Close connection made at Wcatbcflbb J unction with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Kail way.
Through Tickets to all points West and Se>nth
may be had of S. H. H ELLEN, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
#Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
aplOdtf

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Patent

trial to

ROOMS TO 1.KT.
TO LET
Suite of furnished front
rooms, up one flight. 86 STATE, corner Gray
24-1
street.

COYLE, Jh.. Manager.

Internationa!

21

customers.

Keeping
WANTED—Milk
prepared to furnish pure milk
cows, I
cow's milk for infants and in-

to

LET—A convenient furnished

AGENTS, $25 PER

week salary and expenses,
WANTED-GENERAL
to wholesale

and 1.05 p.

1.05 p.

11-2

;

Mass.

J. Β.

m.

For Kochmtrr, flpriagvnle, Alfred, Water·
boro and Saco iSivrr, 7..'SO a. n>., Ι.ΟΛ
p. m. aud (mixed) at β.JO p. au.
Fer <«ovhani at 7.30 a.m., 1.05, Ο.ίΛ
(mixed) at 0.3O p. tu.
For ëaccarappa, Cnmb«rlaii<l VIill·, WmIbrook Juuetiou and Woodtord'H at 7.SO
and lO.OOa. ni., 1.05, (mixed) 3.00,0.40
andi(mixed) *6.30 p. iu.
For Forest Avenue (Decring) ΙΟ OO a. m.
(mixed) 3; Ο Ο and β.«θ p. m.
The 1.05 p. us. train from Portland connecta at
Ayer Jnncl. with Hoonuc Tuuncl Ilouto for
the West, and at I'nion Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Lint) and ail _r a il,

TH£ FIKST-CJLASS STEAMERS

CHADWICK

lumber

TRAINS.

after Monday, April 13,
Passenger Trains will Leave
Portland:
For Worccnter, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nanhua, Windham and Xpping at 7.30
On and

House and

40

can be
steady
bought for §900, part cash; this is a splendid opfor
a smart woman to step into a good
portunity
JOHN W. S.
business and have a nice home.
RAYMOND & CO.. 277 Washington St., Boston,

KCmBAY ΤΒ.4ΠΜ
1.00, 4.16 p.m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 p.m.

Bothnia
Pavonia
SI iddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00
Cabin Pn^age, §βΟ, )^SO, and 8100, ac j p. ΤΠ. For PortMiaoush and New bur y port At
or two good lasters for kid I cording to accommodation
Intermediate Pan2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
work ; a good job fo· the right men. SllAW,
nage, §35. Drafts on Great Britain and IreAaueMbury 'J.OOa. m. and 6.00 p. ra. FerNnlem
17-1
GODING& CO.
land. For passage or freight apply at the Comaud lit uu at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
99 Wtate Street, BoKtou.
Office,
pany's
p. m. PIT Li LIT! AN t'A KM oil above trains.
the ladies and Gents who
tThe 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. πι. trains connect
have difficult feet to call at our store and
Limited.
STEAMSHIP
THE
CUNARD
CO.,
with Rail Lines to South and west.
be fitted from our new and elegant styles of boots
d3ra
feb27
îThe 6.00 p. m. tram connects with night train
and shoes (not found elsewhere in this State) also
for New York.
all who are in want of good boots at low prices.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
15-1
M. G. PALMER 541 Congress St.
for sale at 1'ortlnud Depo: Ticket Offices,
aud
at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
nine
good family horse, weight
Wtreel.
to ten hundred ; must be dark color, sound,
NEW
For
D. J. FLANDERS. Gen. F. & T. A.
not
too
of
not
afraid
kind and
high
anything;
JAï>. T. FURBEB, Gen'l Manager.
14-1
priced. Apply at 339 DANFORTn ST.
dtf
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Jan5
and Saturdays at G p. m. Returning, leave Pier
first-class salesman in a dry
and
on
38. East Hiver, New York,
Wednesdays
and fancy goods store ; no others need apJ. B. COYLE, .lit.
14-1
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
ply. L. D. STROUT.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

I

boarding and lodging

house in Boston ; established G years ;
FOR
boarders furniture and business

m.

lor llo.ton
June 24
1
July
July 8
July 15
July 22

Cephaloula

—

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

mission.
Round Trip $18.
PaMgnge $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to

TTfTANTED—The people of Portland and vi
TT
cinity to know that MRS. J. WESLEY
JOHNSON, the celebrated Medical and Business
Clairvoyant, late of Boston, has taken rooms at
Mrs. Farrell's, 56 Free street, and will give sit18-1
tings daily. Ladies 50 cts. ; Gents 75 cts.

'rM. ...n.liva

...

PAYSON TUCK KK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Ocn-l l'ass. ami Ticket Agt.
myBdtf
Portland. May 8. lane».

18-1

tel.

«

■

tlliu UUUI iuacmaili'.il

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West bvthe Fenn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com~

salesman on commission ; must be acquainted with the grocery
F.
BEER CO., Norw ich,
S.
trade. Address, THE
18-1
Ct
"cut α ινπρ η η—A

Brunawicbi

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
trains will stop

feb8

ters of woman's uppers,
CUTTERS
grain, glove-grain,
cutter. Apply In per&c. also

;
buff, sheep,
son or by letter to
Me.

I nriuiu^ioQ ria
and 1.25 p. m.

California,

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularNew
ly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands,
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $50; Steerage $25.
For Freight, Fassage, sailing i^ists ana further
information, apply to or address the (ieueral
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADA.T1N & CO.,
115 Stale Street) Dor. llrond Nt., ISontou.

second work in
can give good

do

girl
that
WANTED—A
boarding house ;
at 41 BROWN ST.

{11.16 p.
TiaUruuMwickJ.lOa. in.,VVinihrop,
Jlonmoutb, 1.20 p. m. ;
Oakland iiud .Vorth Αηκβη,
7.10 a. ®.

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

for general
ST. LAW18-1

good capable girl
housework.
Enquire at 47

—

iMon
m. ; Farmiugion.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
tlio 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.

cast off clothing or
exchange for Smyrna rugs; please send
to Perry Houâe. M. DeGROTT & KEYSER.

paid for

WANTED—Cash

«««*»»

KO««iaiia dun ——
Aalur· and
10 a. ra., 1.25 p. m.J
5.00 p. m. ; I* w"imou at 8.20 a. in., 1.20,

6"U
κ., 7.

Japan, China,

smoker to look at our winour new line of ci20-1

dow and come and try
WANTED—Every
L. J. PERKINS & SON.

8.05
Agt.
dtf

U1'}® PV°U^Sa,

«

Hardy to call and settle within thirty days ;
all who pay within the above named time will-save
20-1
costs. DR. D· HARDY, 128 North St.

3.20

Ifurber,
Bar
For Hungor, Gllxwarlb.
Halifax, "ml the
wiuri'baro, Ml. Joliu,
and Aroomoob
Frovincee, Ht. Stephen
Lewi-iou, 1.26 and
for
County, 1.20 p. m., via
and
AafmUi; K.
via
111.15 p. mM
R.,
FixaOtqui"
1 fee··
A
&
Bangor
ftangor
Rm|Iii>I η>·ι
tll.lf p. ra., for «kewh'JÎai»)" WlllerTj||,,
Oeiter, 1.20, 1.25, tll.NjP·
anJ on ijalΠ..Ι
r.1.0 a. in., 1.20,1.25,

WILLARD, Pres.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

20-1

6.45

IO1I1,
WOMDAY, -lay
Leave
188tt, PasKeiiRfr Trains
Portland as Hollows:

Ocean Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Caiitn, Intermediate and
Steerage ticket» by fast and best steamers: the
Cunard, White Star, Guioti. Anchor, National. Inmail, State, Ked Star, North German Lloyd, Hamand Italian lines to
burg American, Amsterdam,lowest
rates. Sterling
England and Continent, at
exchange.
Scandinavian
and
ÛOAL-Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Fuel,
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culin. I'atentJ.
I..
all for Immediate shipment, for sale by
ap24tf
FAKMKK,'.M Exchange Ht.

22-1

4.45

On and after

and

ΠI boys;
WANTED—Second
boys;e;
especially pants; highest prices paid
445 ForeSt.

for
the latter.
'-1"'utter.

B. J.

myl2dtf

„

s.qô

OTML RAILROAD

HILVf

a. m., 2.15, 4.30 p.m.;
and 2.15 p.m. go to Long Is-

a. in.

10.03
11.03
7.55
10.40
Supt. & Pass.

my24

SINGLE TICKETS 25 CENTS, FIVE FOR $1.00
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL TICKETS, TEN FOR $1.00

22-1

clothing—men

hand

Bridgton
Portland, arrive
J. A. BENNETT,
Leave

land, touching all landings each way.

a
a pleasant

months in
tern portion
change St.

Bridgton Junction
Brldgtou, arrive

SUNDAYS—9.00, 10.30
the 10.30

».3Γ,

Leave Portland (P. & Ο. Β. Β.)
"

DA.YS—5.45, 0.30, 7.00. 0.00, 10.30 a. til.,
2.15, 4.30, 6.10 p. m. ; the 7.00 a. ni. and 2.15
p. m. goto Long Island,touching all landings

to
house for the summer
healthy location iu the wesof the city. BEN J. SHAW 48% Exsmall

WANTED—A
hiae
furnished

C

IICSIIVESS CHANCES.

LET-Two furnished

MIL8URÎS CO., Prop's.
FOSTER,
t

on

dlaw5wThtmy24tojune8

ap22

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATES HA!R DYE

AVEKK

on

corporation.

Price 50 cts. and gr.uo.

envelopes,

0A,rn,.nl1u

(7)—To

it for a bruise,
it for a burn.

paper.

+kn

of bonds secured by said mortgages, for and
in behalf of said bondholders and said new corporation, in pursuance of the provisions of the
flftv-tirst chapter of the lie vised Statutes of Maine
and of the said Special Act of the Legislature of
Maine relating to the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, approved March 5. 1885, do
hereby give notice that the first meeting of said
new corporation will be holden in Portland in the
State of Maine at the office of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Compony at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of TUESDAY the eighth day of June, A.
1). 1880, for the following purposes :
(1)—To prepare or cause to be prepared a list
of the bondholders in attendance with the number
of bonds and overdue coupons represented.
all outstanding
(2)—To ascertain and
bonus and overdue coupons and provide for exchanging the same for certificates of stock.
(3)—To organize said corporation and choose a
Clerk, Directors and other officers.
corporation.
(4)—To adopt a name for the new
(5)—To adopt a code of by-laws for the government of the new corporation.
(6)—To adopt measures to obtain a settlement
with the trust· es under said mortgages, and suitable and sufficient conveyances from them of all
right, title and interest acquired by them as trustvirtue of said mortgages and the foreclosees

way Construction, Niagara Falls.
Try it for a scald,
Try it for a cut,

Try
Try

United States stamps on letters dated from 1847 to 1870; examine
with
your old correspondence and communicate
the undersigned ; many of the stamps bring high
prices. F. L. FERRY, 114ya Exchange22-1St.
Portland, Maine.

Brackets
Adjustable
CadweU's
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. WANTED—Carpenters
responsible parties.
adjusted

City of Portland By

From shoulder to ankle joint, and for
three months, I had rheumatism which
yielded to nothing-but Thomas' Eclectric
Oil. Thomas' Eclectric Oil did what no
physician seemed able to accomplish. It
cured me.—John N. Gregg, Supt. of Rail-

Until Further Notice leave Portland for
all Landings on Peaks' and
Diamond Islands.

WANTED—Old

ρ

A. M.

own
old established
sent
Salary to begin S70 per month. References exacted. Am. Manufactublno House, 14 Barclay
inylO,la\vM4wa
St., Ν. Y.
an

IDin.

t'ommciicioKilIaySI,

TABLE.

TIME

TEMPERATE AND

MAN OF

WANTED—A
moral habits, seeking employment, to represection.
house in his

—

verify

For an ache or a pain Thomas' Eclectric
Oil is excellent.—Chas. F. Medler,box274,
Schenectady. Ν. Y.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil is the best thing
going, p.i says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache—two drops.—Master
Horace Brenizer, Clinton, Iowa.

BRÎOGTOII & SiCfl RIVERR.fi.

WANTED —Must come well recomB. AARONSON, Market Square.
I'-^l

BOYmended.

consult
WANTED—Invalids
COWS FOR SALE. magnetized
only Noologlcal Healer

ers

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. 1).

Try
Try
Try

■

u«»v,.

burg Railroad Company, or persons or corpora?
tions claiming by, through or under it, to redeem
the same or any part thereof, from said Webb,
MilliKen and Jose, as such trustees, their success-

zas.

Dolphin,

STREET.

FOR

Scrofula

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
••I have given this powder a thorough chemical
Bluff.
examination and flna it to be of full weight, entireCld 22d, schs Annie Τ Bailey. Maison, Bath ;
free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phosly
EvaC Yates, Yates, Boston; Nettie Champion.
ancl to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
Champion, Bath ; Ella Τ Little, Crawford, Hallo- j phates,
to be recommended for

Hid fn» Delaware Breakwater 21st, brig Fannie
Β Tucker, l'or Havana.
NEW YOKK—Ar 22d. sclis Kdw C Allen True,
McLaughlin, Matanzas 10 days: Cassie Jameson,
Collins. Darien; Alfred Κeene, Bailey. Kichmond;
Freu Smith, Preble, Calais ;
Ellsworth;
Swallow, S trout. Macliias; J unietta. Thompson,
Addison; S J Lindsay, Kennedy, Koekland; Jas
A Parsons. Thorndike, Tliomastou ; J M Carter,
Eaten, Boston.
Ar 23d, sclis G M Porter. Johnson,Calais; Lucy
Hammond, Flynn, Macliias; Nellie Ε Gray, Kock*land; J L Newton. Boston; Westerloo, Jordan,
Providence ; Glenullen. Bunker, Pawtucket.
Ar 24th, brig Atalaya. Eye, fm Cienfuegos; sell
Wm Demiug, Hodgdon, Baracoa.
Cld 22d. barques Ocean Pearl, H a rely,Cardenas;
Cha.s li Lewis, Montgomery, Boston; Mabel F
•Staples, Dickson, St Domingo; Fred C llolden,
liicn, Boston; Win Beazley, Cavanaugli, Porto
Plata and St Domingo.
Passed the Gate 22d. scIls Ira D Sturgis, from
New York for Boston; Florida, from lloboken for
Portsmouth; Palatka, Weehawken lor Boston.
Passed the Gate 23d. sclis Ε G Sawyer, liogers,
Elizabethport for Newburyport; Perseverance,
Amboy lor Portland ; M J Laugliton, do for Salem;
Jed F Dureu, do for Portsmouth.
PE1ÎT11 AMBOY—Sid 22d, sell Peseve ranee,
Wil lard, Portland.
NEW LONDON—Ai 22d, sens Walker ArmingSarah Eaton,
ion. Drinkwater, Newport News;
Smith. Philadelphia.
PKOVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sclis Modoc, Perry,
Sands liiver, Ν S ; Annie li Lewis, Lewis, Apalaciiicola; Fair Wind, Maddox, Ellsworth; Τ W Allen, Carter. Bangor.
Sid 22d. brig Golconda, llall, Pensacola; sell J
11 Cross, Kawiey, Brunswick.
Ar 22d, sch Nellie Eaton,
FALL K1VEK

DA Ν FORTH

all

êages

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Cld 22d, sch Broxie Β ltokes, Robertson, for

well.
Ar 24th. sch S M Bird, Merrill, Cardenas.
Ar 23d, brig Mary Bartlett, Thompson, Sagua;
schs May McFarland, Montgomery, do ; Frank
Learning, McKeague, Bath.
Cid 23d, steamer Lancaster, Hand, Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2J st, barque A C
Wade, Sherman, Cardenas.
Al' HI (10 Z4.U1, Uiirquc Λΐιυυ, isyci, u wu îuuiau-

liouse-holders,
"VTOTICE is hereby given tofor
cleaning privyIl that all applications
as
that
vaults, should be made as earlylaterpossible,
in the season
the delay which usually occurs
for emptying
may be avoided. All applications
of the Deputy Marprivy vaults, left at the office immediate
attention.
shals,City Building, will have
By order of the Board of Health.
BURGESS,
C.
Secretary.
GEO.
aprlTdtf

FOR

more.

BRUNSWICK-Sld 21st. sell Mary J Cook,IIoffses, Fall River.
RICHMOND-SId 22d. sch Addie Jordan, Harriman, New York.
WASHINGTON, NC—Ar 20th, sch F M Thomas, Weeks, Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Cld 22d, sclis Annie Bliss, Donnell. Savannah ; Katie J Ireland, Steelman, Portland, (and sailed.)
Ar 22d, sch Carrie Ε Ware, Field, New York.
PII ILADELPIIIA—Ar 22d, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Cardenas ; brig L Staples, Stowers,
do; sch Nellie J Diusmore, Parker. Matanzas.
Cld 21st, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Arey, for Orange

Board of Health, )
April 17, 1886. J

at 339
24-1

FOR

proceeded,

Produce Market.
BOSTON."May 24. 1886.—The following are to
day's quotations of· Provisions, &e. :
Pork—Long cut 12 752)13 00; short cuts 13 00
13 25;backs 13 25^13 50; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at 12 50.a$13;
prime at 9 75
prime mess at §12 50@13 00; extra
■a,$10 00; mess, old, at 10 00; do new at 11 00®

Office #f the

nalb-a
maker,

for

taiiij:

4x8 Carom Table, H. W. Oollender,
Billiard
but little used, will be sold low. Apply

F

Fishermen.
Sid fm Newport 23d, sch Helen M Crosby, of
Swan's Island, for mackerel.

ftcstort

-■■■
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New York.. Liverpool...May 26

Sun rises
w..t~r \
4.04j m h Wdtel
7.111 Hlgû
Sun sets
I
Length of day —15.07 rii,i.rht
,
12
Moon rises

Ohio

of Hatteras.
Ar at Bridgwater, NS, May 20th, barque John R
Stanhope, De Winter, Boston; brig Shannon, Nash
Ellsworth ; Hattie, Coombs, Boston.
Ar at St John, Ν Β, 22d, sch Minnie C Taylor
Leighton, Apple River, NS.
Cld 22d, sclis Ella, McVane, and Stephen J
Watts, Donovan, New York.

FOR

FROM
Citv of Eome

Hypophosphites

to eat. Well, they do. but anybody to look at
them would think that their chief purpose was to
whisper chit-chat to the waitress and look killingly every time she passes. And they are all alike,
married or single. If they only knew how tired
it makes us, peril aps they would quit. I tell you
it is refreshing when once in a long time a man
comes in who really appears to have eoine in for
the purpose of having a meal—who piles into the
grub and seems not to mind us any more than if
When that sort of man strikes the
we were men.
place and leaves without any of the little flirty
tricks of the general run, we girls just do admire

Foreien Ports.
At Melbourne Apl 15tii, ship City of Brooklyn,
Swan, from Puget Sound ; Lucy A Nickets, Nickels, from New York.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Mcli 28tli, barque Estella, Avery, Guatemala.
Sid fm Newcastle Apl 8. ship Clias Dennis. Allen, Hong Kong; 17th, barque Ε L Mayberry,
Knight, Manila; 20th, Gerard C Tobey, Baker, for
Hong Kong.
Ar at St John, NF, May 20, brig James Miller,
Crocker. Bangor.
Ar at Manila Apl 10, ship Carondelet, Stetson,
Hong Kong.
Slcl Apl 3, barque Mendota, Nash, lloilo.
Passed St Helena prev to May 12, barque Jennie Harkness. Amesbury, from lloilo for Boston;
Willie Reed, Yates, Singapore for New York.
At Iquique Apl 0, ship Robert Dixon, Smitliwick, for Hampton Roads; barque Grace Deering
Pratt, do.
Ar at Victoria, BC, May 20, ship Tam O'Shanter
Waite. Hiogo 28 days.
Sid May 12. tship Ocean King, Sawyer, Departure Bay and San Francisco.
Ar at Barbaboes May 2, barque Beatrice Havener, Curtis. Dakar.
Ar at Barbadoes May 11, brig Herman, Hicliborn, Boston.
Sid 7tli, barque Franc Lambrith, West, Portland.
Ar at St Thomas May 12, brig Mary C Mariner,
Wharton, Martinique, (and sailed 14th for New
York via Viequez.
Sid 6th, sch Aldine, Dennison, Ponce and North

SAELING DAYS OF STEAMSHiPS.

MINIATURE ALMANAC

—

Sid 22d, sclis Nellie, Drinkwater, and Minantico
Edmunds. Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, Florida, White, from
Rockland for Dover.
Sid 22d, selis Fannie Hodgkins, Tibbetts, for
Boothbay ; Paragon, Sylvester, Belfast ; Garland,
Libby, Machias.
MILLBRIDGE— Ar 21st, sch Mabel. Strout,
Portland.

29s Gd for short clear «and 28s6d for long clear;
cheese 44s Gd for American ; lard, prime Western
31s Gd; tallow at|23s for Amercan.

Erie.preferred**·*

Illinois Central
Scott's Emulsion of Pure God LivInd ,|Bloom.l& Western
—I* more
er Oil with
Lake Erie & west
nutritious and strengthening than any other sinLake Shore
Louisville .& Nasn
gle or combined remedy.—In Consumption and
Manhattan Elevated—
wasting diseases its effect is very astonishing.
M ichigan Central
Minn/& St. Louis
do pref
"It is very seldom," said the waitress, "that you
Missouri Pacific
meet one man different from the rest. They are Γ
New Jersey Central
all tuned to the saine key, and that key is conNorthern Pacific
ceit. There isn't a man tliat comes in hire regugo| bref
larly but believes that all us girls are 'dead gone'
Northwestern
on him.
Doesn't matter how old, how poor, or
Northwestern
preferred
wherthat
how homely the man is, lie still thinks
New York Central...
ever ho goes he leaves behind him broken-heartNew York. Chicago & St. Louis
come here
ed

erson, Hoboken.

„v

«J.L»

JVUIOUV·.ι

CITY OF PORTLAND.

IttlMtO IDA.

XTEA.MER*.

WANTED.

FOR HALE.

city advertisements.

Ν Ε WBU Κ Υ PORT—-Sid 22d, sch Eagle, Kickerson. Bangor.
Ar 23d, sclis Jennie Lind, Leigh ton, Hoboken ;
F Τ Drisko, Drisko, Aiuboy ; C H Sprague, Nick-

GRAB TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANAD.Î.
CHANGE OF TljHE.
Oo and afler 7IONDAY, Oct. 19,
train» will run an follow*
DEPARTURES.
Foi' A iiburn and LîwïhIob, 7.05

and 5.20 p.

a.

IS9A,

in., 1.15

m.

For €«orham. 7.20 a.Kl. and 4. 00 p. m.. mixed.
For <«orham, Montrvnl am! Chicago,1.30

p.

Til.

l«"or

Qaebrc, 1.30 p.

in.

ARRIVAL·».
Fiodi LewUlon and Auburn. 8.26 .1. n..
12»05. 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From («orhani, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. Ul..
mixed.
From Chicago and 1V1 ont real, 12.05 p. in.
From llurbqr, 12.05 p. Hi.
Pullman Palace Sleeping care on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland »n

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICE:

35 Enchanga St., and Ooaol Fool of India Stool.
TICKETS SOLI) AT 11EDUCEU BATE
—

i

TO

·'

Detroit, Chicago, .Tlilwank
Canada.
Cincinnati, Mt. B.oui". Omaha, flngi·
naw. HI. Paul, Wall Lake City.
Denrer. Han Frnnciico,
and all points In the

Northwest, West ana Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage
WM. EDGAR, (J. P. Α.,
.J. STEl'HEMSOΝ. Supt.

I

oc!2dlf

IHPOBTGD

WINES and LIQUORS
OP ALL

ΚΙΙίΡβ.

IS THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB

MAI.Κ

H. STANLEY &
HO. 410 FORE
Also

Gsueral

BT

SON, Importers,

ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Managers tor New
Celebrated

England for t&·

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
I B».1!

U

*ΚΚ1ΊΟΜ.

IN IIKRFHY
subscriber lias been duly
ecutor ni the Will of

NOTIt'K

TIAIXK.

ttlVK.K,

that the
appointed Ex-

ABKI. M. 1ÎAKER, late of
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust as the
law dl·
rects.
All persons having
demands
upon
the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to
said I'll·,
tate arc called uiam In make payment to

Decring,

AUGUSTUS B. BROWN, of
Decring, May 4th, 188Λ.

Portland, Executor
lnylldlkwTuSw·

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 25.

Adams and Ella M. Doughty by the Canadian authorities.

THE FISHERIES.

PRESS.

THE

The

Canadian

Schooner
Seized at this Port

Sisters

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
to-day.

awvkbtinbïmewtn

new

For Failure to Produce a Manifest of
Her Cargo.

amusements.
Luke's Guild.
Strawberry Festival—St.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Interesting Letter from the Captain

Bargains—Davis & Cartland.

of the Ella

Sale—Buggy.
Corsets—Kines Brothers.
To Let—Tenement.
Co.
Guthrie Wrench Manufacturing
Cook Wanted.
People.
Wanted—The
To Let—Kent.
T
J. Β. I ike.
Buttons, Hosiery, &c.—Mrs.
For Sale—Fiants.
For

An

To Let—Small Tenement.
Wanted Girl.
Moore & Co.
Special Bargains-Owen,
To Let-Down Stairs Kent.
Goods.
For Sale—Piano and Household
Found—S. Warren.
To Let—New summer Cottage.

of sick headache, biliousness, concan he cured In less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter"
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means.
d&wlw
jnay25
cases

stipation, etc.,

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o'clock this
morning a large lot of dwarf and standard roses
Messrs. Hoff & Vender Vuer,
by catalogue from
Boshoop, Holland.
Cowdkby's Salad Creams is sold by dealers In
line groceries in the United States and Canada.
eodtf
may25

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
requested to

Friday Eveuing, May 28, at 7.30 o'clock,
to choose

tend

seven

delegates

from each

Ward to at-

a

REPUBLICAN DISTRICT CONVENTION,
held In

Reception Hall, Portland,
—

ON

—

JUNE

THURSDAY,

3,
1886,
at 2 p. m. for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Representative In Congress.
delegates so chosen are requested to meet
room of the Republican City Committee, 12
Market Square, TUESDAY, June 1st, at 4 p. m.»
to choose five delegates at large to attend said
District Convention.
The caucuses are also requested to choose seven
delegates from each Ward to attend the
Tlie

at the

STATE

REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION,

which will be held in

City Hall, Lewiston,
—

ON

WEDNESDAY,

—

JUNE

9,
1886,
of nominating a candi-

at 11 a. in., for the purpose
date for Governor.
The delegates to the State Convention

so

chosen,

requested meet at the room of the Republican City Committee, 12 Market Square, on SATURDAY, June 5th, at 4 p. m., to choose five delegates at large to attend said State Convention·.
Per order of the Republican City Committee,
H. G. BRIGGS, Chairman.
LEROY S. SANBORN, Secretary.
to

are

YORK COUNTY S. J. COURT.
JUDGE EMERY.
[Reported for the Press.]
BEFORE

In

the

case

of

Alfred, Monday, May 24.

George

M. Hall

vs.

Frank M.

Ford, the verdict was for the plaintiff for $16.48.
Jane G. Miller, petitioner, vs. Theodore Goodrich. A petition for partition in which the peti-

partition

tioner seeks
of a certain lot of land
situated iu North Alfred, containing about 20
acres, the petitioner claiming title under quitclaim deed from one John Roberts to Samuel and
Theodore Goodrich, brothers, dated April 23,
1836, and warranty deed from one Betsey S.
Goodrich, the devisee of Samuel, to the petitioner,
dated
6,1886. The respondent claims
that a parol division of the premises was made
between himself and his brother, duriug the lifetime of the latter, by which Samuel was awarded
7V2 acres, and lie, the respondent, 12V2 acres.
Respondent disclaims as to the
acres, but
claims title to the remainder by virtue of the parol
division and by adverse possession for a period of
more than twenty years.
On trial.
J. B. Donovan for petitioner.
Samuel N. Came for respondent.

February

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE ΒΟΝΝΕΥ,

Monday.—In calling up a case for trial this
morning, County Attorney Seiders said he thought
it would be hardly wise to present another case,
and especially a lobster c.ise, to the jury as at
present constituted ; that there have now been
presented to them twelve cases, in four of which
ι"μγ
—

laiilt with

uisagiccu,
no particular

uittt

aimwu^u

uc

îuuiiu

Juror, still it was one of
those unfortunate combinations that may sometimes occur, and the jury Instead of being a harmonious body capable of discussing and weighing
the testimony candidly, with a spirit of concession
to the views of each other, there seems to be a
.spirit of contention among them, which, to say the
least, is unfortunate lor the Interests of the county
and the administration of justice.
J udge Bonney said he regretted as much as anybody the differences of opinion tliat seemed to
exist among the members of the jury. Juries,
said he, are summoned here for the purpose of
settling and deciding cases one way or the other.
The most unsatisfactory thing a jury can do is to
disagree,—unsatisfactory to the parties to the
controversy and expensive to the public. Of
course, every juror has a right to his individual
opinion, but the law requires that the names
placed in the jury box by the municipal officers
will be those of men of good judgment, well informed, who can consider and weigli testimony
fairly without prejudice or favor, and who can
agree with their fellows. It is not expected that

will agree in every case, that there cannot
lie a disagreement in any ease ; but when a jury
in twelve simple criminal trials disagrees in four
of them—in one third of them—as has been the
fact this term, it Indicates that there is something
wrong hi the make up of the jury. In looking
over the record of trials for the ia't three years. I
find there have been seventy-six criminal trials,
and in only seven of them were there
ments—one in eleven—while at this term tliere
has been one in every three. Under these circumstances, I doubt the expediency of submitting another case to this jury unies» the Interests
of justice absolutely demand it.
With the exception of the two remaining lobster
the eases for trial were nearly all disposed
of by demurrer or otherwise during the day.

Juries

disagree-

—

BRIEF JOTTIWCS.
Attention is called to the cull for the Republican caucuses to be held Friday night.
A drinking fountain of a neat design lias
been placed at the corner of State and Congress streets.
The ladies of St. Luke's Guiid are going
to give one of their popular strawberry festivals at Good Templars' HaH Wednesday

evening.
The Maine State Fife, Drum and Bugle
Corps of this city, have been engaged by
Sedgwick Post, G. A. K., of Bath, to assist
in the Memorial Day exercises in that city.
The corps will appear in an entire new uniform.
At a special meeting of the Portland
Wheel Club last evening, it was voted that
the club should participate in the parade at
the Centennial celebration.
A large delegation of Portland wheelmen will attend the
National League meeting in Boston this
week.
PERSONAL.

Mr. James A. Conley, Esq., of the firm of
John Conley & Son, and Mr. John Conley,
with Randall & McAllister, left on the
steamer for Baltimore and Washington yesterday, on a pleasure trip, and will be gone
about two weeks.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth Hotel last night : J. B. Owen,
S. Gurtz, C. Π. Koster, O. J. Kimball, of
New York; A. S. Ranney, of Concord, N.
II. ; A. E. Spier, Washington, D. C.; J. II.

Norcross and wife, Boston.
Sergt. I>avid Gookin, a veteran of the 17th
Maine Regiment, died at Lowell, Friday,
from wounds received during the war of the
rebellion. He was in 63 battles, having been
attached to the Army of the Potomac during
his five years' service.
He was wounded
three times.
John Q.

Jacobs,

a

man

well known in this

city, who for forty years kept a cigar and
fancy goods store on Fore street, died Saturday, aged 96 years.
He was born in Italy,
where he remained until lie was 15 years old·
When Xapoleon was crowned King of Italy
he came to this country. About five years
ago his health became broken, and he gave
up business. He had since made his home
with Mrs. J. R. Welch on Danforth street.
John Mussey's Funeral.
The [funeral of Mr. John Mussey took
place from his late residence, corner of Dan.
forth and High streets, yesterday afternoon.
There was a good attendante of old and
prominent citizens.
Rer. J)r. Hill of the
First Parish read the Scriptures appropriate
to the occasion and offered prayer. A large
pillow of flowers bore, in blue violets, on its
front the letters "P. M. B," and was placed
in the parlor, while the casket remained in
the library.
The Aged Brotherhood attended. The pall-bearers were Judge Webb,
Collector Anderson, Postmaster Palmer,
Judge Goddard, ex-Mayor McLellau, Dr.
William Wood, Ε. II. IJaveisand Samuel
Rolfe. The officers of the !'. s. Court were
in

cargo of 20,000 mackerel.
The vessel is an
old pinkey of 18 tons burden and besides the
captain, Jesse Ellis, had a crew of two men.
The cargo was consigned from \V. A. Killain
to F. L. Clement & Co. of this city.
After his arrival here the captain went to
the custom house, but the following communication was already there :
Custom House, Portland, i
Surveyor's Office, May 24,1880. )
To the Surveyor:
Tho British schooner Sisters, Kllis master, of
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, arrived at this port today
and the captain failed to produce a manifest of
the cargo on board. Yours respectfully,
W. C.

Respectfully referred

attendance.

How, Inspector.

to the Collector,
Bion Bkadbuby, Surveyor.
The custom house officers acting under the
provisions of section 28, chapter 14, of the
Revised Statutes, explained the situation to
Captain Ellis and took possession of the
vessel. The section is as follows :
If tlieni.ister of uny vessel laden with merchandise. and hound to any port in Die United Stales.
ιαιιι» ιιμυιι ins arrivai w irnin tour
leagues of the
coast thereof, r within the limits or
any collection district, where I l it' careo of siieh veseel or
any pari thereof, is intended to be discharged, to
product' sui h manifests, jis me heretofore required, in writing. totlie proper officer on demand
therefor, or »·» deliver such copies thereof, ac-

cording

to be

With Hon

Yesterday morning the schooner Sisters of
Yarmouth, N. S., arrived at this port with a

Wanted—Agents.

The Republicans of Portland are
meet at the various Ward Rooms

Interesting Interview
T. B. Reed.

& Whitney.
Lawn Mowers—Kendall
To Let—New Cottage.
Baldwin.
Summer Boarders—East
Police Notice.
Kelief.
Maine State Pythian

More

Doughty.

to ill»* directions

<

Γ ihe

pre<*eding

sec-

tions, or if lu· fails to give an account of the true
destination of the vessel, which he is hereby re»
quired to do, upon the request of such officer, or
gives a f:.Is.· account of said di stillation, in order
to evade II»· [m duction of the manifests, the
master shall for every such neglect, refusal, or
offense, be liable to a penalty of not more than
$500. If any officer first coming on board, in
each case, shall neglect or refuse to certify on
tlie back o( such manifests the production thereof,
and the
delivery of such copies respectively ns
are directed to lie delivered to such
officer, such
officer shall be liable to a penalty of $500.
Captain Ellis had a clearance paper from
the Yarmouth custom house and after this
had been tiled, together with a manifest
prepared here and the captain had subscribed
to the customary oath for the masters of inward bound foreign vessels, the cargo of the
Sisters was permitted to be discharged. The
clearance paper is as follows :
roier of yabmocth, nova scotia.
These are to certify to all whom it may concern
that Jesse Kills, master of the Bisters, burthen
16 tons, navigated with three men, British built
and bound for Portland, having on board full,
hath here entered and cleared Ids vessel according to law.
Given under my hand at the custom house at
this port of Yarmouth, in the province of Nova
Scotia, this 29th day of May, 188(1.
Wm. SI. Gill, Deputy Collector.
(Signed)

The schooner was hauled into Commercial
wharf where she began to discharge lier cargo. A large number walked down and viewed the vessel during the day. Captain Ellis
yesterday afternoon was busy keeping tally
as the baskets of large handsome mackerel
were raised from the hold,
lie Is a young
man about 2G years of age, of good appearbut
did
not
seem inclined to talk much.
ance,
He said that the schooner was owned by
Crowell Brothers of Deerfield, N'. S., and
chartered by W. A. Killain of Yarmouth by
whom the cargo was shipped. Captain Ellis
said that he is not accustomed to commanding vessels trading in American ports and
his failure to provide himself with a manifest arose entirely from ignorance.
Ile procurred his clearance paper supposing that to
be all that was necessary.
Of the cargo,
1000 mackerel were stored on deck, packed
iu boxes and spoiled on the passage. The
captain said that he is married and has two
children. He is a poor man and evidently
very apprehensive as to the liability he has
incurred. He thinks liis trouble is caused by
the fishery dispute.
One of the two men
forming the crew seemed to be laboring under the belief that he was likely to lose his

salary.
The following protest was drawn up for
Captain Ellis by Custom House broker W.
C. Rich and filed with Collector Anderson:
Portland, Me., May 29th, 1886.
Hon. Daniel Manning, Secretary of the Treasury:
Dear Sir:—1 hereby appeal from the decision ot
the Hon. 8. J. Anderson, collector ot this port, ill
levying a fine of Ave hundred dollars ($600) on
British schooner "Sisters" from Yarmouth, N. 8.,
arrived this day, for having no manifest of cargo.
I respectfully represent that I had a clearance
from the Collector of Customs at Yarmouth, specifying this vessel's cargo (20,000 fresh mackerel)
shipped by W. A. Killaiu and consigned to K. L.
Clement & Co., at Portland, and owing to my ignorance of the necessity of a manifest I neglected
to make out the necessary document until my arrival. Owing to this and the fact that I reported
at the Custom House within eight hours after arrival in port, having arrived at one in the morning of this day. and never having commanded vessels doing business in American ports, and having little knowledge of the regulations of the
Treasury Department, and no idea whatever of
violating the sifîne, 1 feel that the tine imposed Is
unjust and most respectfully ask that the saine
may be revoked.
I am sir, very respectfully,
Jesse 1-llis,
Master

Schooner Sister:..

The protest having been signed by Capt.
Ellis was sworn to by him before Deputy
Collector Chase.
The seizure of the vessel occasioned considerable stir around town yesterday. Fines
have been imposed under the same section
of the statutes upon shipmasters in this port,
a number of times.
Three times, the English steamers have failed te produce manifests. The fine was remitted in two of these
cases and its payment required in the third.
A great many interested persons visited the
Custom House yesterday and everywhere on
Commercial street the seizure formed the
topic of conversation.
Many thought it to
be a form of retaliation for the seizure of
American vessels in Canadian ports. Secretary Manning and Secretary Bayard have
been notified.
Collector Anderson said last evening that
the usual course had been followed in this
case.
A statement has been sent to the department and Captain Ellis's protest to
Secretary Manning. The case will probably
be settled one way or the other in the course
of a week ; meanwhile the schooner must remain here.
THE DOUGHTY CASE.

The following letter has been received by
Sargent, Lord & Skillin from Capt. Doughty
of the schooner Ella M. Doughty:
ËNGI.I8HTOWN, C. B., May 20.
Dear Sirs:—I received your letter and am much
obliged to you. There is not a man here to get
I have wired to Halifax
any information from.

for the Consl:! (leneral. He will hp here tn-tnnrrow morning.
We left the Western Banks on account of scarcity of lisli and intended to go to St.
Paul'· Island, but fell in with the ice and could
not get to it, no matter which way we turned and
at last got so surrounded that we were glad to get
in here without losing the vessel. We anchored
here in the bay and next morning went out again
tu see if we could not get by the ice but had to reSome ol the
turn, the ice being everywhere.
bergs were fifty feet high. Finding our bait getting bad and plenty of it here and cheap X purworth and next day we tried again to
chased
get by the ice but had to return and anchor in the
harbor proper, the ice crowding into the harbor so
fast X did not consider it safe to go ashore in a
dory and not Knowing of any custom house or officer being here I did not think there would be any
trouble out Monday morning before 7 o'clock an
officer came on board anil informed me that lie
seized the vessel in the Queen's name for buying
bait and not
to him. I gave him my
permit hut he did not know anything about such a
paper. I wired to you directly, and in the afternoon a reporter came on board to get the particulars for his paper and lie informed me of the
I wired to
Consul Generaf residing at Halifax.
liim to come here if
He will be here tomorrow.
The officer has returned my permit.
They have stripped the vessel of her sails. We
begin to feel like prisoners. Will write or wire as
soon as anything else is done.
Yours truly,
W. A. Doughty.

reporting

possible.

OTHER

MATTERS·.
It is reported that a cargo of seventy barrels of fresh bait from Nova Scotia is on its
way to this port. The people of that province finding their heme market gone have
entered upon such ventures that they may
still realize something from what has heretofore proved to them a source of considerable
revenue. Bait thus shipped in sailing vessels will be of little value when sold here,
compared with what could be obtained for it
if delivered to a fishing vessel in a Nova
Scotia port, because of the more limited
time that it can be preserved by the fishermen. The present complications will lead to
improved arrangements being made upon
fishing schooners for the preservation of
bait, that the necessity for replenishing the
supply may be reduced to the smallest possible degree.
The Canadian schooner Ariel, which is
filling its hold with a thousand barrels of
salt bait, will probably leave this port tomorrow.

despatch says that Messrs.
and Win.
George W. Biddle of Philadelphia
A Washington

L. Putnam of Portland have been retained
to repreby the United States Government
sent its interests in the trials arising from
the seizure of the fishing vessels David J.

AN INTERVIEW WITH MB. HEED.

The New York Herald publishes the following interview with Hon. T. li. Reed ;
"Not that I have anything that really re(luires to be said," was Mr. Reed's deprecatory remark when his views were requested, "'but the Herald has paid so much
attention to this matter and is dealing with
it so judiciously that it it is possible for nie
to say anything that vVould interest its readers 1 can do 110 less than reply to such questions as you may ask."
Mr. Reed then went on to say that he had
final result in regard to
no doubt as to the
the matters now at issue between the United
States and the Cadadian governments.
"These annoyances to which our people
are now subject," he said, "have for their
purpose the compelling of negotiations to
But they will
renew the old treaty of 1870.
soon be recognized by the Canadians themNo treaty renewal is
selves as childish.
possible, for we are perfectly satisfied with
the rights we already have.
Among the
Canadians themselves it must soon be understood that the only bait we want to buy
Is the very huit they want to sell. Then
again, they have as much need to buy bait
on our shores as we on theirs.
In fact, at
one place in my district, this last week, there
was $(j,000 worth of bait already contracted
for by Nova Scotians."
Speaking of the present state of feeling in
this country, Mr. Reed said :
"A great deal of the alarm now manifested on our side arises from the mistake made
by the Department of State at the time when
the abrogation of the treaty went into effect.
Instead of consulting the wishes of those
most deeply interested, the Department
made an arrangement which was construed
as looking to the renewal of the old treaty,
which gave to the Canadians our valuable
Our fishermen, after
markets for nothing.
much depression and almost ruin to their
forward to the
had
been
looking
business,
possession of our markets and to brighter
The
action of our
prospects in the future.
government seemed to them like dashing the
This is not said
cup from their very lips.
in criticism of the State Department, for this
is not the time to criticise. It is said only in
the way of explanation."
In explanation of his evident idea that a
is not neeueu

treaty
line, Mr. Reed said :
new

on

mis

sioe 01

tne

"The right of fishing
within three miles of the provincial coast,
when we had it, was always hampered by a
law more effective than treaties. Fishermen
who lived on the shores, and whose lives
were dependent upon their inshore catch,
never would permit our people to come in
aud take the bread out of their mouths, and
1 have heard our own fishermen say they
l· roui this fact, and
didn't blame them,
from the change in the nature of the fisheries since 1870 we had every reason to feel
that we lost nothing and gained much when
the treaty dropped out."
"Of course you have read Mr. liiyard's
letter to Senator Frye ?" the reporter sug-

gested.
"Yes,"

was Mr. Keed's reply, "I read it in
the Herald this morning, and was glad to see
it. Glad, for the reason.that it indicates that
the Secretary of State takes a live interest in
the question before us.
If the Department
of State acts firmly and temperately, as 1
trust it will, thoroughly backed as it is by
Congress and public sentiment, the question
will have speedy settlement."
"Do you think, Mr. lieed, that there is
any danger of a rupture in the relations of
the two countries before the matter is finally
settled?"
"Well, there is always danger you know,
when interests are in such conflict. Yet I do
not anticipate any serious trouble. There is
more Christian comity among nations
now
than there was not very many years ago, and
amicable settlements of difficult international problems grows continually more possible."
"Do you not think that a treaty will be
necessary ?"
To this question Mr. Reed replied in the
negative, but said that of course there would
have to be a mutual understanding.
The
trouble is that the Canadians seem inblined to fall back upon a strict interpretation of the treaty of 1818, the spirit of which
lias been outgrown b>* the civilized world.
American fishermen ask o-nly those privileges in Canadian waters that Canadians have
in ours, and these will doubtless be conceded to them when it is found that they will
not be purchased again on such disadvantageous terms as those marking the treaty re-

cently abrogated.
"And now," said Mr. lteed, "while we are
on a subject connected with the fisheries—it
is not the subject of the fisheries we have
been discussing, you understand. Our fishermen do not ask the privilege of fishing inside
the three mile limit, and that matter has
nothing at all to do with the existing difficulties. While we are on this general subject 1 would like the Herald to permit me to
call attention to the bill which passed the
House on Friday, giving a close time for
mackerel. Though it does not just now
cause as inuch interest as the border question, it is, nevertheless, 1 am assured by our
fishermen, of even more importance. Somehow, while the opposition to the bill has
been able to get itself before the attention of
the New York public, the arguments in its
favor have not had quite a fair hearing.
"This bill is of great importance in that it
will prevent the catching of mackerel when
they are in their worst condition as food.
And in the end it will îesult in increasing
the effect of the wholesale taking of fish in
the spawning season. In former times the
larger par» of the mackerel taken were No.
l's, thoroughly fit for food. In 1884 the
books of one firm showed that out of over
14,000 barrels packed only 317 were No. l's
and but 3,100 reached the grade of No. 2."
John Mussey's Will.

The will of the late John Mussey has been
presented for probate.
By the original will Mr. Mussey gives
the Mussey mansion, at the corner of High
and Danforth streets, with all its furniture,
plate, &c., in equal parts to his daughters
Harriet P. Preble and Margaret J. Sweat.
To his brother Charles Mussey an annuity
Of $500.
To his son-in-law John Rand and his heirs
the land and buildings located at the southeast corner of Free and Centre streets, and
the use of the offices in Mussey's Row while
he practices law.
To Harriet P. Preble and Margaret J.
Sweat he leaves his personal property—onehalf each—and the income—one-half each—
for life of his real estate.
If W. P. Preble survives his wife Harriet,
then he is to have $000 per year, for five
years, paid out of the real estate income she
enjoyed. The same provision is made for L.
D. M. Sweat in case he survives his wife

Margaret.
After the deaths of Harriet and Margaret
the real estate on the corner of Temple and
Middle streets, and High and Danforth goes
in fee simple to their children, and all other
real estate where situate.
He leaves small bequests to parties in
Newburyport, Mass., and gives nothing to
charitable institutions as he says experience
has taught him that the "individual, while
living, is the best almoner."
Harriet P. Preble and Margaret J. Sweat
are made joint executrices. The will is dated June Uth, 1874, and witnessed by Charles
M. Plummer, Hiram T. Plummer and Chas.
A. Plummer.
By a codicil dated June 22d, 1874, he
revokes the bequest to jonn i;arm ana neirs,
the codicil being witnessed by Hiram T.
Pluinmer, Charles A. Plummer and Samuel
Johnson.
By a second codicil, dated Nevember30th,
1880, in case of the death of Harriet P.
Preble before Margaret J. Sweat he leaves
her children, Henry, William P. and Walter,
the moiety of the net income of the real estate, corner of Middle and Temple streets.
Witnessed by Margaret T. Norton, Susie A.
Quinn, O. David Nelson.
By a third codicil,dated Februaryî23d, 1885,
he revokes the bequests to the parties in
Newburyport, as he had made other provisions for them. He also gives the mansion
house corner o£ High and Danforth streets,
and the brick house on the south-westerly
corner of that lot, to his grand children in
fee simple, upon the death of his daughter
Harriet, the brick house being held subject
to the life lease of his daughter Margaret.
He also gives bequests of $1.50 each to his
servants, Margaret Norton and Susie Quinn·
Nathan Webb, A. 0. Shaw and William
Sweat are the winesses.

Quite

an

Excitement.

Yesterday morning a man digging at the
foot of Franklin .street, exhumed a large
shoe box. When opened what appeared
a
skeleton was brought to light.
like
Neighbors gathered, there wae great excitement, and a coroner secured who thought
the remains those of a

man.

dren of the neighberhood buried a favorite
dog in that locality and further investigation
proved the remains were those of the dog.
The Runaway.
The small boy named Dunn who came
from Boston Saturday morning, and who has
been held by the police as a runaway, yesterday morning forsook his tale of the self supporting orphan and said that he lived with
his mother, Mrs. Carrie S. Dunn, at 10 Ontario Place, South Boston. He had run away
from home, he said, because his mother
scolded him. A telegram was at once sent
to Boston informing Mrs. Dunn where the
boy was, but no reply had been received last

PARNELL.

AND

The committee appointed by the Irish National League, Ancient Ordor of Hibernians,
Irish American Belief Association, Montgomery Guards and Grattan Literary Association for ths purpose of making arrangements for the meeting in City Hall, next
Tuesday evening to express sympathy with
Gladstone and Parnell in their efforts to obtain home rule for Ireland, met at the I. A.
R. A. lialllast evening. Rev. T.* P. Linnehan, Rector of the Cathedfal, and Rev.
Charles Doherty, pastor of St. Dominic's
Charles McCarthy, Jr., presided and William II. Looney was chosen
secretary. Wm. McAleney announced that
he had secured Chandler's Band to furnish
music. It was voted to reserve the galleries
for ladies, and to invite the public to attend.
Charles McCarthy, Jr., W. H. Looney and J.
J. Lynch were appointed a committee on invitations, J. A. Gallagher and W. H. Looney
were appointed committee on advertising.
The members of the committee were constituted a reception committee.
The speakers
will be publicly announced in a few days.
The committee expect to secure
speakers
some
gentlemen of National reputation
whose utterances will have a National signifiwere
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NEW

Arrangements for the Meeting Next
Tuesday Evening

ELASTIC CUT-AWAY

GRAND
SPECIAL

tlia

iinnrnvpil f.liA riifforannoc in
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N1ARRIACES.
Sheepscot Bridge, May 16, Thomas Foster of
Boothbay and Miss Amauda Gray of Newcastle.
In Castine, William Colson of Castlne and Eva
At

Kobiuson of Swan's Island.
fn Mechanic Falls, May 15, Sumner Foss and
Miss Hattie M. Campbell of Minot.
In PittsQeld, May 19, Win. E.Shaw and Miss
Dorothy F. Heislop.

DEATHS.
In Newcastle, May IB, Sally C., wife of Robert
Hull, aged 83 years.
In Newcastle, May 16, Margaret D., widow of
the late Nathaniel Webb, aged 86 years.
In Wliiteiield, May 16, Elisha P. Matthews, aged
77 years 4 months.
In Farmingdale, May
of the late David Wing,

21, Mrs. Lydia P., widow
aged 75 years 11 months.

fiinornl servif»f> of thft latft Mrs. .Tann S.
Pearson will take place on Wednesday afternoon
at 2 o'clock from lier late residence, 39 Hampshire street. Burial private.
The funeral of Jas. Gallagher will take place
this afternoon at 2.30 o'clock from No. 11 Vine
street.
fThft

Blood
Purify Your
impurities,
blood may be full of

Your

Sarsaparilla

will

but

Hood's

thoroughly clAmse, enrich,

and

it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections arisfrom
impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsapariling
la. It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache, kidney and "liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, and builds up the wliole system.
Heury Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.
vitalize

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Buck, of North Blooiufield, Ν. Y., sufferyears with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that he had to give up business. He
was entirely cured of the ulcer, andalsoof catarrh,
by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, having several of
After suffering about all I could
them at a time.
bear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
cured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
relief." Κ. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

by druggists, $1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
by C, Γ. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Massapl

100 Doses One DoMar
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Positively Cared by
these Idttlo Pills.

They also relieve Distresa from Dyspepsia,

tion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizzineee, Nausea, Drowsidcps, Bad Taste in the
Month, Conted Tongue,
Ρ a i ι; in tbe Side, &c.
They regulate the
I

η

d ig

B. A. Atkinson
& CO.,
AT

DONNELL BUILDING,

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts„

Bow-|

Consti-j

to
nation and Pilee. The smallest and easiest take.
PurolyVw·
Only one pill a doeo. 40 in a vial, mail
for$1.00.
G
vials
cents.
25
by
etable. Price
^
-·-■···-

MARRETT, BAILEY & 00.

hip sections are cut away, thereby removing uncomfortable and injurious pressure. The elastic gores render this
corset absolutely perfect fitting and expand readily to every
motion of the body, giving a health preserving effect and
freedom of motion. They are furnished by a new process of
steam mouldingwhichgivesthe wearera well made and perfect fitting corset, equal in shape to the finest imported
goods. A special feature of this corset is it will retain its
shape as long as worn. Price SI.OO.
The

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles andget our prices. We
have selected our

with special reference to the
each. It is desirable to have

a

Harmonize

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

We

f rop'rs, New York.

guarantee

We

AND ALL KINDS OF

Fancy Cabinet Ware.

Y

AUCTION.

at 3 μ. in., we shall
sell the substantial brick house, No. 51 Chestnut street, contains 11 rooms, bath room, hot ami
cold water, water closet. &c., piped for gas, heated with steam, has good cellar, is conveniently arranged ; the lot is 30x112 feet. Terms easy and
made known at sale. The central location, good
neighborhood, large lot, substantial and convenient house, make this very desirable for a residence ; and for renting it is always sure of a good
my21dlw
tenant at good rental.

ON

CO., AUCTIONS EH*.

F. O. BAILKY A

S A L· JE

OF

—

CARRIACES.
SATURDAY next, at 10.30 a. n»., at Mart,
we shall sell a large assortment
fine, light
family carriages, consisting of
Phaetons, Top Buggies on End and Brewster and
Ttmpkin Spring, Surrys, Extension Top Carryalls,
Open Beach Wagons, Open Piano and Corning
Buggies, Express Wagons, &c. As we are obliged
to relinquish one of our outside store houses,
we are obliged to reduce our stock and shall select 30 to 40 carriages and sell without reserve.

ONPlum St.,and

our

prices

low

as

This will be the
chase carriages

opportunity

of the

season

to

pur-

my24dlw

cheap.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Anctionecrs and Commission merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
€. W. ALLEN
dtl

F. O. BAILEY.
marl4

Basket Bottom Chairs

and Rockers.
OUR

at 57 1-2 cents per yard. Special prices
oil all grades of Tapestry, Body Brussels, Velvets and Cotton and Wool Carpets. We show the largest line of best
selected Carpets east of Boston and NewYork at prices that insnre quick sales.

Mew Perfection

BUTTONS,
HOSIERY,
BEAD SIMPS,

AMERICAN RUGS
LIGNUM
LINOLEUM
SHEET OILCLOTH
OIL CLOTH

And Other
to be

CHESTS
—AND—

sold at greatly reduced price».
out of all our

closing

at

STORE 561 CONGRESS

STREET,

Between Oak and Creen·

Undoubtedly the best iu the world,
and the only reliable charcoal filled Refrigerator and chest in the market.
Come
Price 20 per cent, under Boston.
and examine the goods.

MRS.J.B.PIKE
d3t*

(Formerly (2oudy'ft.)

my25

PHILADELPHIA

Lawn Mowers !

Chamber
Furniture.
Ash Chamber Sets,
#17 to $75
"
"
1C toi 30
Pine
"
"
45 to 125
marble
top,
Cherry
"
28 to 85
Im. " "
"
marble top, 85 to 225
Walnut "
65 to 150
Mahogany Chamber Sets,
This is the largest display of Chamber
Sets we have ever had and is not excelled by any house in this country.

SIDE BOARDS
Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, and Oak.
Elegant Line. Bottom knocked out
of the price.

PRICES RED» FOR 1886.

AT WHOLESALE AND BETAIL.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

87 styles to select from, ranging
We can
from $35.00 to $250.00.
suit any taste, and please remember this
is our mark down mark. If you want a
bargain you must secure it before the
first of June.
in

price

STOVES

day time. Our store is lighted
by electricity and we can show you in
the evening as well as day time. We
have added to our force so that buyers
Thankcan rely on prompt shipment.
ing the public for past support, we remain
Your Obedient Servants,

East Baldwin, formerly

boarding house,
used
AT
hotel; good scenery, pleasant
rides,
boating, and gunning in season,
as

a

on
fishing,
the line of the Portland & Ogdensburg R. It., and
convenient for business men, as they can be in
the city all day and return to their families at
night. Board from five to eight dollars per week
according to rooms. Excellent accommodation
for the price. Address J. E. BROWNE, East Baldwin, Maine. Kefers by permission to the following gentlemen: S. C. Strout, M. P. Frank, Geo.
Walker, C. P. Mattocks and B. F. Andrews, Portland.
my25dlw*

ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING.
the Maine State Pyth-

adjourned meeting
lielief Association, will be held at PythAN ian
THURSDAY EVENING, May 27th, 8
ian
of

Hall,

A full attendance requested.
,1. F. CHUTE,
my25d3t

p. in.

Secretary.

Police Notice.
monthly meeting of the Tollce ExregularBoard
win be held at the Common

THEamining

Council room, in the City Building, ou TUESDAY
EVENING, June 1, at 7.30.
Ε. B. WINS LOW, Chairman.
my25dtd

until

carriage.

Range,

These

Fritfay, May 28th.
good

facturer,

KNIVES, SP00ÏS, FORKS, &C.
I am offering special inducements in Kogers &
Bros.'A 1 Table ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

ar-

"OUR OWN"
Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and finish has few equals and no
superior in the world.

push,

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, dee.,
Cleansed, Repaired and

Portland and Bid-

people
WANTED—The
deford to know that Madame Johnson,
medical and business

the
celebrated
clairvoyant, of
Boston, is still at 56 Free streel, excepting Fridays and Saturdays, when she may be found at
25-1
Meed's Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

pleasant, down stairs rent, in
116 Portland St.,
and Green, seven
rooms, gas and water. For rent, apply to T. E.
THOMPSON, Comer of Preble and Oxford Sts.
LET—A

eodtl

apl6
apl5

j

CEILING
DECORATIONS.

COOK

TO

NON-ARSENICAL

500 CON
50»
CONGRESS ST.

WANTED—A good meat and pastry
cook, also a table girl, can receive good situations. Applv at once ; references required. ST.
25-1
JULIAN HOTEL.

FOR

25-1

new

cottage of nine rooms,

OXFORD

Address No.
20-2

LET—Small tenement, 48 Cedar street.
Inquire of F. & C. B. NASII, 386 & 390 Fore
25-1
street.

TO

WENTWORTH,

A. M.

25-1

class top
AALE CHEAP—One first
buggy, new. will sell or exchange for secondhand carriage. Call on E. MERRILL, cor. Preble
25-1
and Cumberland St.

We have in stock a full line
of the above eoods, in all the
new and desirable styles.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
may2Q

Warranted,
at the newly established prices.

TO
thorough repair, at No.
Portland
south-west
TO

E.B.&B.

Rogers and Bros/AI Table Ware.

sold
six

LET—A nice new summer cottage, pleasantly and conveniently located on Long Island, Casco Bay ; rent low. For particulars, call at
399 CONGRESS STREET, Hearing's Bakery.
26-1

ST.
eod3m

dtl

feb9

with good references and the above amount of
money. Only those need apply to| C. M. 1>UN25-1
BAK, Koom 91, Preble House.
of

CONGRESS

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

manu-

men

30it

OEM. AGENT,

25-1

Boston
WANTED—Agents
$50 to $500, to represent
of
salesmen and
must be

L. A. GOULD,

SAMUEL THURSTON,

household goods.

LET—First class tenement at No. 154
CLARK ST., seven rooms and bath room;
all modern conveniences ; pleasant and desirable.

House, Office and Store Decorations
SPECIALTY.

A

We arc prepared lo make estimates on all binds of above work.
We liave
competent workmcu
and would advise all contemplat-

ing work of this kind to call
ly, before the rush of Spring

ear·

bus-

iness commences.

BARGAINS !
Lisle Thread Hose 75 cents
former price $1.25.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers SI.OO; former
price SI.37 1-2.
Cents' Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to SI.25.
Night Shirts, all sizes, 50 cts;
former price SI.OO.

J. G. HAÏES & CO.
NO. Τ MARKET SUMRt. <1«

my5

good capable girl, for general
house-work. Apply at once, 157 DAN25-1
FORTH STREET. City.

WANTED—A
are

wish to call your attention.
The "Jttunroe Ingrain (Cartridge) Papers a specialty.

374

■ IV

X

aiKl Β

.1

.-IIIUIW

HRACKETT

It 11U*'J

V

ST., S'-!l per

lft«"

■ WUIO

mon til.

Islands.
25-1
III.

» WW

25-1

feb26

eod3m

DIAMONDS Σ
We make

LONDON PERCALES
JUST RECEIVED.

Street.
eod3m

One

case

of London Percales for Shirt-

ing's and Ladies' and Children's Dresses;
full yard wide, choice styles and Teryilne;
usual price 20 cts; we shall sell them for

SATIN PARASOLS

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

We have about «0 Ladies' Black Satin
Parasols, with colored linings
at only 98 cents each.

BIKES BROTHERS
d2&

specialty

of

American and

JEWELRY !
and most Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry "'V*®
repaired

in the most thorough manner "at reasona
bie prices, by flrst-class workmen.

MILITARY and SOCIETY GOODS

91IDDLE

STBKET.

A. Keith.

Mkkkii.l.
ap!3

J.M.Dyer&Co.
011
mj'8

CONtiKESS STREET.

eodtl

''"dly

FRATERNITY PAPERS
A new

book by Edward II. Elwell, author of

•.Thello™

,f

riilrty-Flve," iniblishe.l

i'KJlvAEll&CO.,
JVbLl,,
UONIIAM.

and HOVT

hv κι.
i
Γυυυ «

Foci'

For sale at thô TliANSClilPT OFFICE 44 pv
liaii ge St., and at the book stores. Price «1 as

m3y 23

HASKELL &
-JIAJU'Ml'TI

Foreign manufacture.

J. A.

They cannot be bought elsewhere,
hare the exclusse sale in the city.

03 Cents.

a

WATCHES !

J.A.MERRILL &G0., JEWELERS.

lîî 1-2 CENTS.
as we

my24

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
oi Latest

& HARMON,
Congress

buy cheap Stoves,

Congress St.,

LORING, SHORT
feb25

to

The

place
FOUND
Spring Beds and Mattresses, for the
S. WARREN.
—

perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spiing Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, to which we
which

& CO.

Manager.

Win. Mason.

corner

No. 474

B. A. Atkinson

—

SALE—Great reduction of prices on
plants: WM. MORTON, Florist, 104Va Exchange St., has decided to put his prices down to
the very lowest figures the first of the season.
Bedding out plants a specialty. Finest stock in
25-1
the city. Come early and avoid the rush.

a

RANGES

in the

their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
niar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,

afternoon, at Portland, Maine, in the office of
George F. Gould, room number 4, 85 Exchange
street, to act upon the following business: To see
if the stockholders will ratify and confirm the doings of the General Manager, in relation to the
business management of said Company: to act upon proposed amendments to articles 4, 6, 7 and 8
of tlie by-laws of said Company, and to transact
come before
any other business that may legally
said meeting.
F.
GUTHRIE.
JAMES
my25dlt

LET—A nice

We keep our store open every evening

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS

Stockholder·*of the Οuthrie Wrench
iflanufacturing Company:
I. J. F. Guthrie, by virtue of the authority given
me by the foregoing warrant, hereby give notice
that a special meeting of the stockholders of said

;
and babv

known to be a durable,
well made, perfect fitting
Corset. Every pair warranted
not to break over the hip, by
are

my22

To the

114

to accommodate those who cannot come

TECHNIGON"

corporation

all furnished.
TO at Peaks' Island,
STREET.

Largest show in the country. Write
for particulars or come and see us. Remember we sell for Cash, or One Fourth
Down and Balance by the Week or
Month.

190 & 192 Middle Street, dtf

or published in the Portland Daily Press, a
newspaper printed in said city of Portland, in said
county, seven days before said meeting.
Given under my hand and seal this twenty-second
day of May, A. D. 1886.
GEO. F. GOULD,
Justice of the Peace.

sixty-five
dining-room chairs

us

money.

save

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

to be

for

and

a

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest prices.

Maine, Cumberland ss.
Guthrie, Greeting:
written application has been made
to me, a Justice of the Peace for said counof the Guthrie Wrench
three
stockholders
ty, by
Manufacturing Company, a corporation duly established by law, to issue my warrant to one of
them, the said three stockholders, directing him
to call a meeting of said corporation : and whereas
it appears that such meeting can not otherwise be
legally called Therefore you, one of the three
stockholders aforesaid, are hereby directed to call
a special meeting of said corporation, by notices
—θ and

SALE—Piano and

Buy these goods of

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

in thia State with from

Mummer Boarder*.

MAINE STATE PYTHIAN RELIEF.

Parlor Furniture.

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Com-

One Chickering Piano .six octave, to be
FOR
dollars also Richmond

All qualities and in
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

MADRAS

FOR

Also Bradley's Lawn Fertilizer and
Lawn Grass Seed,

Ot all kinds.

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES

WHEREAS

Luces, Corsets, Ribbons, Ladies'
1/ndervests, Fringes, Clasps,Buckles, &c., at cost i'or the next two

weeks,

REFRIGERATORS.
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«Ulths

in

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

State of
To J. F.

Trimmings

In 15 feet,
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all

MATTINGS
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pany.

FANCY BRAIDS

Large Stock
These Goods
jn Choice patterns.

FOREIGN ami

Manufacturing

Wrench
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KIDDEMINSTER3
ART SQUARES

under

Guthrie

Hartford

Bromley
Worcester, Homers

THREE PLYS
EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPEJtS

& CARTLAND,
uarpet Department DAVIS
Falmouth Hotel.
Middle St.,
Tapestry Brussels Carpets

■Ri<reTow,
Ktas

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

will do well to call and try a pair of II ana η
& Son's celebrated Cordovan Waukenphast
We
Shoes, the best shoes to wear in the city.
be
and
will
these
of
line
a
full
have
goods
them.
show
to
pleased
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and

BRUSSELS,

BODY

GENTLEMEN

nice lino of

English
American.

English, Lowe)Li

Wc will sell all our odd rots of Ladies' Kid
and Goat Button Boots nt cost. Wc liavc a
few of those $3.35 Ladies Curacoa Kid Boots
Also some sixes of the $1.85 Boots.
left.

CHAIRS,
WILLOW CHAIRS,

may25

Decorations

Ceiling

AXMINSTER,
MOQUETTE
WILTON,
VELVET

FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.

RATTAN

ill

Il

THURSDAY, May 'J7,

sr

Book Shelves,

ICE

Clip«fnn<

the lowest.

as

Wall Cabinets,

a

and

Papers

Corner Stands,

days

exhibiting the best line of

are now

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice» We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

PIAZZAS,

few

dlw

F. O. BAÏLEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

—

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

my25

a

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

of

IMPORTED

sliall offer for

F. O. BAILEY &
my2Q

LARGK

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

Room

wc

Our

Designs and Oolorings.

New

One hundred Carriage Lap Kobes, all plain drabs, at 47 cts. each.
Extra quality Ladies' Black Silk Taffeta Gloves, all sizes, 39
cents pair.
One thousand Japanese Fans for decorating purposes, 10 cts. each.
Lot of small imported Rugs, to be sold very cheap in drapery department, up stairs.
Λ new Fastening for Children's Cuffs and Collars, the best thing
ever made for attaching the Cuff and Collar to the Garment.
Ask for them in the Ladies' Neckwear Department.

among which we shall offer

IN

on the premises, at
public auction, on Wednesday, May 2«>tn, at
3 o'clock p. m., the valuable parcel of real estate
with the brick dwelling house thereon, also stable
connected therewith ; tliese premises w ere formerly the residence of Dr. Moses Dodge, and is now
numbered 16 on the south westerly side of Kim
street, in Portland ; the lot is about 42 feet on Elm
street, extending back about IK) feet ; the premises
are most favorably located, being in the centre of
business; modem improvements, gas and Sebago.
Terms easy. For particulars apply ,to
FESSENDEN .1. DAY, Lewlston,
FKED'K FOX, 85 Exchange St., or to

is complete with

FURNITURE,

or

the public well know.

as

Carpet Department

COTTAGE

Splint

prevailing

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

Matting,

shall offer for sale

An

··

FOR

Vaiûiiëleal Estate

colors of

lilt

Baby Carriages,

ON

BRICK RESIDENCE

cnt of 20 per cent, from former
priees on our enormous line of

Straw

Papers. Draperies,

BROTHERS

RINES

TUESDAY, May 26th, at 10o'clock a. m.,
grand sale of 5000 Dwarf and Standard
Roses, Clematis and Ornamental Plants from P.
\V. Vander Veur, Bookoop, Holland.
d3t
may22

WE

Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

Laec

PORTLAND.

t

Wall

Carpetiiigs,

FOR SALE BY

ιηγ25

Commencing Monday Morning with

AT OUR ROOMS, 18 EXCHANGE ST.

AT PUBLIC AUCTION.

Preserving.

e β

jtîla and prevent

SUCCESSOHS TO

fortable and Health

"I

Sold

COLCORD,
dtl

Strong, Easy Fitting, Com-

OF

ed eleven

had been troubled with hives and pimples for
Other remedies having failed, I was
some time.
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have taken
two bottles, and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier." Erfie M. Petkie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

5000 ROSES MD CLEMATIS,

CORSETS ! H J. BAILEY & CO.,

Wallace

Purifies the Blood.

W.

J.

li«fu-ooi>

teachers out sick and their substitutes as
presented by the secretary on this pay roll
The subject of the
being by vote allowed.
purchase of historical and chronological
charts of the "Old Thirteen English Colonies," was referred to the superintendent to
be further considered and reported on.
On motion of Dr. liing it was voted that
the request of Mr. Cowan, to be allowed to
photograph school children under lestrictions be granted, but that no child shall be
under any obligation whatever to purchase
any copies of the pictures taken.
The following preamble with resolutions,
offered by Mr. Holden, was considered and
unanimously adopted by vote of the Board:
City ok Portland,
·)
In School Committee, May 24, 188C. j
Whereas, the hundredth anniversary of the incorporation of the town of Portland will occur on
the 4th of July next, and the city government has
determined to celebrate that event, by public
parades and other suitable observances ;
Therefore, This committee recommend that
such part in the célébration be assigned to the
public schools as may be consistent with the
security of the children from accident and exemption from excessive fatigue, believing that no
illustration of the rise and progress of the municipality would be more significant or interesting
than an exhibition of the public schools. We
further recommend that a committee of three,
members of this board, be appointed whose duty
It shall be, assisted by the Superintendent, to encourage the school children to unite with tiie procession to be formed, and to guard them carefully
from chances of accident, ana from undue fatigue.
On motion of Mr. McAipine it was voted
that Messrs. Holden, Merrill and MeOowau
constitute the above committee.
Flans for a new building designed to be
erected to accommodate the scholars of the
School street district and from other schools
now over crowded in Ward 7 were presented
by the Mayor, and referred to the committee
on school rooms to consider and report upon
to the board at an early day.

F. 0. BAILEY ft €0., AUCTIONEERS.

143 PEARL· STREET.

ANNOUNCEMENT

fillr\ûr!ntonf r\f

Schools. The .action of the supervisors of
the North School in sending a class to the
Chestnut street building was approved.
Col. Merrill reported Miss Fogg employed
temporarily to assist Miss Fales in the fifth
and sixth classes in the School street school,
and his action was approved.l
On motion of Mr. McAlpine, it was voted
that the supervisors be authorized to procure
a Cyclopedia for the West School at an expense not to exceed $22.
On motion of Mr. Holden, it was voted
that a copy of "Bradley's Atlas of the
World" be purchased for use in the School
Committee rooms.
·
A communication from Mr. Chase, the
principal of the High School, concerning a
readjustment of the studies of that school,
was read by the Secretary, and it was voted
that the Secretary procure a printed copy
of the communication of the principal of the
High School for the use of each member of
the board.
Notice was given that Monday, May 31st,is
to be observed as Memorial Day, and as
such is a holiday in the schools by the
school calendar.
All requests for excuses
for absence when children leave school for
base ball are to be referred by principals to
tlieir supervisors, to be treated according to
the nature of the offense.
On motion of Mr. McAlpine, it was voted
that the committee on text books and course
of study consider the advisability of adopting a new text book for English grammar in
the grammar schools, and report to this
board thereon.
On motion of Dr. Ring, it was voted that
the adoption of Meserveys single entry
bookkeeping for use in the first class in the
grammar schools be referred to the text
bo jk committee to
consider and report
thereon.
On the request of Dr. Crandall, who was
necessarily absent, the consideration of a
change in rule 6, chapter 8, was deferred one
month.
The consideration of a change in the text
books in music for a portion of the schools
was referred to the committee on music to re.
port upon. Pay rolls and bills for the month
amounting to $7,333.G1 were presented and

INSTRUCTION Ii\ ENGLISH AND CLASS-

jan24

School Committee.

+1>λΪ*« inmnmiioAiO <in/l

AUCTION 9ALEH.

ICAL STUDIES

H I

present.

The regular monthly meeting of the School
Board was held last evening, His Honor the
Present: Messrs. McMayor presiding.
Gowan, Ilolden, Merrill, Ring and McAlpine·
The record of the last meeting was read and
approved. Wednesday, June 30, was fixed
on as graduation day in the High School.
The various schools were reported upon by

EDUCATIONAL.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

cance.

The excitement

increased and it was thought some terrible
murder had been committed. Finally a lady
remembered that fifteen years ago the chil-

night.
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Quality

MES,
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of—

Custom au<l Kcady

made

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be

dcptndrtl upon ati<l
prices guaranteed.

Lancaster Building,
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fair
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